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P BE FACE, f^^^
%*.

Geometry is one of tlie most attractive studies to

artizans, on account of its practical utility. But atten-

tion has been heretofore confined principally to one
branch of the subject

—Plane Geometry. It is only of

late years that Solid Geometry has been brought so

extensively into notice in England.
The Science and Art Department has from year to

year more strongly advocated the study of the latter

branch of the subject, by rejecting greater numbers of

those candidates, at their examinations of science classes,
who have failed to come up to the gradually increasing
standard of excellence in knowledge of its principles.

Foreign nations have been before us in this matter;
and the recent Educational Exhibitions have shown that

a knowledge of Solid Geometry is considered indis-

pensable to the well-educated foreigner.
There are few English works upon this subject ; and

those which do exist are either too learned for the

ordinary reader, or they are exceedingly expensive.
This little treatise has been prepared expressly for

those who are studying Geometry in classes in con-

nection with the Science and Art Department. The
aim of the writer, who has taught the subject to large
classes of artizans for several years, has been to show,
as far as possible, the principles upon which construc-

tions are based, thereby helping the student to avoid
the system of "cram," of which examiners so justly

complain.
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n PREFACE.

He should not rest satisfied until he can understand
the "

why
" and " wherefore "

of the point he is

studying, and can reason out for himself any necessary
deductions therefrom.

It is understood that, in future, candidates' attention

must be confined almost entirely to Solid Geometry.
This book contains rather more than is necessary to

correctly work the elementary papers set at the South

Kensington Examinations.

a A.

PEEFACE TO THE NEW EDITION.

The subject of this little book is becoming year by year
more popular, primarily on account of its vital import-
ance as a study, comprising as it does the principles
which form the basis of true and intelligent draughtsman-
ship, but also as a valuable educational agent.
The favour with which the former edition has been

received amongst the teachers and students of our Insti-

tutes and classes has been very marked. Hence it was
considered desirable to prepare a re-issue of the work, so

revised, corrected, and added to, as to bring it up to date,

and to still deserve the recognition and approval of those

seeking a knowledge of the subject upon which it treats.

A chapter has been added upon Graphic Arithmetic ;

many methods of solution have been improved, and a

large number of extra exercises inserted,

H. A.

Canonburt,
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GEOMETRY.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

Geometry is divided into two distinct branches—Theo-
retical and Practical. The former proves the principles
of the science, whilst the latter applies those principles
to construction. It is our duty to consider only the

practical branch of the subject, although reference will

be made to Euclid, and jjroofs of constructions given
where advisable; so that the student may, if he choose,
more clearly understand the solution of a problem by
investigating the principles upon which it is based.

Practical Geometry is subdivided into two branches—
Plane and Solid. The former describes the construction
and properties of lines and figures, Avhilst the lattei

treats of the delineation of solid bodies upon plane
surfaces.

It is necessary that the student should be provided
with the following materials, to enable him to work out
for himself the problems contained in this book :

—
(1.) A DRAWING-BOARD. This should be quite

square at its corners, and present a perfectly level

surface. The size would, of course, depend upon the

kind of work to be done; but a board 22 inches by 17

inches will be found very generally useful.

(2.) A T SQUARE. By means of this instrument,

perpendicular and horizontal lines can be drawn par-
allel to the edges of tlie board; and if the head be so
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constructed as to turn upon the blade, lines at any
angle with these perpendiculars, &c., can be obtained.

The edge of the blade should be bevelled, as the instru-

ment will not then throw a shadow where the line is to

be drawn.

(3.) 2 SET-SQUAKES (60° and 45°). These consist

of two triangular pieces of wood or vulcanite. Those

having angles of 60° and 45° are the most convenient.

By means of these, lines can be
drawn perpendicular to each other,
or parallels in any direction can be
determined. Thus, in figure 1, one

set-square, 5, rests against the edge
of another, a. It will be seen that

by sliding the former along the

latter to other positions, as c and

c?, parallels or perpendiculars to

the edge of the set-square a, can be
drawn at any distance from each

other.

(4.) A SET OF MATHEMA.
TICAL INSTRUMENTS, which
should comprise, at least—a com-

pass, with movable pen and pencil

legs; a pair of dividers; bow

pen and pencil compasses, to describe small circles and
arcs ;

and a ruling pen. Indian ink should be used

with the instruments, because it will not corrode them.

After using, they should be wiped quite clean, to

preserve them from rust.

(5.) A PROTRACTOR. This is an instrument used

for setting out angles. It is made in several forms
;
but

the most convenient for the student is the six-inch flat

rule, with ISO"" marked round three of its edges. The
method of using it is as follows :

—Suppose an angle of

40° is to be made with a given line, A B, at some

point. A, in it. The unmarked edge of the instrument

should be so placed as to coincide with the line A B,
the centre of that edge resting upon A. Then, if the

/
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required angle is to open from right to left, the numbers
of the degrees upon the protractor must be read in that

direction; and at the required 40°, a mark should be

90 80 70 GO

made upon the paper. Then, by removing the instru-

ment, and joining the point found to A, an angle of 40'^

with the line A B will be determined.

(6.) PAPER AND PENCILS. Cartridge Paper is

the cheapest and best which can be used for geometrical

drawing purposes, as it is stout enough to prevent the

points of the instruments from penetrating, if they are

used carefully. The pencils should be those marked
" H." and " H. B.

;

"
the former, for what are termed

construction lines, and the latter for completed figures,
which should be drawn in firm dark lines.

(7.) DRAWING PINS. These are required to keep
the paper in a fixed position upon the board. The best

are those which have the pins soldered into the heads,
but not penetrating quite through them. By using this

kind, the annoyance of the pin coming through and

pricking the finger, or unscrewing when taken out, is

avoided.
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CHAPTER II.

DEFINITIONS AND ELEMENTARY PROBLEMS.

A point has neither length, breadth, nor thickness. It

merely denotes a position, and is shown in geometrical

drawings thus, — ©A.
A straight line has length, but not breadth nor thick-

ness. It is the nearest distance between two given

points.
An angle is the inclination to each other of two

straight lines which meet in a point.
When one straight line meeting another straight line

makes the angles on either side of it equal to one

another, each of these angles is a right angle ;
and the

lines are said to be mutually perpendicular. (Euclid,
Bk. I., Def. 11.) .

An angle is acute, when smaller than a right angle,
and obtuse when greater.
The complement of an angle is that which it requires

to complete a right angle.
The supplement of an angle is that which it requires

to complete two right angles.
A triangle is a figure enclosed by three straight lines.

When these lines are equal, the triangle is equilateral;
when two of them only are equal, it is isosceles.

A right-angled tiiangle has one of its angles a right

angle.
A quadrilateral figure is enclosed by four straight

lines.

A square is a quadrilateral figure having all its sides

equal and all its angles right angles.
A rectangle has two pairs of equal sides, and all its

angles right angles.
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A parallelogram is a figure having two pairs of

parallel sides.

A rhombus is a quadrilateral figure having all its

sides equal, but two of its angles acute.

The diagonal of a rectilineal (straight-lined) figure is

the line which joins two opposite angular points.
A polygon is a figure having many sides. Polygons

are regular oi" irregular, according as their sides are

equal or unequal. Special names are given to polygons
according to the number of their sides. Thus—
Pentagon,
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An angle is named either by a single letter placed at

^ the intersection of the two lines forming
it, or by three letters, the middle one

being that described above. Thus,
-C angle B, or A B C.

Fig. 4.
^

A figure is named by letters placed

j^
at its angular points, as figure ABC.A circle is named by a letter placed at its

.^centre.

r* 5
Parts of an inch are given as decimal frac-

^^' '

tions. Thus, 6-5" means six inches and five

tenths of another inch; 3-25" means three inches and
twenty-five hundredths of another inch. One-half is re-

presented by -5, one quarter by '25 and three quarters
by -75.

Where the figures in this work do not agree with the
dimensions given in the problems, the scale is J.
The problems of this chapter are to be worked with

compass and ruler only. Perpendiculars and parallels
are to be constructed by rule, and not drawn mechani-

cally by aid of the T square or set-squares. Angles,
too, are to be determined geometrically

—that is, without
the aid of the protractor.

Problem I.

To divide a finite straight line into two equal parts.

Let A B be the given
E straight line. With A and B,

\ in turn, as centres, and with
\ a radius obviously larger than
A half the line, describe arcs in-

1 tersecting in E and F. Join

-j

^ E F. Then the point C, where

j
E F meets A B, is the centre

/ of the line. By extending
this process and bisecting

J.
each half again, the line can be

yjg Q^
divided into four equal parts.

/
/
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(G-

Problem II.

At the given points A and B, in the straight line C D,
to erect perpendiculars.

On either side of the point A mark off equal distances,
as A E, A F. With E
and F as centres—
any radius, describe

arcs intersecting in G.

Join G A.
The above con-

struction would not

be convenient for

determining a line

perpendicular to C D,
and to pass through
B, when that point is near the extremity of the Uneu

In this case, take any point, H, as centre, and describe

an arc K B L, passing through the point B. Join

K H, and produce it beyond H, until it meets the

arc in L. Join LB.

v^
Fig. 7.

Problem III,

Through the given points A and B, to draw lines

perp&iidicular to C D.

In this case the given points are without the given
line. With A as centre,
draw an arc, ELF, ^
which will cut D in

two points E and F.

Bisect E F (Prob. L)
in the point G. Then
A G- is the required^'

perpendicular.
Another method is re-

quired when the given
Fig. 8.
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point, as B, is nearly over the extremity of the line.

Draw any line, B T, intersecting C D in T. Bisect B T
(Prob. I.), and, with H as centre—radius H B—describe
the arc B K T, intersecting C D in K. J oin B K.

Problem IV.

To bisect a given angle, BAG.
On A B and A C mark off equal distances, A E and

AR
With E and F as centres,

and with a radius equal
to more than half the dis-

tance E F, describe arcs

intersecting in G. Then,
a line, A G, will bisect the

Fig 9.
angle.

Problem V.

To draw a linej making an angle of 60°, with the given
line A B, at the 'point A.

Before commencing this problem, the student will

require a little instruction as to the conventional

method of measuring angles. If he will take his com-

pass, and keeping one leg stationary, will revolve

the other about the hinge as a centre, he will notice

that the opening between the legs will increase, until

the two form one straight line. If this revolution could

be continued far enough, a complete circle would be

generated.
In England it is agreed, that the whole revolution

shall be supposed to be divided into 360 equal steps, each

step being a degree, written thus °. Consequently, when
the movable leg has made one quarter of a revolution,

it will have travelled through 90°. When half a revolu-
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tion has been made, a straight line is formed, which

theoretically is an angle of 180°; but in practical

geometry no angle, greater than 179° is referred to.

Any angle, therefore, is determined by the number of

degrees which it contains. Tn the problem before us,
we have to make an angle of 60°, which it is readily
seen is one-sixth part of 360°.

With A as centre, draw any arc, C D, and as the

radius of a circle stepped round the circumference wiU
divide it into six equal parts,
mark off C D, equal to the
radius employed. Join A D,
andDAB is the required angle.
The student has now learned

how to construct angles of 90°

and 60°. (Prob. II. and III.)
He can also bisect an angle.

By the proper use of the con- Fig. 10.

structions already described,

many other angles can be determined. Thus, an angle
of 30° is obtained by bisecting an angle of 60°; 45°, by
bisecting 90°; 135°, by adding 90° to 45°; 120°, by
doubling 60°; 15°, by bisecting 30°; and 75°, by adding
15° to 60°.

Problem VI.

To draw a line parallel to the given line, A B, a^ OJ

distance of \'2"from it.

At any two points C
and D, in the given line

A B, construct two per-

pendiculars, 1*2"' in length
(Prob. II). Join their ex-

tremities, E and F, and the

required line will be deter-

mined.
1 E.

E g

il

Tig. 11.
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Problem YII.

Through a given point, C, to draw a line 'parallel to a

given line, A B.

Take any point D, in A B,

C -p as centre, and with radius

/^^^^^ I
C D draw the arc E. With
C as centre, an 1 radius C D,
draw the arc D F. Make

^' D F equal to C E, and join

Fig. 12. C F. Then F is the re-^

quired parallel.

2Vo<e.—The angles F C D, EDO, are equal, and are called

alternate angles.

Problem VIII.

Through a given point, C, to draw a line meeting a given
line A B, at an angle of 60°.

C ^ -p Through C, draw a

line, CF, parallel toAB
(Frob.YlI.),andatthe
point make C D so

that the angle F C D
shall be equal to the" "
given one (60°). Then

Fig. 13. C D A will be an angle
of 60°. (See note on
Prob. VII.)

Problem IX.

On a given straight line, A B, to construct an Equilateral

Triangle, a Square, and a Hexagon.

With A and B as centres, radius A B. describe arcs
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intersecting in C. Join A 0, B C A B C is an equila-
teral triangle.
At B erect B E per-

pendicular to A B, mak-

ing it equal in length to

AB. With A and E as

centres, radius A B, de-

scribe arcs intersecting in

D. Join D E, AD, and
A B E D is the required

square.
With C as centre, radius

A C, describe the circle Fig. 14.

A B G. Then A B stepped round the circle will divide
it into six equal parts in A B F G H and K. Join
these points, as in the diagram, and the required
hexagon will be determined.

Problem X.

To inscribe in a given circle a Square and an Octagon.

One figure is said to he inscribed in (mother when all

the angular points of the former are in the boundary lir^

of the latter.

Draw two diameters, AC
and B D, perpendicular to

each other. Join A B, B C,

D, and D A. Then A B
C D is the required square.
Bisect the arcs C D and
A D (Prob. I.) in the pointsH and K. Draw lines

from H and K to pass

through the centre, E,

meeting the circle in F and
G. Join the points thus

found, and the required oc-

tagon will be determined. Fig. 15.
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Problem XI.

In a given cirde^ to inscribe a Hexagon and an Equilateral

Triangle.
E

As the radius divides a

circle into six equal parts,
the hexagon is completed by-

joining tho points of divi-

sion. If th e alternate points

only be joined, an inscribed

equilateral triangle will be
determined.

Problem XII.

To construct a Rectangle, the diagonal of which shall he

2"
long^ one side being -8" long.

Draw a line, A B, 2" long, and
bisect it (Prob. I ) in the point C.

With C as centre, and A C as

radius, describe a circle. Mark off

A D and B E, each -8" long, and

join AD, B D, A E, and B E.

Then A B D E is the required

ilg. 17. rectangle. This solution \s based

upon the principle that all the angles in a semicircle are

right angles.

Problem XIII.

To construct a Rhombus, ha/ving one of its angles 45**, iU
sides being I'b" long.

Draw A B 1-5' long, and at A make an angle of 45®,
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by first constructing a

right-angle, and then bi-

secting it. Make A T>

equal to A B, and with
B and D as centres, radius

A B, describe ares inter-

secting in C. Then ABCD
is the required rhombus.

A.<- /--j^——> JB

Fig. 18.

Problem XIV.

In a given straight line, A B, to find a j^oint, F, equi-
distantfrom two given points, C ajid D.

Join the given points. Bisect C D in E (Prob. I.),

and draw E F perpendicular, meeting the line A B in

F. Then the distances, F C, F D, will be equal.

Problem XV.

To describe a circle which shall pass through three given

points. A, B aTid C

Join A B. Bisect it by the perpendicular, D E. Join
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Y) C, and bisect it by the perpendi-
cular F E, intersecting D E in the

point E. Then, with El as centre,
draw a circle passing through
either of the given points, and it

w411 be found to contain the

other two.

Fig 20.

Note.—The centre of a given circle can be determined by assum

Ing any three points in ite circumference, and proceeding as above.

Problem XVI.

To draw two Tangents to the given circle, C, each passing
through one of the give7i points, A and B.

(1,) Join A C, and at the

point A draw A D pei-pen-
dicular to itc This is the

required tangent, as lines

which touch circles are per-

pendicular to the radii at

the points of contact.

(2.) Join B C, and bisect

it in E. With E as centre,
describe the semi -

circle,

B F C, meeting the circle

Fig 21. in G. Then B G is the

required tangent.

EXERCISES.

1. At a point A, in an indefinite line A B, construct the follow-

inor angles, without using a protractor or scale of chords :
—B A G =

15°, BAD = 374°, BAE^75°, BAF:=a35°.
2. Draw a straight line 6" long, and divide into 32 equal parts,

by continual bisection.
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3. Make any triangle, and draw a line perpendicular to the base,
and passing through the apex.

4. Draw a square, and by means of parallels to its sides—1"

away—construct another one.

5. Draw an equilateral triangle, and on its three sides construct

respectively, a square, a hexagon, and a rhombus with an angle
of 60°.

6. Draw a line 3*5" long, and at one extremity erect a per-

pendicular 1 •15" long. From the top of the perpendicular draw a

line to make an angle of 30° with the given Hue.

7. Draw a circle of TTo" radius; divide it into 6 equal parts.

At each of the points of division draw a line tangent to tlie circle.

8. Draw a circle, and determine (as if unknown) its centre.

9. Draw a square on a 3" line, sn({ bisect the sides. Join the

points of bisection. In the second square inscribe a circle.

10. Construct a square of 4^ "side, and place in it four equal
circles, each touching one side and two diagonals.

11. Inscribe a circle in a rhombus of 2" side and 2*25" diagonal.
12. Draw a semicircle on a diameter of 3" and in it inscribe a

circle.

13. Find by construction the sixteenth part of 2*8".

14. Draw any triangle whose sides are unequal (no side shorter

than 2"), and bisect its three angles. The three bisecting lines

will meet in one point.
15. Take any point inside an irregular triangle and find its

perpendicular distances from the three sides.

16. Take any three points, not in one straight line, and find a

fourth point equidistant from each of the three.

17. Draw a semicircle on a diameter of 3", and then determine
two tangents to it which shall meet at 90°.

18. Draw a semicircle on a diameter of 3", and find a point m
the curve 1" from the diameter (measured perpendicularly).
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CHAPTER III.

PROBLEMS TESTING NEATNESS AND ACCURACY OF
DRAWING.

The problems of tliis chapter will not require a very
extensive knowledge of geometry. They are intended

to train the student to habits of neatness and exactness,
without which his constructions can be of little value.

A few hints are given, which have been found very useful

by the writer.

If a line is intended to pass through a point, bo care-

ful to draw it neither a little above nor below, nor to the

right nor to the left of that pointw

Draw/ro7?i a point, not to it.

.Do not let ^he intersection of your arcs be too "acute,
as the exact point where the lines cut each other, in such
a case, is not easily discerned.

Measure long distances in preference to short ones,
where practicable. Thus, if an unequally divided
line is to be copied, measure off upon an equal line the

length of the greater segment in preference to that of
the lesser.

In taking degrees from a protractoi', be very careful
to set the instrument exactly, and make the pencil
mark in the same direction as that shown upon the

protractor.
In drawing parallels with the T square and set

squares, be sure that the llxed instrument is in its

correct place, and that the moveable one has its edge
close to that of the former.

So place your straight-edge that the part you rule by
may not be in shadow.
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Make your constructions as large as possible; and
where dimensions are given, do not alter them.
A chisel-shaped point for the pencil is best, as it can

be kept well up to the edges of your rulers.

Perpendiculars and parallels may, in all future

problems, be mechanically determined by the aid of youf
T square, <kc.

Problem XVII.

Make any four-sided figure, A B C D, and mark any

point E, within it. Join E A, E B, E C, E D Divide

E A into 3 equal parts, by trial with dividers, in the

points 1, 2. By the aid of your set squares, draw lines

through 1 and 2 parallel to A B. If the construction

be accurate, the line B E will be also divided equally

B
Fig. 22.

into 3 parts. Again, through the points of division

of B E, draw parallels to B C, and so continue round
the figure until they meet the first divided line,

A E, in points 1 and 2. The exercise is rendered still

more useful as a test of accurate drawing, by taking »

greater number of sides for the first figure.
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Problem XVIII

Dram three equal Circles of '75
'

radius^ each touching the

other two.

The centres of these

circles will be the angular
points of an equilateral

triangle of 1 -5" side. Con-
struct this figure, and
draw the circles. To test

the accuracy of the draw-

ing, bisect two sides of

the equilateral triangle,
and join their middle

points to the opposite
comers. The point where
these lines intersect can be

^^•^'^" used as the centre of a
circle circumscribing those first drawn.

Problem XIX.
To make a copy of a given geometrical pattern.

This figure is known as a running octagon and square

pattern. The dotted lines show the method of construc-

tion. Notice that they are aU either vertical, horizontal,
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are to be equal-sided. Hence it will be noticed that the

construction lines are not equally distant. A little con-

sideration of the figure will tell the student how to space
these. Any two contiguous edges of the octagon deter-

mine the relative distances apart. The pattern should

be drawn much larger than the copy here given.

Problem XX.

Construct a six-sided Polygon, A B C ... F, from tht

following conditions:—
Sides. Angles.

AB=1'5" ABC=100'
BC =r BCD = nO°
CD = 2-25" CDE=n(f
DE=2'b" DjEF=130°.

Write down the length of the side A F, cmd the magnitude
of the angles E F A, FAB, (Science Exam.)

The line A B (1-5'' long) must be drawn first: the

angle ABC (100°) must then be laid off from the pro-

Fig. 2fiu
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tractor. Make B C (2") and the angle, BCD (110»)
determines the direction of C D. By proceeding in this

way, all the sides of the figure can be constructed, except
A F, which should be 3'' long. The angles, E F A and

FAB, will be found by the protractor to contain 60° and
200° (a re-entrant angle) respectively.
The sums of the angles should satisfy the following

equation, n being the number of sides—
S = (2w

-
4)90". {Euclid, Bk. I.,Prob. 32.)

Problem XXI.

Dra/w a aqua/re of 2" side. On each diagonal obs a base,

draw two equilateral tria/ngles. In each of these fom
tri^mgles inscribe a circle.

Make the squareABCD (Prob. IX.), and the diagonals
A C and B D. On both sides of each of these construct

.^^"'^

Fig. 26.

an equilateral triangle, (Prob. IX.) Produce the dia-

gonals until they meet the vertices (highest points) of

the triangles, and bisect one of the sides as £ C. Then
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K is the centre of the circle which is to be inscribed in

E A C. Then, if another circle be drawn, with L as

centre, and L K as radius, it will determine, by the

points in which it intersects the diagonals of the square,
the centres of the remaining circles.

EXERCISES.

1. Draw a square of 2*75" side, and inscribe another within it,

having each of its comers in the sides of the first, and at 1" from
its angular points. Draw the circles circumscribing these two

squares.
2. Draw a square of 2 '75" side. Inscribe in it four equal

circles, each touching two others and two sides of the square.
3. Draw an equilateral triangle of 1 '5" side ; and the four

circles, each touching one side of that triangle, and the other two,
or those two produced; verify the construction by drawing the
circle which would pass through the centres of the three exterior

circles.

4. Draw a circle of 1 '25" r&dius, with centre 0. The corners
of a polygon inscribed in this circle are so placed that the angles
at the centre are as follows :

—

A B = 60» D E = 80°
B C = 70° E F = 60°
C D = 50"

Write down the lengths ofA B B C, and C D.
5. Construct an irregular six-sided figure ABCDEF, from the

following data of sides and diagonals : AB= C D = 1 -25" ; BC= 2";
AF= EF=1'5" ; BD perpendicular to AB=DE= 2*5" ; CE = 3'5".
Write down lengths of CF and AE.

6. Fill a rectangular space 4" by 2 '8" with a continuous

hexagonal pattern, each hexagon to be of "4" side.

7. Make any irregular four-sided figure and construct a similar
one (same shape) whose sides shall each be double the length of
those corresponding to it in the copy.
Note that to get this correct the angles must be copied, or the

figures must be made up of similar triangles.
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CHAPTER IV.

ON PROPORTION.

When two numbers or quantities are compared with each

other, a ratio is formed. Thus, as 4 : 8 (read as four is

to eight) is a ratio. It is readily seen in this instance

that the latter number is twice the former. We should

say, therefore, that 8 : 16 is the same ratio, because 16 is

hoice 8.

Sometimes a ratio is written in a fractional form.

Thus
|-

is an equivalent expression to 4 ;8.

The first quantity in a ratio is called the cmtecedent;
and the second, the consequent.
A proportion consists of a number of equal ratios.

As 4:8 : : 10 : 20 (read as four is to eight, so is ten to

twenty) is a proportion, because it consists of the two
ratios 4 :8 and 10:20, which are equal to each other.

In this case 4 and 10 are the antecedents, and 8 and 20,
the consequents.

If the proportion be true, the first antecedent, multi-

plied by the second consequent, equals the first conse-

quent, multiplied by the second antecedent. This is

called multiplying extremes and means.
In all the above instances, abstract numbers only have

been used
;
but concrete quantities are compared in an

exactly similar manner. Thus, 4" : 8" is the same ratio

as 4 : 8, and 4" : 8" : : 10" : 20" is the same proportion
as the one given above. If extremes and means be

multiplied in this case, the result will be, that the

rectangle made up with 4" and 20" as sides will equal
in area another rectangle made up with 8" and 10" as

sides.

When quantities are each in an equal ratio with those
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w^hich follow them, they are said to be in continued

proportion as 4 : 8 : 16 : 32, <fec. Here 4 bears the same
ratio to 8 that 8 does to 16, and 16 to 32. Then, any
pair of alternate terms multiplied together will give the
same result as that obtained by multiplying the term
between them by itself. Thus, in the above continued

proportion, 4x16 = 8x8. This intermediate term is

then called a mean proportional between the other twa

Problem XXII.

To divide a line A B 3" long in the point C, so that

AC:BC ::3:5.

Draw the line A B, and at the point A draw a line

A C, making cmy angle
with A B. Take 3 equal
distances of any length,
from A to c', and 5 similar

distances from c' to 6'.

Join 6'B, and through c',

draw a line c c parallel
to b B'. Then c is the ^, ^....2!-—- >-B

required point. The sol-
p. ^„

ution of this problem de-

pends upon the principle that in similar triangles the

similar sides are in the samm proportion. It will be

readily seen that the triangles A h' B, and Ac' c are

similar, and that their sides A B and A c are in the

same proportion to each other as A ^k and A &.

The line A B can be divided into any number of equal

parts in the same manner, by taking the required
number {n) of equal distances along A C, and by drawing
a line through each point parallel to n B.

Problem XXIII.

To divide a line A B—T long into 3 pa/rts in the poi/nti

D a/nd C, so that A B : A G : A D, oa 8:6:5.
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At the point A, in A B, draw as

AC,
before a line,

at any angle.
Mark off 8 equal dis-

tances. At the points

8, 6, 5, numbering
from A, place the

letters b' c' and d\
Then the line A 6

.
„,r T. f w is divided in the

proportion required.
^'^- ^^'

Join B b', and through
c and d' draw lines parallel to B 6', and the line A B
will be properly divided in C and D.

Many problems of a similar kind to the two preceding
are solved in the same way. For instance^ the required

point C, in Problem XXII., could be in A.'Bproduced^ and
must be so when the ratio o/ A C : A B is greater tha/n

Mtmity. In that case, the line A c' must be divided aa

required, a/nd b' joined to B. Then a parallel through e'

will meet A B produ4ied, and discover the point C.

Problem XXIV.

Tofind afowrth proportional to three given lines,

A, B, and C.

What is required in this problem is the consequent
D in the proportion A : B : : C : D.
Take any indefinite line, X Y, and call it a line of

cmtecedents. At one

extremity make an
^

angle, as X Y Z, and
call the line Y Z a

Une of consequents.
From the line X Y,
cut off a distance,Y 1,

equal to the antece-

dent A, and on Y Z,
a distance,Y 2, equal

Fig. 29.
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to the consequent B. Then, from Y measure the distance

Y 3, equal to the given line C. Join 1 2, and through
3 draw 3 4, parallel to 1 2. Then Y 4 is the required
line.

It will be clear that there is a fourth proportional
smaller than either of these lines. In that case the

proportion would read as C : B : : A : D, when C and A
would be measured as before ;

but the point 3 would be

joined to 2, and the parallel would be drawn through 1.

Problem XXV.

To find a third proportional to two given straight liriM, A
cmd B.

A line C is required such, that A : B : : B : C. These

three lines will be in

continued proportion.

Proceed, as in the

preceding problem, by
constructing a line of

antecedents, X Y, and a

line of consequents, Y Z.

Then measure on X Y
the distance Y 1, equal
to the antecedent A, and
on Y Z, the distance

Y 2, equal to the consequent, B. Describe an arc, 2 3,

with centre, Y, and through the point 3 draw a line,

3 4, parallel to 2 1. Then the line Y 4 is the required
third proportional.

Fig. 30.

Problem XXVI.

To fmd a mea/n proportional between two given lines A
a/nd C.

It will be noticed in the preceding problem that the

second and third terms of the proportion are alike. If,

1 E. Q
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therefore, extremes and means be multiplied, we shall

find that A multiplied by C equals B multiplied by
itself (B squared); or, in other words, the rectangle
made up of A and C is equal in area to a square upon
B. The term B of such a proportion is said to be a

geometrical mean between the terms A and C.

In the present problem it is required to find this

term B, when A and C are

given.
Draw a line, X Y, inde^

finite towards Y, and on it

mark off the distances, X 1

and 1 2, equal to A and C
respectively. On the line

X 2, construct a semicircle,
and raise a perpendicular

Fig. SI
^^ *^® point B, to meet the
semicircle in 3. Then the

distance 1 3 is the required mean proportional B.

Problem XXYII.

To divide a linej A B, so that the rectangle on the whole

line amd the lesser segment may equal the square on

the greater segment
—

{Euclid, Bk. II., Prop. 11).

At one extremity, A, of the given line raise a per-

pendicular, A D, equal in

length to half the line A B.
Join D B. With«.D as centre,
radius D A, describe the arc
A E, cutting D B in E; and
with B as centre, radius B E,
describe arc E C, cutting A B
in C. Then the line A B ia

divided in the point C, so that
a rectangle made up of A B and A C will be equal to
the square upon B 0.

Fig. .32.
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This is also called dividing a line in extreme and
mean proportion, the terms reading thus, as A B : B C
: : B C : A C. The greater segment is therefore a mean

proportional between the whole line and the lesser.

EXERCISES.

1. A line A B is 27" long. Divide it in the point C, so that
A B : B C as 7-5 : 4.

2. Produce a line A B, 3" long, to a point P, so that B P : A B
: : 3 : 5.

3. Two lines, A B and C D, are 3" and 4" long respectively.
Find a line, E P, so that A B. E F = C D».

4. A B is 3" long, C D 2\ D E = 1-8''. Find a line, P G, such
that C D : A B : : F G : D E.

5. A B is the mean proportional between two lines, 3" and 1 "8"

long. Find its length.
6. Divide a 4" line in extreme and mean proportion, and prove

by construction that the greater segment is a mean proportional
between the whole line and the lesser segment

7. A straight line AB is 2" long. Determine by construction
a second straight line CD> so that AB : 00 = 7 : 11.

8. A straight line AB is 2*5" long. Divide it into 11 equal
parts.

9. Show by construction that the mean proportional between
two straight lines 1" and 2*25" long is 15" long.

10. Find by construction the ^j of 2-55".
11. Three straight lines are in the proportion of 3:5: 7. The

intermediate one is 2" long. Find the lengths of the others.
12. Extend a straight Hne 2" long, so that the produced por-

tion may be ^ of the whole line (when produced).
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CHAPTER V.

ON THE CONSTRUCTION OP TRIANGLES, POLYGONS, ftC

A triangle is a figure having three sides and three

angles; any two sides must be together greater than the

third side (Euclid, Bk. I., Prob. 20).
The three angles of a triangle together make two

right angles—(180°) {Euclid, Bk. I., Prob. 32).
The line on which the triangle stands is usually called

the base; but any side may, for purposes of practical

geometry, be considered as such.

The angle opposite the base is called the vertical

angle, and the angular point is the vertex of the tri-

angle.
Note.—The vertical angle of a polygon having an odd nnmbei

of sides is that angle farthest from the base.

The altitude of a triangle is determined by a per-

pendicular to the base passing through the vertex.

Note.—When the vertex is not over the base, the latter must
be produced.

The perimeter of a triangle is the sum of its sides.

Similar triangles are those having equal angles. A
right-angled triangle has one right angle; the lines

forming the right angle are called the base and perpen-
dicular, the remaining side being the hypotenuse.
An isosceles triangle has two of its sides equal.
Not^ —The angles at the base are also equal {EtLclid, Bk. L,

Del 5).
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Problem XXYIII.

On a linCf A B, 2" long, to erect cm Equilateral Triajigle.

Draw a line, A B, 2" long.
With a radius of 2'', and with

A and B as centres, draw arcs

intersecting in C. Join A C and
C B. Then A B C is the required

triangle.

Fig. 33.

Problem XXIX.

A TriomgU, A B C, has its sides 2", 1-6" a^d 2-1"

respectively. Const/ruct the figure cmd determine the

inscribed circle.

Draw a line, A B, 2'" long. With A as centre, and
with a radius of 1-Q", describe an arc. With B as

centre, and with a radius of 2'!'',

describe another arc, cutting the

former in the point C. Join C A
and C B. To determine the in-

scribed circle, two angles must be

bisected, thus :
—Mark two points,

e and/, on A C and A B, at equal
distances from A. Then, with e a^
and / as centres, and with equal Fig. 34.

radii, draw two arcs intersecting
in g. Join g A. Bisect the angle, C B A, in a similar

manner. The point where the lines g A and h B meet
is the centre of the inscribed circle.

N'ote.—The exact lenpth of the radius maybe determined by
dropping a perpendicular from the centre on one of the sides,

(Prob. III.)
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Pboblem XXX.

To construct cm Isosceles Triangle—hose V\ the vertical

am/le to contain 40°.

This problem depends upon the principle that "all

the angles in the same segment of a circle are equal."

{Eiiclidy Bk. III.,Prob.21).

Thus the angles A D B, A E B, in the segment A C B
(Fig. 35 a), are equal.
The same is seen in the segments F H G and L K I

(Fig. 35 h and c).

The angles in a semicircle are right angles, as

AEB.
The angles in a segment less than a semicircle are

greater than a right angle, as F H G
;
and the angles

in a segment greater than a semicircle are less than

a right angle, as L K I.

It remains for us, then, to determine such a segment
of a circle as shall contain angles of 40**,

and whose chord or base line shall equal
the base of the triangle.
Draw the base, A B, V long, and

I

at the point A make A E at an angle
of 50° with it. (This angle should

always be 90° minus the given vertical

angle.) Draw F E perpendicular to

and bisecting A B. The intersection

of these two lines is the centre of the

required segment. As the triangle is to be isosceles,

Fig. 36.
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produce F E, to meet the circle in D. Then D A B is

the required triangle.

Problem XXXI.

To comt/ruct a Tricmgle—hase V, altitude M", vertical

angle 40°.

This problem is similar to the preceding, in so far as

finding the segmentA D B.

When that is obtained,
mark off from the perpen-
dicular, F D, the height
(I'l'') required, and draw
H C parallel to A B,

cutting the circle in C and
H. Join C A and C B,
and A B C is the required

triangle.
There are, therefore, two Fig. 37.

triangles satisfying the given conditions, one having its

vertex in C, and the other in E.

If the vertical angle be greater than 90**, the line

A E should be made below A B, at an angle equal to

that required minus 90°. The remainder of the con-

struction would be as before.

Problem XXXII.

The perimeter of a Triangle is 8", its sides are in the

proportion of 1-5, 2*1, and 2*8.

This problem is solved by dividing a line 8" long into

three parts, in the given proportion (Prob. XXII.), and
then constructing a triangle, having its sides equal to

those parts, (Prob. XXIX.)
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Problem XXXIII.

To construct a Trumgle whose base shall be 2", its perimeter

7", cmd one of the angles at tft^ base 35°.

Draw the base, A B, 2" long. At A make A C at an

angle of 35" and b" long. These two lines will together

A:^

equal the perimeter. Join B C, and at the centre E, draw
E D perpendicular to B C, cutting A C in D. Join D B,
and A D B is the required triangle.

^o(e.—The triangle B D C is isosceles, %.t. BD=C D.

Problem XXXIV.

The ambles of a Triamgle being as 2:i:3, cmd the base 2";

to construct it.

Draw a line, A B, 2" long. Produce it beyond A
and, with A as centre, describe a semicircle (radius
at pleasure). Divide the semicircle, with the dividers,

into 9 (2 + 3 + 4) equal parts, and draw lines from the

centre, A, to the points 2 and 6. The angles 2 A D,
3 A 6. and 6 A 9 will then be in the required propor-
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tionj and as they together make two right angles,

they must be the

angles of the required

triangle. Through B,

tiierefore, draw B C

parallel to 2 A, till it

meets A 6 produced in

C; then A B is the

required triangle.

A"^

Fig. 39.

Problem XXXV.

The perimeter of a Tria/rigle is 7", its angles a/re a< 2 : 4 : 3.

Constrtict it, atid add the circumscribing circle.

The angles are determined by the construction ex-

plained in the preceding

problem. A triangle, ABC,
having angles equal to those

found, must then be con-

structed. (The base of this

figure may be assumed as of

any length.)
The length of the sides ^

of the required triangle
can be obtained by divid-

ing a line 7" long (the

given perimeter) into three

unequal parts, in the pro- y. ^
portion of the three sides of

the assumed triangle (Prob. XXII.) Construct then a

triangle, with ihese three segments for sides, and the

figure will be determined as required.

To circumscribe the triangle with a circle, find the

oentre of two of the sides, as D and E, and cbraw lines,
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D G and E G, perpendicular to them, intersecting in G.
This is the centre of the required circle.

Note.—The oonstruction of the triangle is not shown in the

figure.

Problem XXXVI.

To comtruct a Right-cmgled Tricmgle whose base shall he

2" long and the hypoterwbse 4".

A B, 2" long ,
and at the point A
raise a perpendicular,
indefinite in length.
With B as centre,
radius 4", cut this per-

pendicular in C. Join
C B, and A B C is the

required triangle. If

the hypotenuse be
bisected in D, and an
arc be drawn passing

through the points A
and B, it will also

pass through the point
C, because, as we have

already learned, the

angle in a semicircle

is a right angle.

Fig. 41.

Problem XXXVII.

To construct a Right-amgled Tricmgle whose base, A B, shaM
be T amd its angle, A C B, 38°.

Am the three angles of every triangle together
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make two right-angles, and as in the required triangle
one angle is to be a right
angle, the remaining two must

together make 90*. The angle,A C B, given in the problem
is that opposite to the base;

consequently, the other acute

angle is equal in magnitude
to 90" -38° (52°). At the point
B, therefore, set off this angle.
The line B C will then meet
an indefinite perpendicular
through A, in the vertex,
C, of the required tri-

angle.

A-^-
Fig. 42.

Problem XXXVIII.

To constrvM a Right-cmgled Tricmgle whose hypotenuse shall

be 3'' long and one of tlis acute cmgles 35*.

As a semicircle holds a right angle, bisect the given
line B C, which is to be
the hypotenuse, and de-

scribe a semicircle upon
it. At one extremity of

the diameter draw a

line, making an angle of

35" with it. This line

will intersect the semi-

circle in the point A,
which is the third comer
of the required triangle.
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Problem XXXIX.

To const/ruct a RighUmgled Triangle^ the hose, A B, cmd the

perpendicuh/Ty A Gj to he in the proportion 0/ 3 : 4,

cmd the hypotenuse, B C, 3'' long.

Draw two lines, A 4, A3, perpendicular to each other.

From the angular point A mark off

three equal distances (any length)

along A 3, and four similar dis-

tances along A 4. Join 3 to 4,

and produce the line 3 4, making
3 D, 3" long. Through the point
D draw a line, D C, parallel to the

base, and meeting the perpendicular
inC.

Through C draw B C parallel to

3 4, meeting the base line in B.

Then ABC is the triangle required.

Fig. 44.

Problem XL.

To construct a Tricmgle whose perimeter shall he 6",
altitude 1-7'', and one of the ambles at the hase 42*'.

As the altitude of the triangle is to be 1*7", it is

hi&. 45.
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evident that the figure will stand between two parallels,
D F and E C, that distance apart. Draw these, there-

fore, and at any point. A, in one of them make the angle
F A C = 42°. One side, A C, of the figure is now deter-

mined. From A set off the distance A F, so that A C,

together with A F, shall equal 6''. Join F C, and at its

centre draw the perpendicular K B. J(An B C, and the

triangle will be completed.

Problem XLI.

To construct a Tricmgle whose vertical cmgle, A C B, shall be

36°, the sides, A C amd B C, in the proportion o/" 3 : 4,

and the base, A B, 1 -5" long.

At any point, X, make two lines,

F X and D X, meeting at an angle

equal to the given vertical angle.
On F X, mark off three equal dis-

tances measuring from X (length at

pleasure); and on D X, four of

such distances. Join the points

found, and cut off A B, equal to

1-5". Through B draw B C parallel
to E X, and the required triangle
will be determined.

Polygons.
Fig. 46.

For definitions, &c., of Polygons, see Chapter II.

All the angles of a regular polygon are equal, and if

they be added together their sum will equal twice as

many right angles as the polygon has sides, less four.

{Eiiclid, Bk. I., Prop. 32).

Thus, in an octagon, the sum of the interior angles will
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be (1 6 X
90**)
— 360* = 1,080*. And as they are equal, each

angle must be
^

= 135*.

Lines which bisect and are perpendicular to the sides

of a regular polygon meet in one point
—the centre.

Lines drawn from the angular points of a regular

polygon to the centre divide the figure into a number of

isosceles triangles.
A circle can be drawn to pass through all the angular

points of a regular polygon. This is called the circum-

scribing circle.

A circle can also be drawn to which the sides of a

polygon shall be tangent. This is the inscribed circle.

Both these circles have the same centre as the regular

polygon.

Problem XLII.

A method of ctynsi/ructing cmy o; the reguUvr Polygom
v/pon a given line, A B.

Let A B be the given line, and a pentagon the re-

quired polygon. Produce
A B to F, making F A
equal to A B. With centre,

A, drawthe semicircle,FEB,
and divide it by trial into five

equal parts. (The number of

these divisions must corres-

pond with the number of

the sides of the polygon re-

quired.) JoinA E—E being
^•^^' always the second division

from the extremity of the
semicircle. Then A B and A E will be two sides of

the figure. Raise perpendiculars at the centres of these

lines, meeting in O. With O as centre—radius O A—
describe the circle, ABODE, and mark off distances,
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B C and C D, equal to A B. Join B C, C D, and D E.

and the figure will be complete.

Problem XLIII.

An approximate method of inscribing a regida/r Polygon
in a given circle.

LetACB be the given circle, and let the required figure

be a heptagon. Draw
the diameter A B, and

divide it into seven

equal parts. (The num-
ber of parts is regulated

by the required number
of sides.) With A and
B as centres—radius

A B—describe two arcs

intersecting in D. From
the point D draw the

line 1)2, passing through
the second division of

the diameter, and pro-

duce it, tomeet the circle

inE. The distance,A E,
will divide the circle

into seven equal parts; y^^ 4g

and if the points of

division be joined, a heptagon will be inscribed in the

circle.

In the case of the hexagon, the radius of the circle

will give the length of the side.

For an octagon, draw two diameters perpendicular
to each other, and bisect the quadrants.
There are special methods for determining each of the

regular polygons; but it is not necessary for the student
to consider these if the two preceding problems be
understood.
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Problem XLIV.

To construct a Pentagon whose diagonal shall be 3" long

Draw a line, P Q, and mark any point, A, in

Fig. 49.

that line. With A as centre, describe a semicircle.

Divide this semicircle into five equal parts, and draw
the line A D, passing through the second division.

Make A D 3" long, and with D as centre, radius 3'\ cut

the line P Q in the point B. Then A B is the base of

the pentagon. To complete the figure, draw arcs with

A, D, and B as centres—radius, A B intersecting in E
and C.

Join B C, C D, D E, and E A. Then ABODE
will be the required pentagon.

EXERCISES.

1. Construct a triangle, its sides 2" and 3", and the included

angle 50".

2. Draw an equilateral triangle, whose perimeter shall be equal
to a square of 1

"
side.

3. Construct a triangle from either of the following ooi^-

ditioDa:—
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Its sides M 3 : 4 : 5, and its perimeter 13".

Its base 5", altitude 2*5", and its vertical angle 85*.

4. Construct a triangle whose perimeter shall be 7"; base, A B,
2"; and angle, BAG =50°.

6. Construct a pentagon having its side 2".

6. Place two equal fines, 1*5" long, at an angle of 135". Con-
aider them as two sides of a polygon, and complete the figure.

7. Construct a triangle, two of whose sides are 2-5" and 3*25",
the angle opposite the shorter one being 40". Draw also the cir-

cumscribing circle,

8. Construct a
triangle, ABC, having its angles 50", 60*", 70*

and circumscribing a circle of 1" radius.

9. Construct a right-angled triangle whose base is half the

length of its perpendicular, the hypotenuse being 4".

10. Construct a right-angled triangle, base 1", the acute angles
being in the proportion of 2 : 1.

11. In a circle inscribe a heptagon.
12. Draw a pentagon, side 2", divide it into five equ&

Isosceles triangles, by drawing lines from its centre to the

angular points, and inscribe a circle in each.

13. Draw a triangle whose sides are as 4 : 5 : 7, the longest
side to be 3" long.

14. Given a circle of 2 -25" diameter. Circumscribe this circle

by a triangle whose sides are in the ratio of 3 : 4 : 6.

15. The line joining one corner of a square to the centre of the

opposite side is 3" long : draw the square.
16. Construct the triangle whose sides are 10' 6" ;

14' 0" and
16' 3" when | inch represents one foot.

17. Make an isosceles triangle, altitude 2" and perimeter 6 •5".

18. Draw the regular polygon whose internal angles are of

140° ; the perimeter of the figure to be 6 •75".

19. Draw an octagon whose longest diagonal is 3".

20. Determine the regular heptagon whose inscribed circle is

of 3*5" diameter.
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CHAPTER VI.

ON THE AREAS OF PLANE FIGURES.

The area of a plane figure is the amount of surface

enclosed by its boundary line, called " the perimeter,"

and, although depending upon the position and length of

the lines forming that perimeter, is not measured by
the same standard. This is easily seen by cutting a

piece of paper square, each side being 1" long. The

edges of it together measure 4" in length ; but the
area is what is termed one square inch. Again, if we
cut another piece of paper of the same shape, but each

side 2" in length, it is evident that it will be four times
as large as the first piece, and contain therefore four

square inches. The edges of the latter piece of paper
will measure 8" ; and thus we see that with only twice

the perimeter we get four times the area.

The boundary line, therefore, of a figure does not alone

determine the amount of its surface.

Shape plays a great part in settling the area of plane

figures, and certain relations existing between them are

demonstrated in works on Theoretical Geometry. A
few of these are given, which the writer would advise

all students to thoroughly comprehend before attempting
the problems of this chapter.

a. The squares on the base and perpendicular of a

right-angled triangle are together equal in area to the

square on the hypotenuse [Euclidf Bk. I.,Prob.47).
6. Parallelograms (squares, rectangles, and rhomboid

figures) or triangles upon the same or equal bases, and
between the same parallels, are equal in area {Euclid,
Bk. I.,Probs. 35-38).

c. If a parallelogram and a triangle be upon the same
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base, and between the same parallels, the former -will be
double of the latter in area {Euclid, Bk. I.,Prob.4:l).

d. The area of a triangle is measured by a rectangle,

having the altitude and half the base as sides.

Note.—The rectangle on the base and half the altitude gives
the same area.

e. The areas of similar shaped figures are in the

same proportion as the squares on the similar sides,

{Euclid, Bk. VI.)
/. Circles are in the same proportion, at to area, as the

squares on their diameters, {Euclid, Bk. YI.)
g. Perimeters being equal, the greatest space is enclosed

by figures having -equal sides, and the greater the

number of sides the greater the area.

Note.—A circle, therefore, holds the greatest area with the
shortest boundary line, called in this case the periphery.

Problem XLV.

Given any irregular Triam^le, A B C, to construct an Isos-

celes Triangle upon the same base, equal to it in a/rea.

Referring to the commencement of the chapter, we
find that triangles upon the same base and between the
same parallels are equal.

It is clear, then, that if «- ^%^A ^
we draw a line, e/,through
the apex C, of the given

triangle, parallel to its

base A B, that line will

be the locus* of the apices
of all triangles on the
same base, which are equal
to the given one. If we
bisect the base and raise a perpendicular g D, to meet

*
If a line be determined hi which, under certain conditions, a

point must exist, that line is a locus of the point.
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this parallel in D, we shall obtain the apex of the

required figure, and can then complete it by joining this

point to the extremities of the base.

Problem XLYI.

To make a Rectangle equal to a given Triangle, ABC.

If the two figures are to stand upon the same base,
the rectangle must be half the height of the triangle 3

but if the height is to be the same, the rectangle must
stand on half the base.

Problem XLVII.

To construct an Isosceles Triangle equal in a/rea to a given

Squa/re.

The triangle will have its apex over the middle of the

base of the square, and will be twice the height of it.

Problem XLVIII.

(L RecUmgle 2" hy V bevng giveUf required a Square equal
to it in area.

A B F E is the rectangle. Produce A B beyond B,

making B G equal to B F.

Find a mean proportional to

AB and B G, (Prob. XXVI.)
Then B C, the mean propor-
tional found, is the side of

the required square.
H -"

Fig. 51.
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Problem XLIX.

, Given one side of a Rectangle 2-5", to complete thefigwrey so

that it may be eqtud in area to a square ofVT side.

This is the converse of

the last problem. Set the

given sides of the rect-

angle and square perpen-
dicular to each other, as

A B, B C. Join A C, and

at its centre, D, set out the

perpendicular,D E,cutting
A B in E. With E as Fig. 52.

centre, describe an arc

passing through C, and meeting A B, produced in the

point F. Then B F is the second side of the rectangle,
and the figure can be completed.

Problem L.

To construct a Triamgle with sides 2", 1-7'', ami 1*2'

spectivelj/j and a Square eqvAil to it in a/tea.

re-

construct the triangle

(Problem XXIX.), and
make a rectangle equal to

it in area, (Problem
XLVI.) Convert this

rectangle into a square,

(Problem XLVIII.)
Fig. 53^
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Problem LI.

Fig. 54.

To make a Square equal to two given Squares of '8" and "5"

sides.

Upon two lines perpen-
dicular to each other mark
off the given lengths, as A B
(•8") andAC (-5"). JoinBC,
and upon it construct the re-

quired square. This problem
depends upon the princi-

ple a mentioned at the com-
mencement of this chapter.

By similar means we are

enabled to make a square of

any given area, say 3 square
inches. We place two lines,

each 1" long, perpendicular
to each other, as A B, B C (Fig. 55), and join A C. This

line is the side of a square of 2

square inches area. We then
make C B 1" long perpendicular
to AC, and join AD. ThenAD
is the side of a square 3 square
inches in area.

If lines 2" and 1" long be used
as the base and perpendicular of

a right-angled triangle, the hypo-
tenuse will be the side of a square
5 square inches in area. It is

usual to consider the lines as the

square roots of the units of area

enclosed in their respective

squares, and to write them thus,

n/3, >/5, <fec., (read as the square
root of 5, square root of 3»

<fec.)

semicircle be made upon a line 1" long, and theIf
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curve be bisected, the line joining the centre of the

semicircle to either of its extremities is the side of a

square, which will contain half a square inch, or, in other

words, represents the root of \ (unit 1").

The principle a is involved in this last construction,
as the angle made by the lines joining the centre of the

semicircle to the extremities of its diameter is a right-

angle. The diameter plays the part of the hypotenuse.

Problem LII.

To determine a Circle equal in area to that of two

given Circles added together.

The solution of this problem is similar to that of the

preceding one, as the diameters of circles can be treated

as regards area in the same manner as sides of squares.

Make, therefore, a right-angled triangle whose base and

perpendicular are respectively equal to the diameters of

the given circles. Then half the hypotenuse is the radius

of the required circle, equal in area to the sum of those

given. (See Principle/.)

Problem LIII.

Having given two similar Polygons (regular or irregular):
to construct a third Polygon, alike in shape but equal
in area to that of the former two added together.

This is merely a modification of the two preceding

problems, as we see, by Principle e, that the sides of

similar polygons can be treated as regards area like

those of squares or the diameters of circles. Place,

therefore, a similar side of each of the two given figures

perpendicular to each other, and assume the line which

joins the opposite extremities of these, as the correspond-

ing side in the required figure.

Note.—A square, circle, or polygon, can be found equal to
more than two given squares, circles, or similar polygons. For,
if the sum of the first two be added to the third, and the sum of
these again to the fourth, &c., the result will be that a figure
will be determined equal in area to the whole,
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Problem LIV.

To determine the side of a Squa/re of 36 square inches area.

This problem can be solved in two ways. "We can by
the method explained in Problem LI. find the root of 3

square inches, and at the extremity of this line raise a

perpendicular equal in length to the root of one-half a

square inch.* We can then make the hypotenuse upon
these two lines, and it will be the side of a square of

3 "5 square inches area.

The other method of working this problem is as

follows:—Make a rectangle of 3*5 square inches area,

one side of which it would be most convenient to assume
as 1" long, the other being 3 "5" long. Find a mean pro-

portional between the sides of the rectangle, and it will

be the line required.
It will be seen that, by this latter method, the sides

of any square can be found containing fractional parts
of a square inch

;
for if 1" be used as one side of the

rectangle, the other side must always be the same
measure of inches in length as the required square con-

tains in area.

Problem LV.

To make a Square equal in area to the difference between

two given Squares.

Let A B and C D represent the sides of the given
squares. At B raise

a perpendicular, B E.

WithAas centre,radius

equal to C D, describe

an arc, intersecting the

perpendicular in F.
Then B F is the side
of the required square.

c D
Fig. 56.

* It should be noted that, if the perpendicular be made one
half a linear inch, only one quarter of a square inch is added.
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This is easily proved; for as the squares upon
the base and perpendicular of a right-angled triangle
are together equal to the square upon the hypotenuse,
therefore the square on the perpendicular must be

equal to the difference of those upon the hypotenuse
and base.

A circle equal in area to the difference between two

given circles can be determined in an exactly similar

manner by treating the respective diameters as sides of

squares.

Problem LVI.

Given cmy Trimiglef to make a similar one of double the

area.

Let A B C be the

given triangle. At
one extremity of the

base, as B, drop a

perpendicular, B D,
equal in length to

A B. Join A D, and
wifh A as centre,
A D as radius, de-

scribe the arc, D E,

meeting A B pro-
duced in E.

Then A E is the

base of the required

triangle, which can

be completed by draw-

ing through E the

line E F parallel to

B C, intersectingA C
produced in F.

Here, again, the principle a is involved, but it is

combined with the principle e.

Note.—The above construction will enable the student to inake

a triangle three or any number of times larger than the given

one. Fur if he places a line, equal to A B, perpendicular to

Fig. 57.
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another line, equal to A E, the hypotenuse upon these two will be
the base of a triangle three times the area of the given one.

Problems upon this principle could be multiplied

indefinitely; but no intelligent student could feel any
difficulty in solving them, if he understands the geo-
metrical truths involved in the last few cases.

Problem LVII.

To reduce amy irregular figwre to a Tricmgle of equal oflrea.

It is advisable, in working this problem for the first

time, to assume a figure having no more than five

sides, and when the principle is understood, to apply it

to more complicated cases.

Let ABODE be the polygon. Produce the base,
A B, in both directions. Join A D, and notice, in doing
this we cut off a triangular piece, A E D, of the figure.

Through E draw E F parallel to A D, and join D F.
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Then, by principle 6, it can be shown that the triangles,A D E andA D F, are equal;
for they are both on the same
base, A D, and have their

vertices in the parallel, E F.

But the triangle, A D F,
has one of its sides in the

line A B produced, and the

figure F 1) C B is equal to

the given polygon, but has

only four sides. Hence their ^^* '

number has been reduced

by one.

Joining B D, and proceeding as before, we lessen the

number of sides again to three, and so obtain a triangle,
F D G, equal in area to the original figure.

Note.—If the given polygon has many sides, proceed as before

to reduce them, one at a time, till the required triangle is ob-

tained, always commencing from the hne to be used as base, on
either side. The case of a heptagon reduced to an equal triangle
is shown in Fig. 59, which the student will, by a Utile considera-

tion, and by thoroughly comprehending the principles involved in

the last case, be able to understand for himself without difficulty.

Problem LVril.

To make an Isosceles Tricmgle with a vertical angle of ^0
the area of which shall he 3 "5" squa/re inches.

Make an angle of 40°, as at C, and cut off equal
distances, C A and C B, on each of the legs of the angle.
Join A to B, and a triangle similar in shape to the one

required in the problem will be obtained. A square

equal in area to this figure can be deduced (Prob. L.),

by making a rectangle first upon the same base, A B,
and half the height of the triangle, and finding a mean

proportional between the sides of the rectangle.
Produce the perpendicular, B F, and mark off B H
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equal to J3 5y (Prob. LIY.) Then the two lengths,
B E and B H, will represent the sides of two squares

equal to the assumed and required triangles respectively.
Join F C, and draw H K parallel to it, meeting B C

produced in K.

Draw K L parallel to A C, meeting A B produced in

L, and B K L is the required triangle.
This problem depends upon another very useful

principle
—that of assuming a figure of wrong area, and

deducing from it another of a required size.

Any figures can be compared in this way by finding
the sides of squares equal to them in area, as similar

figures are to one another as the squares upon their

similar sides.

Problem LIX.

To construct a Rhombus^ having cm Angle of 60° of 6

Square Inches area.

Commence by drawing any rectangle holding the

required area. In the figure, A B C D being 3" by 2", it

contains 6 square inches. Convert this into a rhomboid

A E F B having an angle of 60°, and on the same base
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A B. Then find a mean proportional between the un-

equal sides AB and BF of the rhomboid. This is shown
atBH.

M - -?" >B G

Fig 61 (i Scale).

Make B K equal to B H, and complete the required

figure. Note that the same principle which converts a

rectangle into a square is used. (EuLclid VI.)

Problem LX.

To make a Triangle equal to the

given Triangle ABC, and having
A D for its base.

Join D C, and through the

point B draw B E parallel to

C D, join E D, and the triangle
A E D will be equal to the given
one, ABC.

Problem LXI.

To make an Equilateral Triangle equ>al to any Irregula/r

Triangle ABC.
Make an equilateral triangle on one of the sides aa
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ADC. Produce either of the sides I) C, D A.
^ C E Through B draw B E

parallel to A C, and

meeting D E in E.
Then a mean pro-

portional C F be-

tween D C and C E
is the side of the re-

quired equilateral tri-

^^^- ^'
angle CFG.

Problem LXII.

To make an Equilateral TrUmgle of 5 Squa/re Inches a/rea.

This problem can be solved by an exactly similar

method to that adopted in Problem LYIII., by assuming
an equilateral triangle on any base, and deducing there-

from one of the required area. It can also be solved by
finding a square of 5 square inches area, and making an
isosceles triangle equal to this square, afterwards deducing
an equilateral triangle of the same area by the construc-

tion of the preceding problem.

Problem LXIII.

To make an Equilateral Triangle equal to the irregula/r

Polygon {Jig. 58).

This needs no detailed description. It is solved by
Problems LVII and LXI.

Problem LXIV.

To divide a given Triangle ABC, into any number (4) oj

equal pa/rt8 by Lines pa/rallel to the side A B.

Divide one of the sides of the triangle, as B C, into
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the required number of parts. Upon B C describe a

semicircle, and raise perpen-
diculars from the points 1

, 2',

and 3', meeting the semicircle

in 1, 2, and 3. With C as

centre, draw arcs passing

through 1, 2, and 3, intersecting
B C in D, E and F.

Then parallels to the base /
drawn through these points a.

will divide the triangle as

required.

Fig. 64.

Problem LXV.

To bisect the Triangle AB C by a Line perpendicida/r to

the base A B.

Bisect the base in the point D, and draw the line E
perpendicular to it. Find a mean proportional between
the greater of the unequal segments A E, E B, and half

the base.

FiK. 65.
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In the accompanying figure, A G' is the mean propor-
tional between A D and A E (A D' =A D).
Measure the distance A G equal to A G' from A along

the base to G. At G raise the perpendicular G F.

Then the triangle will be bisected as required.

Note.—The length of the mean proportional must be measured
from the same extremity of the base, as the segment used for the

mean proportional.

Problem LXVT.

To divide the Tricmgle ABC into any number of equal

pa/rts by Lines drcuwn through the apex.

This is solved by dividing the base into the required
number of parts and joining the points of division to the

apex. The triangles thus formed are equal because they
are on equal bases and of the same altitude.

Problem LXVII.

To divide the Tria/ngle ABC into a/ny number (^) oj

equal pa/rts by Lines drawn through a point P in one

of the sides.

Divide one of the sides in which the given point does

not occur into the given number of parts as 1, 2, 3.

Join 1 to P, and through C
draw C D parallel to P 1, inter-

secting A B in D. Join P D.

Then P C A D is one fourth of

the whole triangle ABC.
Join 2 and 3 to P, and draw

^rs-i—w-z F3 B C E and CF parallel to 2 P and
Fig. 66. p 3 respectively, intersecting

the base in E and F. Join P E and P F, and the pro-
blem will be solved
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Problem LXYIII.

To bisect any vrregvXa/rfigwre by a Line drawnfrom one

of its comers.

Let A B C D be the given figure and A the given
comer. Draw the diagonals A C and B D. Bisect the

diagonal B D in F, and through the point F draw FG,

parallel to A C, meeting B C in G. Join A G, and
the figure is bisected.

Problem LXIX.

To divide the Becta/ngle ABC into any number (3) of

equal pa/rts, by Lines drawn through the given point P.

Divide the side in which the given point is situated

Into three equal parts, j?

and draw perpendicu-
lars from each of the

points of division. Bi-

sectthese perpendiculars
and draw lines from the Fig. 68.

given point P, through each of the points of bisection.

Note.—When the rectangle la to be divided into more thAn

three parts, some of the dividing
lines may not meet the base

until it is produced. When such u the case the solution is correct

1 E. «
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for all those parts which have their bases in that of the rectangle,
but incorrect for the others. Generally the remaining space naa
to be divided into two equal parts by the preceding problem. The
•tndent need not at this stage consider a more complex case.

Problem LXX
To divide a Squa/re into cmy number (5) of equal pa/rtSj by

Lines dra/um through one of its comers.

Let A B C D be the required square. Divide the

sides, B C and C D, each into five

equal parts in the points 1, 2, 3, 4,

<fec. Join 2, 4, 5 and 7 to the corner

A, and the figure will be divided as

required.
The triangles formed are of the

same area, because their bases, and
altitudes are equal. The quadrila-
teral figure, A 4 C 6, it will be seen,

is made up of two smaller triangles, each equal to a half

of either of the larger ones.

Problem LXXI.

To divide a Squa/re into cmy number (5) of equal pa/rts by
Lines pa/rallel to the diagomd.

Let A B C D be the square,
and A C its diagonal. Divide
the triangles ABC and ADC
each into five equal parts, by the

construction explained in Pro-

blem LXIV. The square will

then be divided into ten parts.

By taking alternate divisions, as

shown in fig. 70, and rubbing out

the diagonal, the figure will be
in five parts, as required by the

problem.
Vig. 7a
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Problem LXXII.

To bisect an irregular polygon by a straight line drawn

through one of its angular points.

Reduce the figure to an equal triangle^ having its apex
in the given point and its base in the opposite side pro-
duced. Bisect the base of the triangle ;

and if the point
falls within the original side of the figure, join to the

apex. If it falls without, compensate for the external

portion by the aid of principle 6.

Problem LXXIII.

To construct a Beda/ngle of 3 squ^a/re inches a/rea, Us sides

to be in the proportion o/3 : 2.

Upon an indefinite line, A C, mark off two distances,
A B, B C, which shall be in the proportion of 3 to 2.

Fig. 71.

Find a mean proportional, B E, between them. Join
E to D. Mark off B F upon B E produced, equal to

^3 square inches, and draw F G parallel to E D. With
G as centre, radius G F, describe the semicircle H F K,
cutting the line A B in points H and K. Then a rec-

tangle, with H B and K B—which are as 3 : 2—as sides,
will contain 3 square inches.
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Problem LXXIV.

To ccmatruct a Sqioa/re equal in a/rea to cmy irregula/r

quadrilateral figvA'6.

Let A B C D be the given figure.

Fig. 72.

the required square.

Draw its diagonal,
A C, and the

linesBEandDF,
perpendicular to

AC. Bisect BE
and F D in G and

H. Find a mean

proportional be-

tween the diag-
onal A C and
the sum of the

two lines, E G
and F H, Then
C K is the side of

Problem LXXV.

To construct an Isosceles Triangle equal to a Regula/r

Pentagon (base 1").

If lines be drawn from each of the angular points of

the polygon to its centre, the figure will be divided into

five equal triangles. To solve the above problem we
must either make an isosceles triangle, with a base equal
to that of the pentagon, and with a height five times

that of one of the small triangles, or, the height being
the same, the base must be five times as long.

By means of this construction a square, equilateral

triangle, &c., can be etusily determined, equal to any

given polygon.
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EXERCISES.

1. Constaruct a triangle, perimeter 7", area greater than that of

any triangle of equal perimeter.
2. Determine an

e(^uilateral triangle, equal in area to the sum of

2 squares of 1 and 2 mches side.

8. Construct a square of 5 square inches area.

4. Construct a triangle
—its sides as 7 : 8 : 9—area, 3 square

inches.

5. Bisect a triangle, having its sides 3 '5, 4, 4 '5 inches by a line,

either—
a. Parallel to the shortest side ;

6. Or perpendicular to the longest ;

e. Or Dv a line drawn from a point at 1" from either end of

the longest side.

6. Draw an equilateral triangle of 1 '5" side, and a. square equal
to it in area.

7. Make any irregular figure of four or six sides, and construct
an equilateral triangle equal in area.

8. Draw two circles equal to the sum and diflference respectively
of two other circles of 1 "8" and 3" diameter.

9. Make a pentagon of 6 square inches area, and a second one
twice as large as the first.

10. Construct a square, an equilateral triangle, and a hexagon.
Determine by a square the area of the three figures added together.

1 1. Find by construction the value of the following expressions—the unit being I square inch.

J2 Jl JS and V3|
12. Construct a pentagon having a diagonal 3" long, and a

square equal to it in area.

13. Draw a rectangle equal in area to a square of 1'75" side,

making the shorter sides 1 •25' long.
14. In a circle of 2'5" diameter, inscribe a regular pentagon,

and find its area as a square.
15. Draw a rhomboid which shaU have an area of 4 square

inches—two of its sides being 2 "5" long, and two of its angles 60°.

16. Draw any irregular four-sided figure, no side less than 1 "5".

Make a second similar figure of three times its area.

17. Find an equilateral triangle, whose area is the same as a

triangle, having two sides of 2" and 3" which include an angle of 60".

18. Make an isosceles triangle on a base 2" long equal in area

to an equilateral triangle of 3" side.

19. Bisect the five-sided irregular figure in Problem LVII. by a

straight line drawn through point C.

20. Make an equilateral triangle equal in area to the difference

between a square of 4" side and a rectangle 6" by 2",
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CHAPTER YII.

PROBLEMS ON THE LINE AND CIRCLE.

Facts to be remembered.—A tangent to a circle is per-

pendicular to the radius drawn through the point of

contact. When two circles are tangential, the line

joining their centres passes through the point of contact

(^iLclid, Bk. III., Prop. 12). Only two tangents can be

drawn from one point to the same circle, and these are

equal to each other.

Problem LXXYI.

In the given Angle A, to inscribe a circle of 1'2" radius.

Bisect the angle A by the line A D, and draw E F
parallel to A B at

a distance 1 -2" from
it. This line will

intersect A D in

the point E. De-
scribe the required
circle, with E as

centre, radius 1-2".

The points of con-

tact, G and H, of

the circle and legs
of the angle can
be determined by
drawing the radii

E G and EH per-

Fig. 73.

pendicular to A B and A C respectively.

Problem LXXVII.
To inscribe a succession of Circles in a given angle, each
eirck to he tangent to those which precede amd foUwjo it
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Bisect the angle, and with any point, E, as centre,

describe a circle touching the lines A B, AC. Show

the point of contact, H, as above, and at G, draw a line

tangent to the circle (that is, perpendicular to A D)

meeting A B in K. If we consider for a moment that

K G and K B must both be tangent to the next circle,

Fig. 74.

we shall see that by striking an arc, with K as centre

and K G as radius, we shall obtain F, which is the point
of contact of A B with that circle. F M must then be

drawn perpendicular to A B, to determine the centre, M.
Describe the circle withM as centre and FM as radius.

By similar construction, the centres of a series of circles

can be found as required by the problem.

Problem LXXVIII.

To draw two Lines tangent to a given circle C, meeting at

amy given angle (57°).

From the centre, C, draw two radii, making an angle
with each other equal to the supplement of the given
one (180°-57°).
At the extremities of these radii, draw the required

tangents, perpendicular to them.
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Problem LXXIX.
To inscribe a Circle in a given angle which shall pass

through a given poini C.

Bisect the given angle, and with E as centre describe

^B a circle touch-

ing the lines

A B, AD.
Join C to the

point A, in-

tersecting the
circle in G.

Draw the ra-

dius G E, and
a line C K
parallel to G E
will determine

y. yg
the centre, K,
of the required

circle, the radius being K C.

Problem LXXX.
A Circle of -75" radius^ his its centre 1*5" from a straight

line X Y: required^ a circle of •&" radius to touch both

the given line and circle.

Through the centre, A, of the given circle draw a line,

^ A B, perpendicular to the

given line X Y. Make C F
parallel toXY at a distance

from it equal to the given
radius (-5"). With A as

centre, radius -5" greater
than that of the given
circle, describe the arc E F
meeting the parallel, C F,
in F. Then F is the

centre of the required
circle.

Fig. WL NoU.—T\l% line C F i« th«
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locus of the centres of all circles with radius '5", to which X Y
would be tangent.

Similarly, flie circle E Pis the locus of the centres of all circles,

of '5" radius, which would be tangent to the given circle, A.

The large circle passing through L is another case, 2" in radius

and includes the given one, the construction being a modifica-

tion of the above. Note that G H is 2" from XY, and D K is 2*

also.

Problem LXXXL

Two Circles of V cmd -6" radius respectively have their

centres 2" apart; required a/nother circle of '75" radius

to touch both the former externally.

Draw a straight line and mark off a distance, A B, of

2". Describe the circles A and B, with their respective
radii, as given in the question. To determine the centre

Fig. 77.

of the third circle, produceAB to D and F, making CD and
E F each equal to the given radius, '76". With A and B
as centres, describe the arcs D G and F G intersecting
in G. Then G is the centre of the required circle.

The points of contact, M and N are determined by
joining the centres of the circlea.
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Problem LXXXII.

Given the Circles as in Problem LXXXI.; to describe a Circle

of2'2b'' radius which sJ^mU be tangent to both cmd include

The construction of this problem is shown in fig. 77.

On the line A B, make R H and P K equal to the

given radius (2-25"). With A as centre, describe the
arc K L, and with B as centre describe the arc H L.
These arcs will intersect in the point L, which will be
the centre of the required circle.

In all cases where the required circle is to be external
to the given one, the radius of the former should be
added to that of the latter, but when the given circle is

to be included, the radius of the required one should be
measured across its diameter.

Problem LXXXIII.

A Line, A B, is 1 'b"from the centre of a circle of 8" radius.

A point, P, in the line is 2"from the centre of the circle.

Draw a second Circle to touch the line A B in tlie point

P, and also the given circle (1.) eoctemallyy (2.) and to

include it.

(1.) Through the given point P draw an indefinite line,

K L, perpendicular to A B. Mark ofi" the distance P D
equal to the radius of the given circle. Join C D, and
bisect in the point E. Draw E F perpendicular to

C D and intersecting K L in F. Then F is the centre,

and F P the radius, of the required circle.

(2.) When the given circle is to be included, the

length of the radius of the given circle must be measured
off below the given point as P D'. Join C D', and proceed
as before. F" is the centre of the required circle.
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Hg.raL

Problem LXXXIV.

The line and circle being given as in the preceding

problem, required a second circle to be tangent to the line,

amd to touch the

former at a

given point P
in its circum-

ference.

(1.) Join the

centre C to tlie

given point P,
and produce it

beyond P.

Draw D P per-

pendicular to
Fte 79

C P, meeting
A 6 in D. With D as centre, radius D P, describe
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the arc E' P E, meeting A B in E. Draw E G per-

pendicular to A B. The point F, where the lines E G
and P C produced intersect, is the centre of the required
circle.

(2.) When the given circle is to be included, the con-

struction must be modified, in that the arc P E' must be
described in the opposite direction, and P C must be

produced beyond C to intersect the perpendicular from
E'. Then F' is the centre of the required circle.

Problem LXXXV.
Two Points, A and B, are 2" apart. A is 1-6" and B S"

from a straight line, CD. A Circle is required which

shall pass through the points A and B, and touch the

given line C D.

To determine the position of the points A and B,
draw two lines parallel to C D at the respective dis-

tances of A and B from the given line.

Mark A upon the line which is 1'5" from C D, and,
with A as centre, radius 2", intersect the other parallel
inB.

Fig. 80.

Join A B, and produce it beyond B to meet C D in

E. A mean proportional between A E and B E will

determine E F. Set the length of E F along the line

C D from E to F. This latter point is that at which the

required circle will touch the given line.
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Bisect A B in K, and draw G H perpendicular to A B,

Intersecting a perpendicular to C D from F in the point
G, which is the centre of the required circle.

Problem LXXXYI.
A Point, P, is 2"from the centre of a Circle of -75" radius.

Required a line droAJon through P, and cutting the ci/rcle

vn Q a/nd R, so that the intercepted segmenty Q R, of
the line shall be!" in length.

Take a length equal to Q E, (1*) in the compass, and

mark off a chord, A B, equal to it.

Join A B. From C draw C D per-

pendicular to A B. With C as

centre, radius C D, describe a circle.

Then from P draw P Q E. tangential
to this circle, and it will cut the

given one in two points, Q and R,
BO that Q R will be 1" long.

This is evident, as all chords

in the same circle and equidistant
from the centre are equal to one
another {Euclid, Bk. III., Prop. 14). Fig. 81,

Problem LXXXVII.
In a Quadrant (qvAxrter of

a circle) to inscribe a
circle.

Make two lines, A B
and A C, perpendicular
to each other, and with
A as centre, radius A B,
describe the arc B C.

Then A B C is a quad-
rant.

Bisect the angle,BAG,
by the line A D. Draw
E F through D, perpen- Fi«. 82.
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dicular to A D, and meeting A B and A C, produced
in E and F. Bisect the angle, A E D, by the line E G,

meeting A D in G. Then G is the centre of the required
circle.

PaoBLEM LXXXYIII.

Two Pomta cure 1'75* cmd 2-26" from the centre of a Cvrde

o/V radius
J
cmd 2"from each other. Draw the circle

which, passing through these two points, shall touch the

given circle.

To place the given points, Ac, in position, draw the

circle, C, of 1" radi-

us, and with the

same centre draw
two arcs, radii

l-TS" and 2-25'

respectively. Take
2" in the compass,
and, setting one

leg upon any
point in one of

these arcs, draw a

circle intersecting
the other. These
two points, A and

B, will then be
those given in the

question.
Join them andrig 8a.

draw D E through the middle point of A B, and per-

pendicular to it.

'

With any point, F in E D, as centre,
describe an arc, passing through A and B, and inter-

secting the given circle in G and H.
Join G H, and produce it beyond G, to meet A B

produced beyond A in the point K.
From K draw K T tangent to the given circle. Then

a lino from C perpendicuhu: to the tangent, K T, wili«
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if produced, meet E D in S, wliich will be the centre of

the required circle, and A S or B S will be the radius.

EXERCISES.

1. The centres of two circles are 2 "5" apart; their radii are "TS"

and '5". Draw any third circle to touch both, and include them.
2. Draw two lines crossing each other at an angle of 60**. De-

scribe circles of -5" and -yS* radii in the opposite acute angles, and
circles of 1" and 1 -25" radii in the opposite obtuse angles, all theoe

circles to touch both Hues.

3. A line is one inch from the circumference of a circle of 1*

radius; draw a circle to touch the given one and the line, from any
one of the following conditions :

—
a. The circle to be 1" radius.

b. To touch the line in a point 2*75" from the centre of the

given circle.

c. To touch the given circle in a point I '75" from the line.

4. Draw three circles of 1, 1 "25, 1 '76 inches radii, each circle

touching the other two.
5. The distance between the centres (A) (B) of two circles ia

2"; their radii are "75" and 1" inch; draw a circle of 2" radius to

touch both the former, but to contain the smaller within it ; the

points of contact to be correctly determined
6. Draw two Hues at an angle of 40°. Draw two circles, each

touching the lines and one another, the radius of the smaller one
to be r

7. Two points, A and B, are 2" and 3" from the centre of a
circle of 1" radius, and 2*75" from each other. Describe a circle to

touch the given one, and ta pass through A and B.

8. A straight line is 3*25'' from the centre at a circle of r75*

radius; draw any circle to touch the given circle and also the given
line.

9. Draw a straight line, and mark a point P upon it. Assume
another point Q, not in the line. Draw a circle to pass through
Q and to touch the line in P.

10. Draw a circle of 2f radius, and a chord in it 2" long. De-
termine a circle of '5" radius to touch the line and circle in-

teriorly.
11. Draw any irregular four-sided figure, no two sides to be

equal. Determine a circle which shall pass through two comers
of the figure and touch the opposite side.

12. Draw two lines A B and A C meeting at an angle of 60°.

On A B mark off distances AD and AE equal to 1" and 2- 25'

respectively. Determine a circle to cut the line A B in D and
E and to b« tangential to A C.
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CHAPTEK VIII.

ON SCALES.

It is very seldom that drawings can be made equal in

size to the objects themselves.

Sometimes, as in representations of parts of buildings,
the drawings must be considerably smaller than the

parts they depict. At other times, as in representations
of the mechanism of a watch, they must be much larger
to show with sufficient accuracy the minute details.

In both cases it is necessary that all parts of the

drawing should bear the same relation to the size of the

corresponding parts in the object.
To effect this, a scale is constructed which consists of

a line, very accurately divided, in such a manner as to

represent in a smaller space, the standards of length
used in measuring the original object.
Thus a line Q" long can be divided into 36 equal

parts, and each part can be assumed to represent one
inch. Then the whole line will represent one yard.

Again, 12 of these parts will indicate 1 foot.

In this case, it is clear, the original yard is six times

its length as shown upon the scale ;
or expressing the

same fact in another form, the scale is J of the original.
This fraction (J) is called the representative fraction of

the scale.

If a line 2" long be intended to show V 6", the repre-
sentative fraction is ^.

Scales are of no service, except they be very accurate.

It is necessary, therefore, that the student should con-

Btruct them with great care, and also that he should

thoroughly test them before he uses them in making «

drawing.
The same lengths should be taken upon different
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parts of the scale, so as to prove that the divisions are

nniform.
A scale of merely equal parts is the simplest form.

This is called a plain scale.

Diagonal scales are used for very minute divisions.

The following measures of length should be committed
to memory :

—
12 inches make 1 foot.

3 feet, or 36 inches make 1 yard.

5J yards make 1 pole.
4 poles, or 22 yards make 1 chain.

10 chains, or 40 poles, or 220 yards make 1 furlong.
8 furlongs make 1 mile.

3 miles make 1 league.

Problem LXXXIX.

To construct a " Plain Scale
"
of -^ to represent ya/rds

midfeet. The scale to be long enough to measv/re 5 yds.

As the scale is ^ part of the original, and it is to be

long enough to show 6 yards, the whole of it will

really be -^ yard long. This will be ^^", which is 3".

Draw a line therefore, 3" long, and divide it into 5

equal parts. Each of these will then represent 1 yard.
The first division on the left must be then divided into

3 equal parts to show feet. It is usual to number the
divisions as shown in the figure. That is, having
assumed that the division to the left, shows feet, the

yards are numbered towards the right.
As an instance of the method of using such a scale, we

will suppose that 13 feet is to be measured. As this is13 8 4 yards.

Kg. 84.

4 yards 1 foot, we must place one leg of the dividers at the
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point 4, and the other at 1'. The distance between these
two figures will represent 13 feet.

Problem XC.

Draw a Scale of 12*6 yds. toV. It must he long encmgh to

measure 35 yds.

As 1* is to represent 12J yards, 2* will represent 25

yards. Take therefore a line 2" long, and divide it into

5 equal parts. Each of these divisions will repre-
sent 5 yards. The first two must again be divided each
into 5 equal parts. The result will be that 10 smaller

divisions will be obtained, each showing on the scale 1

yard. The whole line will require to be made longer to

6 10 30 2£yarda
I

1
I

I I

'

I _i
I I i I I 1 I I 1 i I I I i I 'n

Fig. 86.

represent 35 yards. Add therefore to it a length equal
to that which shows 10 yards, as it already represents 25.

Problem XCI.

Draw a ^^ Plain Scale" in which 3" shall represent a real

length of 1 chain, (22 yards.)

The first part of this problem is similar to the pre-

ceding. When the line 3" long has been divided into

22 equal parts, each part will represent 1 yard. The

1
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w^hole line must then again be divided into 4 equal

parts, to show poles. The divisions will of course, if

correct, be equal to 5 J yards.

Problem XCII.

To show, by diagonal division, Tenths and
Hundredths of\"'

Divide aline 1 inch long into 10 parts, in points 1, 2,

3, <fec. At each extremity of the line erect a perpen-

dicular, and mark off upon one of these 10 equal dis-

tances, numbering them as in the diagram. Through
each of these latter divisions draw horizontal lines, and

join C to 9. Then parallels to C 9, through each of

the divisions of the 1' -line, will complete the necessary
construction.

To measure off -47 of 1", place one leg of the dividers

upon the point E, which is on the horizontal line 7, and
the other leg at the intersection of the diagonal line

4 with it. The student will see that the distance he
measures is rather more than four-tenths, as shown upon
the line A B, and less than five-tenths. The horizontal

line 7, by its intersection with the diagonal through 4,

gives the exact difference for the seven-hundredths.

Fig. 87.

PROHCEM XOIIL

Tht Cfjnstrueiion and Uses of the
*'
Scalv^ oj Chords."

Construction.—Take any line A B, and on it deacribe

ft semicircla Divide the aemicircle into 18 parts, eMh
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80 -90

Ji_ 10 20 30 40 60 60 10 80 00 .,— .

division representing 10 degrees. With A as centre

describe arcs passing through each of the points of

division intersecting
the line A B. Num-
ber these as in the

figure, and complete
the scale by drawing
the double line and
division marks.

Principle cmd Uses.—A line joining any
Fig. 87a. two points in the

circumference of a circle is called a chord, and the pro-

portion the length of a chord bears to that of its radius

is constant, so long as the

angle subtended is the same.

The chord of 60° is equal to

the radius, and that is why
the radius of a circle steps
round the circumference 6

times as it is really the

chord we measure at each

Fig. 876. step.

By the aid of this scale, therefore, any given angle may
be determined. Suppose we wish to set out an angle of

40® with the line A B (fig. 876) at the point A. First

we measure from our scale the chord of 60°, and with A
as centre, we draw an arc* Then we take the chord of

40° (from A to 40), and cut off its length along this arc.

Then joining the point found to A, the angle required is

determined.
• The wc drftwn »lw»yR has for its radiua the chord of 60*.
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EXERCISES.

1. Construct the following scales to show yards and feet :
—

a. A *o ^6 long enough to measure 10 yards.
6« A »> >j )> 30 ,,

2. Construct the following scales to show feet and inches :
—

^ to be long enough to measure 8 feet,

rs >» >> >» 10 ,,

3. A line 17*5 yards long is represented on a certain drawing
by 3 •5". Construct the scale to show yards.

4. Draw a scale of feet of ^V ; scale to show 30 feet.

6. Give the representative fractions of the following scales :—

i" to 1 ft. ; I" to 10 yds. ; 5" to the mile.

22" to the furlong ; |" to the foot; IJ" to 3| yds.
6. Give the representative fraction of a scale on which 3J

inches represents 2247 feet.

7. Construct a scale of -^ reading inches.

8. Determine ^ of 2" by diagonal division.

9. If 2 chains be represented by 4". construct the same scal«

to show poles and yards.
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CHAPTER IX

GRAPHIC ARITHMETIC, ETG

The results of ordinary aritlimetical processes, such as

Multiplication and Division of Numbers, Involution,
and Evolution, etc., may be obtained graphically, by
geometrical constructions, involving the use of ruler and

compass only, independently of the ordinary figures or

numerals. The principles upon which these solutions

depend have been grouped under the general heading
of Graphic Arithmetic.

USE OF A LINEAE UNIT.

Numbers ordinarily written in figures may be fepre-
Bented by straight lines. For instance, a line 4' long

being taken to represent 30, all other numbers can be

indicated by lines to the same scale. Thus, 15, in this

case, would be shown by a line 2" long, and 10 by a

line of IJ''; and, it will be seen at once, that at

the commencement of a problem in this subject, some
linear dimension must be chosen to represent the number

1, and when the solution is finished, the result must
be read as a number according to the scale pre-arranged.
This selected length is called the LINEAR UNIT.
When small numbers only are concerned, the unit may
be of a moderate length, as 'S", Vy etc. ; but when very

large numbers have to be dealt with, the unit selected

must obviously be small, to enable geometrical con-

structions to be made of a c onvenient size. Hence,
units such as '1', •05"', -001", etc., may at times be

required.
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Problem XCIV.

To represent graphically the numbers 4, 11, 27 {unit = J*).

<-—4—y
a 1,

<„..„ „..-ii >
c a

< . 27 - >
e ^

Fig. 88.

The line ab (fig. 88) being drawn I" long, cd y, and

«/*y from an ordinary inch scale, they will evidently
indicate the numbers giydn, the unit or 1 being ^'',

Problem XCV.

77ie line ab (Jig. 89) represents 21 ; what is the unit

adopted f

Draw any line ac, at any angle with ab. On omj from

any ordinary scale mark off 21 equal parts, or set out at

one measurement a length ac, equal to 21 parts. Join

Pig. 89.

be. Measure a length equal to 20 parts along ac to d.

Draw de parallel to be. Then 6« is^ of ab, and hence ltd

length is the required unit.
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Problem XCVI.

A line ah (fig. 89) represents the number 21, what line

will indicate 13 to the same unit f

Proceed as in the previous problem to discoyer the
unit. Then from No. 13 on the assumed line ac draw a

parallel to he to meet ah in/. Then a/ represents 13.

Problem XCYII.

Tofind a line to represent the following ;

6 + 2-4-1+7-3 (unit -25').

Set out an indefinite straight line A X, and consider

distances taken along it from left to right, as positive or

+ (plus), and those taken from right to left as negative
or -(minus). The result wiU give the desired line.

< 3 ->

^ j.^ ^
<. +6 K—'^2-^
I 1 I '  '

1
,

A. EDBGC F X<—1-K— — 4 >

Fig. 90.

Thus, measure a length of 6 units from A to B ; then 2

more from B to C. From C to D take 4, in the opposite

direction, and from D to E, 1. From E to F measure
7 units, and from F to G, 3. Then A G (7 units) gives
the result.

EXERCISES FOR PRACTICE.
1. Draw two straight Hnes to represent 36 and 27 (unit "l"^.

2. A line 6*1" long represents 34 ;
what is the unit used ?

3. Represent graphically two forces acting at one point in

directions which include 50". Their intensities are to be 7 and
nibs, (unit i"= lib.).

4. Sum the following numbers graphically.
a. (8-4+ 9-11 + 7) unit= -2",

h. (-6 + 7-2 + 19- 9) mut=-25\
c (2-8-l-9 + 3-6 +44-7 5)unit = r.
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MULTIPLICATION.
Two li/nes can be multiplied together, and a third

line can be obtained to represent their proditct. If the

multiplier and multiplicand be taken to represent two
numbers to some given scale, then the third line will

indicate, to the same scale, the answer usually found aa

the product of the two numbers.

Problem XCVIIL
To multiply a line A B by a line C D (imit = a).

Draw any straight line P Q, and mark oflf upon it P A',

equal to the given unit At A' raise a perpendicular to

P Q, equal to one of the given lines, as A' B' =A B,

A c

Fig. 91.

Join P B'. On P Q, mark oflf P C equal to the other

line C D, and at C make C E' perpendicular to P Q, to

meet P B' produced in E'. Then C E' is the required

product
Proof.

—The triangles P A' B' and P C E' are similar, hence
iheir corresponding sides are in the same proportion (Euclid vi.).

Therefore, A' B' : C E' : : P A' : P C, or ^! =^m or C B*

xP A' =A'B'xP C, ».«., our ajiswer multipUed by unity i«

equal to A BxC D, for A' B' and C P' were made equal to
them. The answer C E' muat be re^td to the scale of tt= l.
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Problkm XCIX.
Tofind the continued prodtuit of three or more given lines

as A B, C D, E F, etc. (fig. 92).

Proceed as in the last problem to multiply A B by
C D. This gives C G as a first reeuit. Then mark

along A' B' produced, a distance A' H equal to C' G,
and from P along P Q, a distance P E' equal to the

third multiplier E F. Join P H and produce to meet

BD

Fig. 92.

A perpendicular E* K in K. Then E' K is the required

product, i.e.f it represents to the scale of a as unity, the

result of multiplying the numbers indicated by A B,
C D, and E F to the same scale. It should be noticed

that if large numbers are to be multiplied, the unit adopted
must be small. But that would lead at times to very large
and inconvenient figures in the working. So to obviate

this difficulty a may be considered as a line to represent
10 or 100 of the small units. But the student must not

forget that his answer must be read correspondingly.

EXERCISES FOR PRACTICE.
1. A line A B 1*25" long represents 13. Find the unit, and

draw a line C D to represent 7. Then multiply A B by C D.
2. Find the continued product of 3 by 5 by 1^ (unit '2*).

3. Multiply 1-25 by 3*16 (unit 1").

4. Multiply 173 by 112 (unit -001").

Hint,—Take a line I'' to represent a =100. Then read the
answer to the scale when a = 10,000, because each oi

the figures has been divided by 100.
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DIVISION.

Wlien we divide one number into another, we really

complete a proportion, for the quotient is the fourth

term of a proportional statement, made thus : As the

divisor is to the dividend, so is unity to the quotient.
To illustrate this, let 7 be divided into 21, answer 3.

Then 7 : 21 : : 1 : 3. Therefore, in Graphic Arithmetic

division is treated as finding the fourth proportional
to three given lines (Prob. XXIV., page 32). A
fraction is really a division. Thus, ^ means 4 divided

by 5. Hence, this fraction (in this subject) is repre-
sented by a line which is the result of the proportion.
As 5 : 4 : : 1 : answer.

Problem C.

To divide the line AB by the line C D {unit = a.)

A c

Pig. 93.

Draw two lines to meet at any angle. On one of them,
mark ,off A' D' equal in length to the given divisor, and
on the other one A' B' equal to the dividend. Join B' D',

On the atmie line as A' D' make A' E' equal to the unit
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«, and draw E' F' parallel to B' D' to meet A' B' in F.
Tten A' F' is the answer to unit a. For A' E' F' and
A' D' B' are similar triangles. Hence A! E' : A' F' : :

AD :AB,or^x^ =
^7j^t.e.,-j ^-^

or A F «

the required quotient.

Problem CL

To determine lines to represent the fractions ^, ^, |, etc

(imit -75").

Proceed as in the last problem to find lines to fulfil

the part of fourth proportionals, to the statements made
thus :

—As the denominator : the numerator : : unity :

the required answer.

EXERCISES FOR PRACTICE.

1. Divide 27 by 8 (unit i").

2. A Hne A B, 2*8" long, represents 25 ; find a line CD to re-

present 6, and obtain a third line to indicate the value of A B-J-

CD.

3. Determine graphically the value of—^^
— where AB=8

CD= 3i, and EF=5 (unit '4").

27 '5
4. Find the value of a; in the equation a;=

-p- (unit -1").

5. Shew graphically the values of ^, f, i (unit i")»

INVOLUTION.

A line can be raised to any power in the same way aa

a number. Thus we may find a line C D to represent

the square of a line A B
;
the meaning being that C D

represents to the same scale as A B, the square of the

number which A B indicates.
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Problem OIL

To determine straight lines to represent the square^ cuhe^

fourthf Jifth, etc., powers of a given straight line

(unit
=

a.)

Suppose A B, fig. 94, to be the given line, and a the

given unit. To find lines to represent A B^, A B^, A B*,

etc. Draw two indefinite lines A E^ and P F at right

angles. Make P A equal to the unit a and A B on A E^

equal to the given line. Join P B and draw B C perpen-
dicular to it to meet P F in C. Then A C =A B^.

E''-;

D>:--.

c
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Problem CUT.

To determine lines to represent graphically the powen
of a fraction.

Let it be required to

determine the square,

cube, etc., of y^ (unit 1").

Set out two lines PQ, PQ'
at any angle and describe

arcs, R' R and Q'Q within

the angle, of radii, 11

and 14, taken from any
scale. Along P Q set oflf

P A equal to the given Fig. 95.

unit. Join R Q' and R' Q, and from A commence a

series of lines alternately parallel to R' Q and R Q',

meeting the two lines P Q and P Q' in B, C, D, E, F,
etc. Then P B represents the given fraction, and P C
and P D represent its square and cube, and proceeding

similarly, the other powers of the fraction could be

obtained.

Proof.—
P B
PA'

11 11

14^^14

PR' 11, ,PC PR
pQ-J^,butp^-J,Q,
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Problem OIV.

To find the square root of any given line.

In Problem LI., page 54 (Plane Geometry), it was
shown that the square roots of numbers could be found

by taking advantage of Euclid's 4:7th Proposition, Book 1.

Hence, adopting a line as a unit, the roots of 2, 3, 4,

etc., could be found by that method, and in Exercise 11,

page 69, that construction is expected to be used. But
the mean proportional between any number and unity is

its square root. Thus the mean proportional between
6 and 1 means that the new number {x) will satisfy the

proportion, as 6 : a; : : aj : 1. Therefore, multiplying
extremes and means we have 6 = a;2 or x= JQ. It is

best, therefore, in working the square root of a line to

adopt this method, viz., to find the mean proportional
between the given line and the linear unit which has been

adopted. The result is the square root required

Problem CV.

The given line A B (fig. 96) represents 10^ find a line

to represent ^10.

7 /• \x
c 1 r

Fig 96.

First proceed to discover the unit (Problem XCV).
Then find the mean proportional between the given line

and the unit.
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In the figure, A B is the given line, and B C is the

unit. B C is made equal to B C and the mean propor-
tional B D between A B and B C is evidently the square
root of A B, for it fulfils the conditions A B : B D : :

B D : B C'.

Problem CVI.

To find a line to represent the square root of a froAition,
the unit being knoum.

Let it be required to find a line to represent ^§ (unit

1'). Draw any two lines A P, A Q (fig. 97), and on them
mark ofif 3 and 2 equal parts respectively. Join 3 to 2'.

On A P mark off A B tlie unit
(1''),

and through B draw
B C parallel to 3 2'. Then A C represents the fraction §
(unit 1'^).

Find then the mean proportionalA D between
A C and A B' (unity) ; A B' being equal to A B. Then
A D represents J\ as required.

r C
- a

Fig. 97.

N.B.—In the Elementary Stage the other roots are^not required,
as the obtaining of the cube, fourth,Ji/th, etc., roots of a line involves

the use of the logarUhmic spiral, a subject included m the Advanced

Stage; bui the student who sees that the fourth root is the square root

of the square root, will be able to find thai and tJie eighth, sixteenth,

etc., roots, from the above reasoning.

Problem CYII.

The line A B
(fig. 98) represents J7 ; what is the

unit adopted?

Make A' B' equal to A B, and first assume it to be equal
to 7. Proceed to find the corresponding unit by taking 7
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equal distances along B' P (a line at any angle), and after

joining 7 to A', adding on one more (to point 8), and by
a paradlel to 7 A', to meet A' B' produced, discovering

Fig. 98.

A.' C. Then find the mean proportional (A' D) between

A'C and A'B'. This line A'D represents J7 when
a' C is the unit. Produce A' D to E, making A' E
equal to A' B', and draw E F parallel to C D, to meet
A' B' produced in F. Then A' F is the unit correspond-

ing to A' E, or A B, as Jf.

EXERCISES FOR PRACTICE.
1. Find the value of 3+ -s/S (unit '75").

2. Find a line to represent the values of x in the following

equations :
—

x:= ^^ (nmt '5").

x= |+V2(unitr).
x= (2+ V2)J2

- V2) unit= -15".

«= | + 2V|(unit=-5").

AREAS REPRESENTED BY STRAIGHT LINES.

In Problem LVIL, page 58, a method is shown by
which any irregular rectilinear figure may be reduced to

an equivalent triangle. This may be further extende'l

1 K. G
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to obtain triangles of equal altitudes to represent the

areas of given figures. Now, if triangles have equal alti-

tudes, their areas must be proportional to their bases, as

the area of each is obtained by multiplying the base by
half the height, and the only quantities which vary are

the bases.

Again, if the altitude be assumed to be 2" (linear),

then the number of linear inches in the bases will corre-

spond with the number of superficial inches in the areas.

Thus —2~ = 2iXQ2L. But h^^" therefore —o" = h.

Consequently, if a series of figures be reduced to tri-

angles by Problem LYII., and these be altered into

other triangles of 2" altitude, in each case, then the bases

of the new figures obtained give in linear dimensions the

true relative areas of the originals.

Problem CVIII.

Given any triangle ABC {fig. 99), to determine another

triangle equal to it in area^ but having a given
altitude (2").

Fig99 a Seale).

With the apex as centre, describe an arc, with
radius equal to the given altitude. From one extremity
of the base as A, draw a tangent A D, and through
the other extremity B draw B D parallel to A C, to
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meet A D in D. Join D; A C D is the required

triangle.

Note that ABO and A C D are on one base A C, and between
the same parallels A C and B D. T'he number of inches in A J) is

eqtial to the number of square inches in ABC.
It should also be seen that if the bases were made equals while the

altitudes change, these latter would give the same results as above.

Problem CIX
A regular octagon (base 'TS"), a square (2* side)^ and an

irregula/rfive-sidedfigure {no side less than V) being

given, to determine three straight lines to represent
their areas.

Having drawn the figures, reduce each one to an

equivalent triangle. Then by the previous problem
convert the triangles into others of equal altitude, pre-

ferably 2', The bases will give the three lines required.

EXERCISES FOR PRACTICE.
1. Make a triangle of 1" altitude equal to a square of \\" side.

2. Determine graphically, which has the greater area, a square
1*75" side or a regular pentagon of 1'4".

3. Show that if two triangles be of equal perimeter, and one
of them be equilateral, that one will contain the greater area.

4. If a line 3 '2" long represents the area of a regular hexagon
of 2" side, what line will indicate to same unit the area of a

regular octagon of 1 '5" side





SOLID GEOMETET.

CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION, POINTS, LINES, ETC.

(This Chapter is to be studied simultaneously with Chapter II. )

Solid or Descriptive Geometry enables us to represent
the three dimensions of solids—length, breadth, and
thickness—in two drawings. Thus, if the shape of the

base of an ordinary rectangular instrument box be drawn

upon the paper, it will indicate the length and breadth
of the object, but not the height. To show the height,
a drawing must be made of the front or end of the box.

Its base when in the ordinary position upon the table

is horizontal, and the front is vertical; or, in other

words, the base is part of a horizontal plane,* and the

front, part of a vertical plane.
Thus we see that by representing the object as it

appears, first upon a horizontal plane, and afterwarvls

upon a vertical one, we can show its three dimensions.

• A plane is a perfectly level surface, like that of standing
water.

Euclid defines a plane as "that upon which, any two points

being taken, the straight line which joins those points lies wholly
In that plane."
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The student will understand that the views above

described are those which would be seen by an observer

placed at an infinite distance from the object. The rajs
of light by which the box is perceived, are supposed to

be parallel, and not to converge towards the eye, as they

actually do.

The drawing upon the H. P. (horizontal plane) is called

the Plan; that upon the Y. P. (vertical plane), the

Elevation.

Many elevations of one object can be made by assum-

ing as many difierent positions for the vertical planes.

By this means, end or profile views, front elevations,

&c., can be obtained.

If we wish to show the arrangement of the internal

parts of our box, we must suppose the object, cut by
another plane in such a manner as to expose the required

parts, and a drawing must be made of those parts upon
that plane. Such a drawing is called a Section.

The horizontal and vertical planes are called co-

ordinate planes, and their intersection is a straight

line, which receives the name
of ground-line, intersecting

line, <fec.

In this work, this line will

be distinguished by the letters

X Y.
A model of these planes can

be made in a very simple
manner :

Cut two pieces of card-

board in the way indicated by
^ ^ the dark lines in figure 99,

Fig. 99. A and B. Then fold one of

these pieces upon the lines shown, as dotted in figure

99b, and pass the folded piece of card-board half-way

through the slit in the other piece. Unfold it, and a

model of the co-ordinate planes with their intersection

will be the result (fig. 100).

\
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It will be seen that the two

pieces of card-board will make
four angles or corners. Such

angles as these are called

dihedral angles, to distinguish
them from rectilineal angles.

If the model be so held as

to present to the holder a full

view of the v. p., and the end
of a pencil be imagined to re-

present a point, it will be
noticed that there are several

distinct positions which it can Kg. 100.

assume with regard to the co-ordinate planes. A point

may be in/ront or behind the v. p., above or below the h. p.,

or in either or both of them.
The four dihedral angles are named as 1st, 2nd, 3rd,

and 4th, according to the following table :
—

A point in front of the v. p. and above the h. p. is in

the first dihedral angle.

p. and above the h. p.
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The student, to understand these facts, must use hii

model, and demonstrate for himself the positions of the
various plans and elevations.

If a point be in * one of the co-ordinate planes, either

its plan or elevation must be in X Y ; and if it be in both

planes, the plan and elevation will coincide with the
actual point itself upon X Y.
In making drawings upon our paper, only one surface

is used to represent both the co-ordinate planes ;
and for

this purpose the v. p. is supposed to rotate upon X Y as

a hinge, whilst the h. p. remains stationary. The model
will best illustrate this. The piece of card-board which

represents the v. p. should be rotated in the direction

shown by the arrows in figure 106, unial the upper part of

the V. p. coincides with the back part of the h. p., and the

lower part of the v. p. with the front part of the h. p.

All elevations which occur above X Y will be above
X Y after this rotation.

When the co-ordinate planes are thus made to coin-

cide, the representations of the projectors, which deter-

mine the plan and elevation of a point, will be found to

form one straight line perpendicular to the ground line.

Hence the rule that plan and elevation of a point always

fall in the same straight line, perpendicular to X Y.
In the succeeding pages of this book the following

nomenclature is (with a few exceptions) employed for

indications of points and their projections :
—

The plan of a point is indicated by an italic letter;

thus, a by &c.

The elevation by an italic letter with a dash
; thus, a',

6', <fec.

A point itself, and any representation of it other than

a projection, is indicated by a capital letter; as. A, B, dixx

[When a point coincides with its projection on either plane,
it is indicated in the same manner as that projection.]

Problem I.

To determine the projections of the points ABODE and

F, when in the following positions :—
* When a point or line forms a part of a plane, that plane it

aaid to contain the point or line.
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A. 1*8* infront of the v. p. cmd 1*6" above the h. p,
B. 1-4' „ „ I'S^bdaio „
C. r behind „ l*?" below „
D. I'b" „ „ '5" above „
E. 1* „ „ a/nd in the h. p.
F. In both plcmes.

Draw an indefinite projector, because the plan and
elevation of point A must be upon the same line, perpen-
dicular to X Y. The point being 1 -8" in front of the v. p.,

and l-G" above the h. p., the plan will fall upon the

front portion of the h. p., 1-8" from X Y, and the eleva-

tion upon the upper portion of the v. p., 1-6" from X Y.
When the co-ordinate planes are made to coincide, the

plan and elevation will be below and above X Y
respectively.
Mark these distances upon the projector, and letter

A<?C

A?(i

tf

V&/

Vifd

4
1

Nl

Fig.. 101.

the points determined—a for the plan and a' for the

elevation. This should be reasoned out by means of the

card-board model.

The determination of the projections of points B
and D will present no particular difficulties, if the above
be understood.
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Point E is to be ow the h. p., consequently its elevation
will be in the ground-line. The plan is determined by
its position in relation to the v. p., as before.

Point F being in both planes, its actual position must
be upon the ground-line, and its projections must coin-

cide .with that position.

Pkoblkm II.

Given the projections ofpoints A, B, C, to determine their

positions in relation to the Co-ordinate Planes.

This problem is the converse of the preceding one.

oa

(>a

<»c

o5
<>c

Fig. 102.

The model should be used to illustrate the method of

discovering the actual position of point A. Its plan

being above X Y, the point itselfmust be behind the v. p.,

and the distance of the plan from X Y is the actual

distance of the point behind the v. p. Similarly, its

elevation being below X Y, the point must be below
the h. p., and the length of the projector which deter-

mines the elevation is the real distance of the point from
the h. p.

Point B is below the h. p., but in the v. p., as the

plan falls upon X Y.
Point C is above the h. p., and in front of the v. p.
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Problem III.

Earning given, the projections of a point A, to determine

its dista/nce/rom X Y.

By distance from X Y is meant the length of the

Front. m Hear.

^ T S

Fig. 103.

diagonal of a rectangle, made up of the two projectors
of the point, and their representations upon the co-

ordinate planes.
To determine this, a profile view must be taken of

those planes. The projections of the point will show
that its actual position is above the h. p. and behind
the V. p.

Draw two lines, 8 b and m n, perpendicular to each

other, to represent a profile view of the co-ordinate

planes, and assume one side to be the front and the other

the rear of the v. p., as in fig. 103. Measure the distance

a (fig. 103) along o b
(fig. 103), to

/?,
and the dis-

tance a' along o m, to g. Draw g A and p A perpen-
dicular to m and o b respectively, and join o A. Then

p A g represents the rectangle mentioned above, and
A is its diagonal, or the real distance of the point A
(jomX Y.
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Problem IY.

A point F is V in front of the v. p. cmd helow the h. p.^ its

distcmce from X Y is 1.6" ; determine its plcm cund

elevation.

This is the converse of the preceding problem. A
profile view must be made of the co-ordinate planes, and
an indefinite line must be drawn parallel to the line

which represents the v. p. T' in front of it. The point

Of which indicates X Y, must be used as centre for an
arc of 1-5'' radius, cutting the indefinite line in a point
below that which represents the h. p. The distance of

this intersection below that line is the real distance

of the point p below the h. p.

Now, having the real position of the point as regards
both planes, proceed to find its projections as before.

We have found that points may occupy positions in

either of the four dihedral angles, and that their projec-

tions will determine those positions.
Lines also can occupy similar positions with regard

to the co-ordinate planes, and their projections will

follow the same laws as those of points.
But lines present another consideration to our minds.

They may be horizontal, perpendicular, or oblique.
If a pencil be held in such a position that it is parallel

to the h. p., its projection upon that plane will be equal
in length to the pencil itself. Similarly, if the pencil
be held parallel to the v. p., its projection upon that

plane will be of exactly the same length.
But if the pencU be held in any other position, either

its plan or its elevation, perhaps each of them will be

represented by a shorter line.

When the pencil is held parallel to the v. p., but not

parallel to the h. p., it is said to be vndvned to the latter.

Its elevation is, under these circumstances, equal in
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length to the line itself ; but its plan is shorter, and the

greater the inclination the shorter the plan, until at

length, when the pencil stands vertically, its plan
becomes a point.

If the elevation of a line be shorter than the line

itself, whilst the plan remains of the same length, the

line is inclined to the v. p., but parallel to the h. p.

When a line is inclined to both planes each of its

projections is shorter than the line itself.

The inclination which a line makes with either of the

oo-ordinate planes is measured by the angle which the

line makes with its projection upon that plane. Thus,
the angle which a line makes with its plan is its inclina-

tion to the h. p., and the angle which it makes with its

elevation, its inclination to the v. p.

It ia usual to indicate the inclination of a line to

the h, p. by the Greek letter ^ (theta), and that to the

T. p. by ^ (phi), when the actual number of degrees is

not required.
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Problem V.

To determine the projections of a Line, A B, 3' l(mgj which
is pa/rallel to the v. p., cmd V in front of it; its extre-

mities being -5" cmd 1 •2* above the h. p. respectively.

As the line is parallel to the v. p., its fiiU length and
inclination will be shown in the elevation. Draw two

^L

^.^^^^,,,:::::^^==^^'^^
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the line as lying upon the surface of a cone.* If it hare
one extremity in the apex of that cone, the surface of

the solid will be the hciis of all lines having the same
inclination as the

side of the cone. o/^

Commence this pro-
blem by drawing a

line, B a', upon the

V. p., at an angle of

36°, with X Y, and
3" long. A projector
from a' will deter- X Bl

mine upon X Y the

point a, which would
be the centre of the

base of a cone upon
which the line must
lie. Describe the arc

B 6 c, as in the Fig. 106.

figure. This arc will

represent part of the plan of the base of the solid j

and the radii of this curve would be the plans of all the

lines which lie upon the surface of the cone, having
their extremities in the apex and the base of the solid.

Draw a 6 at an angle of 20* with X Y, and it will be

the plan required. A projector from 6 will determine
the point, 6', and o' b' will be the required elevation.

Problem VII.

Gwen^ the projectims of a Line, A B, to determine (1) its

traces ; (2) its CLctual length; cmd (3) its inclinations

to both planes ofprojection.

If a line makes an angle with a plane, it either pene-
trates that plane, or would do so if it were produced far

• For description of coxw^ see Chupter II. (HoUd GkKMuetry.)
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enougk The point where the penetration takes place is

called the trace of the line upon that plane. The hori-

zontal trace (h. t.)
of a line, therefore, is the intersection

of that line with the h. p. ; and the vertical trace {v. L)
of a line is its intersection with the v. p.

XC

Kg. 107.

If a line be parallel to either plane, it will of course

have no trace upon it.

Let a' h'y a 6 be the projections of a line, A B. It is

inclined to both the co-ordinate planes, and will there-

fore have a trace upon each of them, if produced. To
discover the position of the h. t., produce the elevation

until it intersects X Y in the point c'. Then the line

y d is the elevation of the line which penetrates the

h. p. in the point C. If a projector be drawn from <i

until it meets the plan, a 6, produced in c, that point
will be the h. t. required.
The V. t. of the line is determined by a similar con-

struction. The plan must be produced beyond 6, until

it meets X Y in c?, and a projector from that point,

meeting the elevation produced in cf, will give the

required v. t.

As both the projections of the line make angles with
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X Y, neither of them is as long as the line itself. To
determine the true length of A B, the following con-

struction is necessary :
—Conceive the real line as sup-

ported in its position above the h. p. by its vertical

projectors, and the whole arrangement to revolve upon
the plan as an axis, until it coincides with the h. p.

This is called ^^constructing" the line into the h. p.

The points A and B will then be upon the lines, A a,

B h, perpendicular to the plan, a h, at distances equal to

the heights of those points, as shown in the elevation.

Thus the len^h a A is equal to m a', and 6 B to n b\

Then A B is the required real length of the line.

If A B be produced beyond A, it will pass through
the h. t., and the angle which it makes with the plan
will be the inclination of the line to the h. p.
In the figure the line is shown also " constructed

"

into the v. p. by similar means. It is produced beyond
B', and passes through the v. t. of the line, the angle
shown being the inclination ofA B to the v. p.

Note.—When the inclinations are small, it sometimes happens
that the traces fall without the paper; but in that case the true

length can be determined as above, and a parallel to the projection
used, intersecting the true length found, will give the angle of

inclination.

It is important that this problem should be well

understood, as it is frequently necessary to determine
the inclinations of edges of solids in the midst of complex
drawings. The construction explained above offers a

very ready means of doing this, although other methods
are sometimes preferable.

Problem VIIL

A Trwmgle, A B C, w represented in plan by cm equilateral

triangle of \" side. The points A, B, a^d C a/re -5'',

1-2'', and -8" above the paper, respectively. What is the

true shape of thefigure, a/nd the inclination of the side,

AB1
The real length of the sides of the triangle can be de-

1 E. H
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termined by the construction explained in the preceding
problem from their projections. The triangle made up
of the lengths thus found will be the true shape of the

figure. The elevation need not necessarily be drawn, as

the heights of the points are given in the question. Set

Fig. 108.

out perpendiculars from the extremities of each of the

three lines in plan. Mark off along these perpendiculars
distances equal to the heights of the points. Join as

shown in diagram. Then A B, B C, C A are the real

lengths of the sides of the triangle. The figure, ABC,
is the one required, whose sides are equal to these three

lines. The inclination of the line A B is shown by the

angle 6 which A B makes with its plan.

Problem IX
. .

To determine the plcm cmd elevation of a Line {length at

pleasure) inclined aJt 60° to the h. /?., and 20° to the v. p.

If a number of lines lie upon the surface of a cone
which stands with its base upon the paper, each having
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one of its extremities in the apex, these lines will all

be equally inclined to the horizontal, and moreover
make with the paper the same angle which the sides of

the cone make with its base.

In fact, the surface of a cone whose base angle is 60°

is the locus of all straight lines which pass through the

apex, and are inclined at that angle to the h. p.

At any point A, therefore, in X Y, draw a line, A h\

making an angle of 60° with it. Draw h' h perpen-

dicular, and consider A 6' 6 as half elevation of a cone.

Then an arc, having 6 for its centre, and 6 A for radius,

will represent part of its plan.

Fig. 109.

Now, if lines through B be conceived to lie upon the

surface of the solid, only two of them—viz., those on the

extreme right and left—will be shown in their full

length in elevation. As the line travel* round the
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solid, its elevation alters in length. When it is in

such a position as this, it makes an angle with the v. p.

Our problem, therefore, is to determine the exact

position upon the cone, when the line is inclined 20° to

the V. p. There are, of course, four solutions—two when
the line is in front of the cone, and two when behind.

At the point A, set out a line A B, as long as the side

of the cone, and making an angle of 20° with X Y.
Draw B K perpendicular to the ground line, and the

length, A K, is that of the elevation of the line when it

makes an angle of 20" with the v. p. With h' as centre,
radius equal to A K, describe an arc intersecting X Y
in a'. Join a' V. This is the required elevation. A
projector from a! meeting the arc first drawn in a gives
the plan of one extremity. A, of the line. Join o 6, and
the problem will be solved.

Another method of obtaining the same result (see fig. 109) is

as follows:—Set out h' K' at 20° to V A. Draw A K' perpen-
dicular to h' K'. With h' as centre describe the arc K' a', and

complete as before.*

Problem X.

A Hm A B, 3" longy has its extremity^ B, in the h. p., cmd
•75" in front of X Y;

iCt' its extremity, A, is in the

v.p. The inclination oj
the line is 40°. Draw
pkm ami elevation.

At any point, B, in

X Y, make the line

B a' at an angle of 40°.

B a' must be 3" long.
Draw a' a perpen-
dicular to X Y, and
describe the arc B /,
with a as centre. Make
h c parallel to X Y, at a

Kg. 110. distance -75" from it,

Intersecung the arc B/ in 6. Then 6 a is the plan of the

required Ihie, and its elevation, b' a', is determined by
* This is only one of th« solations, but the other three ar« not

rery difficult to determine, if the above be anderatood

'dry
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drawing a projector through h to meet X Y in 6', and

joining h' a. In this construction a cone has been

assumed, having a base angle of 40^, the apex a' of

the solid being in the v. p., and its sloping side 3"

long. The line in the question was then supposed to

lie upon the surface of this cone, having one extremity
in the apex and the other in the edge of the base, at a

point •75'' from the ground line. By this means it was
ensured that the ends of the line should be in the co-

ordinate planes, as required.

Problem XL

Consider a\ 6', and c (fig. Ill) as three points, two of
which (a and

b') are upon the v. p., and the other

one upon the h. p. Consider these points joined

by lines thus : a to c and h' to c, what would he their

lengths. Determine also a portion of each of these

V longy measuring from c.

First note that c is immediately under a*, so that the
line joining these stands

ladder-wise towards the

T. p., while the line join-

ing c to 6' is askew to

each plane. Determine
a c', c c, b' c\ and b c,

the projections of the

lines. With c' as centre,
revolve the plan c' c into

the V. p. Join a' C. This

gives the full length of

o' C. Cut off r from C
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Problem XII.

Given the projections of a point A (fig. 112), to determine

those of a second point B, T from A, and twice as

farfrom each of the co-ordinate planes as A is.

Commence by drawing a' P and a R parallel to X Y.
Then draw two other par-
allels relatively twice as far

from X Y. These are let-

tered Q and S. It is evident

that the projections of B
must occur on these two x—
lines. From a', with a radius

of 2", cut Q in ±> . Join a' B'.

This is the elevation of a —
line 2" long measured from

A, and a B is its plan. Note,

however, that the line under
these circumstances is par-
allel to the V. p. Now re- Fig. 112 (Scale.i).

volve the plan a B about a, until it crosses the level S

in b. Join a b. Then a 6 is the plan of a 2" line having
one extremity in A; and if we consider the upper ex-

tremity to have maintained its former height above

the h. p., then the new elevation of 6 will be at 6', and

b' b will be the projections required.

R

Problem XIII.

Given a' b\ a b the projections of a line, and c' c those of
a point; through C to draw an equal line to A B
and parallel to it. Then to discover the realform of
the parallelogram made by joining their extreinities

towards the same parts.

Let a' by a b (fig. 113) and C c be the given data.

Parallel lines always have parallel projections and,

equal parallel lines have equal parallel projectioiuk
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ITence, draw cf d' and c d equal and parallel to a' ft', a h

respectively. Then join a' to c, h' to d ; a to c, and b to

(L To find the true form of this figure it is absolutely

necessary to divide it into two triangles by drawing the pro-

jections of one of its diagonals sls a' d'^ ad; and it should

be noticed that to discover the true form of any figure

having more than three sides, it must first be divided

into triangles, and the result obtained by building them

\ i>'\ A--i-pr:r?^rrt^
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figure A B C D is made up by first constructing the

triangle A C D with the newly discovered lengths aa

sides, and the other half is finished by parallels.

Problem XIV.

Given the projections of two straight lines, to determine

whether they meet.

If they do meet, the intersection point in plan must be
the plan of the point common to both lines; hence it

must be perpendicularly under the crossing point of the

elevations.

EXERCISES.

1. Show the plans and elevations of the following points,

using the same ground-line for all. The distance between the
lines joining the projections in each case may be 1":—
A, 3" above the horizontal plane, 1 "S" before the vertical plane.
B, 2" above „ ,, 3 "5" behind ,, ,,

0,2-5" below „ „ -4" before „ „
D, in „ ,, 2'5" before „ „

2. a b, two inches apart, are the plans of two points", of which
A is 1*7, B 3" inches above the paper. What is the length, and
inclination to the paper, of the line A B ?

3. Draw the plan of a line three inches long when inclined at

40° and an elevation of it on any vertical plane not parallel to

the line.

4. A line 3 '5" long is to be represented by its projections,

according to each of the following conditions in turn—
a. When inclined to the paper at 60°.

b. When its ends are 1" and 2 '5" above the paper.

5. The plan of a line is 2" long and its elevation is 3". The

projectors of its extremities are 1" apart, measured along X Y.
What is its true length and inclination ?

6. Draw the plan and elevation of a line (length at pleasure)
which is inclined at 30° to the horizontal, and at 40° to th«

vertical plane.
7. Draw the plan and elevation of a point A, which is situated

above the horizontal plane, 2" behind the vertical plane, and is

3" distant from X Y.
8. A line, A B, 3" long, is inclined 30° to the vertical plane.

Draw its projections when its plan makes an angle of 50° witb

XY.
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9. Draw an X Y, and mark a point c below it, and 1" from it.

Consider c as a point on the h. p. Find a point a' on the v. p.,
3" from c, and such that a line joining a' to c is inclined 25° to

the h. p.
10. What are the traces of a line ? When will a line have

only one trace, and when none ? A line has two traces 3" apart,
it is inclined 40°, and its h. t. is 1" below X Y. Find its v. t.

11. Three lines, a j9, 6 p, c^, meet in a pointy, at angles of

110°, 120', 130°. oj9= l", 6^=1-5", cp=2". They are the

plans of 3 sticks meeting in a point 3" over 'p. Find the real

length of each of the 3 sticks.

12. Draw the projections of a line 3" long, inclined 57° to the
b. p., and 33° to v. p.

Hint.—The student must note that when the inclinations t

and f together make 90°, that the line takes a position to the
two co-ordinate planes similar to the position of a ladder, i.e.,

its projections must each be perpendicular to X Y, and also

that the sum can never exceed 90°. (See Problem IX.)
13. Draw a line a' h' above X Y (the lower end to be '5" from

X Y), and at an angle of 30° with it. This is the elevation of a
line inclined 40° to the v. p. The plan of a! is 1" from X Y and
below it. Finish the plan of the line.

14. Draw the projections of a line 3" long, passing through
the ground -line, and making 45° with each plane, then work the
same problem if 30° be substituted for 45°.

15. Draw the projections of any line inclined to each co-

ordinate plane. Assume the projections of any point not in this
line. Take any point on the h. p. and join it to the plan of the
first point. Assuming this new line to be the plan of a line

intersecting the first Ime, find its elevation.
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CHAPTER II.

ELEMENTARY PROBLEMS ON SOLIDS.

N.B.—(The problems of this chapter are to he studied

simultaneously with those of Chapter!.)

The following are the solids commonly used to illus-

trate the principles of Solid Geometry :
—

The cube, prism, and pyramid ;
the sphere, cone, and

cylinder.
A cube is a solid having six equal faces, all squares.
A right prism is a solid having two equal and similar

bases, with rectangular faces perpendicular to them.

If the faces be not perpendicular to the bases, the prism is

oblique.
A right pjrramid has one base and a number of tri-

angular faces, meeting in a point over the centre of that

base. This point is called the apex.

Ifthe apex be not over the centre of the base, the pyramid it

oblique.
Prisms and pyramids are named from the shapes of

their bases, as square prism, hexagonal pyramid, &c.

A sphere is a solid whose surface is at all parts equi-
distant from a point within it, called the centre. If a

semicircle revolve upon its diameter, it generates the

surface of a sphere. All plane sections of a sphere are

circles.

A cone may be defined as a pyramid with an infinite

number of faces. It has a circular base, and its surface

is generated by the revolution of a rightr-angled triangle

upon its perpendicular, as an axis.

A cylinder bears a similar relation to a prism that

a cone does to a pyramid. It is a prism with an
infinite number of faces. Its bases are circles, and its
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surface is generated by the revolution of a rectangle

upon one of its sides.

The axis of a prism or cylinder is a line joining the

centres of the bases.

The axis of a cone or pyramid is a line I'oining the

centre of its base to the apex.
A tetrahedron is a solid having four faces, each being

an equilateral triangle.
An octahedron has eight faces, all equilateral triangles.

It consists of two square pyramids, placed base to base

(the height of each pyramid being equal to half the

diagonal of the square).
Models of these solids should be seen by the student ;

and no teacher should be without them. Those made
of wire, painted white, are the best, as they are so

readily seen at a distance, when placed before a black

board.

In figures 114 and 115 plans and elevations of these

solids are shown, which it is most advisable the student

should work out for himself.

Fig. A is the plan and elevation of a cube when it

stands with its base upon the h. p. Its plan, a b c d, is

a square which should be drawn first. In this figure

it is assumed that neither of the faces of the solid is to be

parallel to the v. p. Each corner of the square is the

plan of one of the perpendicular edges of the cube, and
a b c dia that of the upper surface also.

Projectors from abed will determine upon X Y the

elevations of the four corners of the lower square. The

perpendiculars, a' e', b' f, & g', and d' h' must next be

drawn, equal in length to the edge of the cube, and a line

passing through e'f g K will complete the elevation.

The line 6' /' must be a dotted one, as it represents
the perpendicular edge, which would be hidden from an
observer placed in front of the object.

Fig. B is the plan and elevation of a hexagonal prism
standing with its base upon the h. p. The construc-

tion of the projections is similar to that of the cube. It

should be noticed that the angle which the line a i
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7.' B9--

Pl«. 11*.
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F

Fig. 115.
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makes with X Y is the angle of inclination of the face,
A B G H, to the v. p.

Fig. C is the plan and elevation of a pyramid with its

base upon the h. p. Commence by drawing the square
abed, and join the points a c and bd. This completes the

plan, as the square is the plan of the base of the solid, and
the diagonals that of the sloping edges. The point v,

where the diagonals intersect, is the plan ofthe apex oftho

pyramid. Projectors from the four corners of the square
will determine the elevation of the base upon X Y.
That through v will contain the elevation of the vertex,
and its exact position is obtained by measuring the height
of the pyramid above X Y. The line v' V must be dotted.

A section line e' g' is shown in the figure. This line

ifl the elevation of a section made by a cutting plane.
It is clear that the points e'/' g' h' in that line are the
elevations of the points where this cutting plane inter-

sects the sloping edges of the pyramid, and as plan and

elevation are always in the same straight line perpen-
dicular to X Y, the plans of these points can be found by
drawing projectors through e'f g' h' until they intersect

the plans of the sloping edges in efg and h. Join these

and the plan of the section will be determined. This is

not the real shape of the section. A method for deter-

mining this will be given in the next chapter

Fig. D is the plan and elevation of a tetrahedron rest-

ing with one of its faces upon the h. p. Its plan is an

equilateral triangle, having lines joining each of its

angular points to the centre of the figure. The point
V is the plan of the axis of the solid. The elevation of

the base is determined as before, and a projector v'v

will contain the elevation of the apex; but as the

height of the figure is not given, depending as it does

upon the length of the edge, a special construction is

necessary for determining it.

The plan of a sloping edge, that edge itself and the

axis of the solid together form a right-angled triangle.

The plan is the base, the axis is the perpendicular, and

the sloping edge, the hypotenuse.
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Now, if this triangle be imagined to revolve upon its

base, until it is horizontal, it is clear that the height of

the figure will be shown in the perpendicular of the

triangle.
Set out, therefore, from v, a line v V, perpendicular

to a V, and with a as centre, radius a b, describe an arc

b Y, intersecting the perpendicular in V. Then v V is

the height of the tetrahedron. The completion of the

elevation presents no further difficulty.

Fig. E is the plan and elevation of an octahedron

having its axis vertical. The plan of it is the square
abed, with its diagonals. The octahedron, as can be
seen by a model, has three equal diagonals or lines

upon which the solid can revolve. Two of these dia^

gonals are shown in the plan, and the third is the

vertical axis. As these are all equal, it only remains
for us to measure either of the diagonals a c or b d, and
use the length found as the height ofthe elevation. The
elevation of the square will be a straight line a' b' c' d'

mid-way between the apices v^ and ty^.

Fig. F is the plan and elevation of a sphere. Both
are circles; further explanation is unnecessary.

Fig. G is the plan and elevation of a cylinder when it

rests with its side upon the h. p. and with its base,

parallel to the v. p. In this case it is necessary to com-
mence with the elevation which is a circle tangent to

the ground line. The plan is a rectangle. A section is

shown in elevation by the line c' d! and its plan, abed
is determined from the elevation by projectors as before.

Fig. H is the plan and elevation of a cone, resting
with its base upon the h. p. A section of this solid is

given and the plan shown, which is determined by sup-

posing the figure to be a pyramid. If the circle in plan
be divided into any convenient number of parts and the

points of division be joined to the centre, these lines

will represent the plans of as many sloping lines upon
the cone. Their elevations will be cut by the line of

section and the plans of the points can be determined

by projectors as in fig. BL
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A curve (generally an ellipse) drawn through the

plans of the points gives that of the entire section.

Problem XV.
A. aqua/re block 4" edge by 1" thick rests upon the h. p.,

cmoth&r squa/re block of 2" edge, 1" thick, stcmds upon
the former over its centre; the similar edges of each
solid being pa/rcdlel. The upper surface of the second

block is the base of a right pyramid 3'' Mgh. Draw
a Fla/n of the whole a/nd an Elevation upon a v. p.,

which makes am, angle of 20° with a/ny horizontal

edge in the group.

Commence with the plan, which is a square of 4" side

having another square of 2" edge within it; the centres of

both being coinci-

dent, and their sides

parallel to each

other. Draw the

diagonals of the

smaller square, and
the plan of the

group will be com-

plete. Assume a

ground line, mak-

ing 20* with either

of the sides of the

square, and deter-

mine the elevation

of the lower plinth,

remembering that

the height of the

perpendicular ed-

ges is 1". Above
this draw the ele-

vationof the second

plinth and the axis

of the pyramid.
Mark off 3" upon

the latter, measur-Fig. 116.
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Ing from the highest surface of the second block, and
the elevation of the apex of the pyramid will be

obtained. Join this point to the fonr comers of the

top surface of the smaller plinth, and the elevation will

be complete.

EXERCISES.

1. Draw plan and elevation of a cube of 2" edge, when its base

is horizontal and '5" above the paper ; its horizontaJ edges making
angles of 30° with the vertical plane.

2. Draw plan and elevation of a square prism (size at pleasure),
when its long edges are horizontal, and one of its faces makes an

angle of 27° with the paper.
3. Draw a plan and elevation of a cube, with a square prism

standing upon it, the axes of both solids forming one straight line,

the horizontal edges of the prism to make angles of 45" with those

of the cube. The elevation is to be drawn upon a vertical plane
making an angle of 30° with one face of the cube.

4. Draw plan and elevation of a tetrahedron of 1 '5" edge when
its axis is vertical.

5. Show, by its projections, an octahedron when its axis is

horizontal and perpendicular to the vertical plane.
6. A cone, base 1" radius, 3" high, is cut by a plane at 70° with

the axis ; the centre of the section being 2" above the base. Show
the plan of the cut.

7. A rectangular box, 4" by 3" and 1" high, supports a cube of

2" edge upon it, the sides of the latter being parallel to those of

the former, and the axes of both being vertical and in the same

straight Une. A cone stands upon the cube over its centre, base
1" radius, 3" high. Draw a plan of the whole and an elevation

upon a vertical plane, making an angle of 30° with a face of the
box.

8. A circular slab, 2" radius, 1" thick, supports upon its upper
surface and over its centre a cylinder, base 1" radius, and 3" high.
Draw plan and elevation, and show upon the plan the projection
of a section indicated upon the elevation, by a straight line joining
the top left-hand point of the cylinder to the bottom right-hand
point of the slab.

1 E I
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CHAPTER IIL

ON ALTERATION OF THE GROUND LINE.

It is frequently necessary that diflferent views of an

object shall be given, so as to perfectly depict it.

Thus we have end views, side views, etc., and in archi-

tectural drawings, North Elevation, East Elevation,
<kc. To understand the principles upon which such

views are deduced and how they are connected, the

student must assume that new vertical planes may be

taken for auxiliary elevations, or new horizontal planes
for plans, and the object can then be projected upon these

new planes, thus giving the different views described

above. Consideration of the problems which follow will

make the subject clear.

Division I.—NEW ELEVATIONS.

Problem XVI.

Given the projections of three points^ A, B, C (fig. 117);
to determine a New Elevation on a v. p, represented

Let a a, h' 6, and c c be y
the given projections. Note

,

^

that the v. p. upon which the ^

elevations are made is sup-

posed to meet the h. p. in ^"

X Y, and that the observer
J^ i

/
~'~

X&«

is understood to be opposite
^ '

^T—'-x
to this V. p. Now, assume j^,

^'

that a new v. p. is raised -^

cutting the h. p. in X^ Yj, Pig. 117.

and that the observer takes a new position opposite to this

plane.
Then projectors through a, 6, and c will give
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lines upon which the required new elevations must

occur ;
the heights measured along these, above X^ Yj,

being equal to the heights of the points as indicated in the

first elevation. Thus 6, h' gives the height of B above

the paper ; hence h" is taken at that height above X^ Y,,

Note that in the case given B is on the first v. p., and

C is on the h. p. ; also, that C and A are on one projector
in the new elevation.

Problem XYIL

Given the projections of 2 lines A B, B C
(^fig. 118), to

make New Elevations of them on other vertical planes.

Having drawn a b c and a h' c\ assume a new X^ Y„
and as in the last case, proceed to project the three

Pig. 118,

points, taking the heights from the first elevation. This

gives the view a' h" c". Then for practice take a third

ground line X, Y^ so that it is perpendicular to the line

joining A to C, in the plan. This will show the student

how several elevations can be deduced from one plan.
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Problem XVIII.

A pentagonal prism lies with one face on the h. p.y and
mth its ends parallel to the v. p. To determine a
New ElevaUon on a given X, Y.

The elevation or end view should be drawn first, then
the plan can be deduced therefrom, as in

fig. 119. Let

Fig, 119.

X Y be the new vertical plane. Project each comer of

the pentagons perpendicularly to the new ground line,

and take heights above it, equal to those in the first

elevation. Note that the dotted edges are settled by deter-

mining which pentagon can be seen under the new

disposition. It is clear that the lettered one must be

hidden. Hence the dotting.
In fig. 120 a similar case to the above is shown, where

the subject is a cylinder. The end view, a circle on

X Y, is divided into a convenient number of equal parts.

The plan is then striped by lines projected from the
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points of division. Then a second elevation is made

upon Xj Yj, by treating the points found upon the

plans of the base, as the corners of the prism were

Fig. 120.

treated in the last figure. The ends, as they are oblique

circles, will appear as ellipses, and the student must
draw these curves as neatly as he can through the points
he finds.

Problem XIX.

An octahedron is to be drawn, with one of its faces on the

h. p., and two elevations a/re to be made, one upon a
V. p. pa/rallel to two edges of the solid, and the other

upon a V. p. not pa/rallel to any edge.

The octahedron is one of ihefive regular solids,
—

i.«.,

the edges are all the same length, its faces the same shape
and size, and its angular points are all equidistant from
its centre. Before commencing this problem, it is
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necessary to call the student's attention to the fact that
the opposite faces are parallel, and that their comers
alternate. Now, as there are only 6 points or comers, it

Fig. 121.

will be easily seen that when the solid has one triangular
face on the h. p., whose plan therefore is an equilateral

triangle, that the opposite face being parallel, it must be

shown in plan as a concentric equilateral triangle with

points reversed. Therefore, commence by drawing a b c

(fig. 121) dotted, and d ey full (two equilateral triangles)
and join the points as shown. This completes the plan.

Next, draw an X Y parallel to a 6, and project the

lower triangle on X Y as a V c'. At this point it is

necessary to find the distances between the levels of the

two parallel faces. A special construction is needed,
thus : Taking a d m plan, and noting that A is on the

lower level while D is on the upper one, and that the

line A D is in real length equal to a c, draw d T> perpen-
dicular to a d and with a as centre, a c as radius, de-

scribe the arc c D to intersect c? D in D. Then d D is

the thickness of the solid between parallel faces.
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At a distance above X Y, equal to d D, draw M N
parallel to it. Project points d! e' f from their plans

upon M N. Note which points are connected in the

plan, and join the same relative points in elevation.

The fact that D C F is in front to the observer, as

discovered by the plan, settles the dotted edges.

Next, take a new v. p., not parallel to any edge, as

X, Y, and by using the level P Q obtain a second eleva-

tion as required.

In
fig. 122 an instructive example of auxiliary elevsr

tions is given for practice which should be drawn. Note
that the roof overhangs on three sides, but not at the

Fig. 122.

back. See also that the line c' h' in the auxiliary eleva-

tion is obtained from c and h in the plan.
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DiTisiON II.—NEW PLANS AND SECTIONAL VIEWS.

In commencing this chapter we noticed that several

elevations could be projected from one plan. Thus,
an end view of the instrument-box could be obtained

by assuming a vertical plane parallel to that end,
or an angular view by arranging our ground line

accordingly.
It is now our intention to carry this principle further,

and to determine several plans from one elevation, and
vice versa.

Let us revert to our illustration of the box upon the

table. If it be slightly inclined, it is easily seen that

its plan will alter in shape. And if, instead of moving
the box, we could suppose the table to be so tilted that

its surface should make, with the base of the former, an

angle equal to that which existed under the first con-

ditions, the projection of the box upon the plane of

the table would then be exactly the same, shape
as before.

Now, the removal of either of the co-ordinate planes
is effected very easily by an alteration of the ground
line. And, when it is desired that an object should have

one of its surfaces inclined to either of the co-ordinate

planes, the most ready means of effecting this is to pro-

ject the solid first upon planes parallel to the surface in

question, and afterwards, by the removal of X Y to

assume a fresh plane, upon which the desired drawing
can be made.
The consideration of the problems which follow will

make this principle clear.
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Problem XX.

A Hexagonal Prism has its a>xis inclined 40° to the papery
and one /ace pa/rallel to the v. p. Draw plam, amd
elevation.

Draw the hexagon with one side parallel to X Y,
which is the plan of the solid when standing with its

base upon the paper. And by arranging the figure in

this way the student will see that one face of the object
will be parallel to the v, p.

The elevation must be deduced from this plan, as

described in the preceding chapter.

Upon the elevation draw K' K to represent the axis

of the solid and produce it.

If a fresh X Y be now assumed, making an angle of

40° with the line K' K, the elevation will then be that

of the solid, with its axis inclined as regards the new
h. p. The best way for the student to grasp this prin-

ciple is to fold his paper upon the new X Y, so as to

show a h. p. and a v. p. He will then see his first eleva-

tion under quite a different aspect. It will be that of a

solid tilted over.

To determine the plan, projectors must be drawn

through every point of the elevation, perpendicular to

the assumed X Y, and lengths must be measured along
each of these projectors, equal to the distances of

the points in the first plan, from the first ground
line (fig. 123).

Thus, taking the point A for an example, a projector
a' 1 passes through a' perpendicular to the new X' Y'.

The distance a' a is transferred along this projector to

the point a^ beyond the ground line ;
that is, a' a is

equal to \a^.
All the other points of the base are projected in the

same way, and a new plan of it is thus obtained.

The plan of the other end of the solid is similarly
determined by projectors through its points in elevation.
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And as the first plan is that of both ends, the distances

to be measured along the projectors first drawn will be

exactly the same as before.

Fig. ,123.

To illustrate this, take point /. The distance meas-

ured upon the projector beyond X' Y' is equal to 2 g.

The whole plan is completed by joining the similar

points in each base, as shown in the diagram.
It should be noticed that lines which are parallel in

the solid are still parallel, however they may be projected,
thus 3*4 is parallel to 5*6.

A little consideration of the position of the solid
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will show that that part of the base in which a is situated

is hidden, and that the opposite end is wholly seen in

plan. The edges dotted will indicate this.

P&OBLEM XXI.

To d/raw the projections of a Hexagonal Pyramid when
one of its iriomgula/r faces is, (Ist), horizontalf ami

(2d)f vertical.

\

/
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Commence with a plan and elevation of the solid,
when standing with its base upon the paper, one side of

the plan being perpendicular to X Y. It will be seen

then, that two of the faces will be represented in the
elevation by the lines V v' and d' v'. If an X Y be
assumed containing one of these lines as h' v', the eleva-

tion, with regard to the new h. p., will be that of

the solid, when its triangular face, A B V, is horizontal,
in fact when it is in that plane. A fresh plan of the
base can then be determined by projectors perpendicular
to the new X' Y'

; the distances of the points in plan from
the first V. p. being transferred to the new plan. It

should be noticed that the projector, V a 6, has two

points upon it at distances from X' Y' equal to h' A and
b' B respectively.
The apex of the pyramid must be projected in an

exactly similar manner and v' v must be made equal
to & V.

In the diagram a plan of the solid is shown when
the opposite triangular face is vertical. A new X, Yj is

in that case drawn perpendicular to the line d' v'. XJnder
those circumstances the plan of the vertex fells^ in the

centre of the plan of one edge of the base.

Problem XXIL

To draw the plcm cmd elevation of a HexcLgonal Pyra/mid
when one of the edges meeting in the vertex is (1«<),
horizontal

f
or (2(i), vertical.

The solid, as before, must be drawn when resting
with its base upon the paper, but it must have one of its

diameters or sides parallel to X Y. The effect of putting
the plan in this position will be that two opposite edges
of the solid will be parallel to the v. p., and consequently
their elevations will be as long as the edges themselves.

And whenever a line in a solid is to be inclined and
fresh plans or elevations of it determined, it is necessary,
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in the first place, that the object be so drawn that the

line in question and one of its projections shall be equal

in length.

V
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Problem XXIII.

To draw a pla/n cmd elevation of a Squa/re Prisniy when
the dmgoTial of the solid is (1»<), horiaontalf or (2c?),

vertical.

It was shown in the preceding problem that when a
line in a solid is to be inclined, and its projections

Fig. 126.

determined upon different planes shown by altered

ground lines, that the solid must be so arranged at

commencement that the line in question may be shown
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Its full length in either plan or elevation, and that this

is an invariable rule.

In the problem before us it is necessary so to place
the prism that its diagonal may be parallel to the v. p.

The square, ah c d, which is first drawn, must there-

fore have its diagonal parallel to X Y. When the eleva-

tion is complete, the line a' g' will represent that

diagonal which is to be horizontal or vertical.

A parallel, X' Y', to it must be assumed as a ground
line, and the plan of the solid determined as before.

This will satisfy the first condition in the question.
The second part of the problem is solved by assuming

the h. p. perpendicular to the diagonal) that is, by taking

Xa Ya at a right angle with a' g', and proceeding as before.

It should be noticed that in the latter case two points
coincide in plan, in fact that one point is the projection

upon a horizontal plane of a vertical line.

Problem XXIV.

To determme the pkm amd elevation of an Octahedron

when it rests wiih one qf its triamgidanr faces upon
the paper.

Fig. 127.
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Commence with a plan of the solid when its axis is

vertical and one of its edges perpendicular to X Y. We
thus ensure that the elevations of the triangular faces

which have B C for their common base are straight
lines.

Assume an X' Y' parallel to either of these, as in
fig.

127, and determine the plan as before.

The boundary line of an octahedron in this position is

a hexagon.

Problem XXV.

Given the projections of cmy Solid; to determine other

projectionsfrom them.

Let the figure a c^he the plan of a square prism, of

which A' B' C D' is the end elevation. And let a new

Fig. 12a
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elevation be required upon a v. p., making an angle, ^,

with the long edges of the solid.

Assume X' Y', making the required angle with either

of the plans of the sides, as a a^'

Projectors through ah c and d in the plan, perpen-
dicular to X' Y', will contain the required elevations of

the points A B C D. Now, as the heights of these points
above the h. p. are shown in the given end elevation, it

is only necessary to transfer them from one elevation

to the other. The distance, la', in both cases is the

same.
The elevation of the end, A, B, C, D, is obtained in a

similar manner j and as the solid is lying horizontally

upon one of its edges, the heights of the corners are the

same as those oiah cd.

Problem XXVL

An Irregula/r Pyramid ha9 for its base a triangle^ ABO.AB =
3''; BC^S-S"; AC = 4"; the plan, d, of the

fourth comer projected upon the plane of the basSf is

2"from A a/nd 1-5" from B. The true length of the

remaining edge, CD, is 3-7". Draw the pkm of the

Pyramid when standing on its base, ami an elevation

on a plam^ parallel to the edge A D. Determine the

length of the edge B D, amd the inclination qf thA

face A B D.

The whole of this question turns upon the proper
arrangement of the ground line.

Draw a triangle, ABC, having its sides equal to

those given in the question. With A as centre, radius

2", describe an arc, and with B as centre, radius 1-5",

describe another arc, intersecting the former in d, which
is the plan of the apex, D, of the pyramid.

Join c? A, c? B, and c^ C to complete the whole plan.
The height of the apex, D, can be obtained by a similar

construction to that employed for determining the

1 E. »
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height of a tetrahedron (Chap. II). At d in C d.

Fig. 129.

draw d D perpendicular to it, and with C as centre,
radius 3-7" (the real length of C D), describe an arc,

intersecting c? D in D. Then d D is the height of the

pyramid.
The elevation upon a plane, parallel to the edge A D

will present no difficulty.
To determine the length of the edge B D, set out a

perpendicular to B d at the point d, making d D^ equal
to the height of the pyramid, as obtained above. Then
B D2 is the true length required, and D^B d ia its

inclination.
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If a ground line be assumed perpendicular to the edge
A B, and an elevation be made upon the new v. p., the
whole face, A B D, will be shown as one line, and the

angle it makes with X Y is the inclination of that face
to the paper.

Problem XXVII.

Given
f
the line V 3' as the elevation of a section of a Sqiunre
Prism {Jig. 130); to determine its true shape.

Assume the line 1' 3' to

be the ground line of a

plane upon which the plan
ofthe figure 1 2 3 4 is to be

projected. Set out projec-
tors from each of the

points V 2' 3' 4' perpen-
dicular to the line 1' 3'

and measure lengths

equal to the distances

of ab c and d from X Y.

Then, by joining the

points found, the true

shape of the section will

be determined.

Fig. 130.

Problem XXVIIL

Draw the plan ofa Bight Pyramidf
whose base is a hexagon

of 1 •25*' side, and its axis 3 •25", when it stands wpright

upon a horizontal pla/ne. Give the section by a vertical

plane which cuts off half of one edge and a qua/rter of
the next, rneaswring downwa/rdsfrom the vertex.

When the projections of the pyramid, under the con-
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ditions given in the question, have been determined,
draw a line of

section upon
the plan, bi-

secting V c in ^,

and passing
through hf vh
being \oivh.
The line of

section isdrawn

upon the plan,
because the cut-

ting plane is a

vertical one. A
moment's con-

sideration will

tell us that, if

a cutting plane
be perpendicu-
lar to either of

the co-ordinate

planes, the pro-

jection of the

section will be
a straight line

uponthatplane.
Thus a hori-

zontal section

wouldbeshown

by a horizontal

line upon an
elevation.

K L drawn

upon the plan,
as explained

Fig- 131.
above, shows

that two edges, A F and C D, of the base would be

cut. Determine the elevation of the section by pro-

jectors through the points in plan meeting the eleva-
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tions of the lines upon which they occur. Two of these,
Id and /',

will be upon X Y. The other three, K g and

^, are found in the usual manner.
The figure k' t' h' g' V will be the elevation of the

section.

The true shape is determined when the five points of

the section are constructed into the h. p. upon the line

K L as an axis.

Those two will remain stationary, and the others,
G H and T, will fall in perpendiculars to K L, passing

through g h and t. The distances A H, ^r G, and t T
must be made equal to the heights of H, G, and T
above the h. p., as shown in the elevation. Then the

figure, K T H G L, will be the required true shape
of the section.

Problem XXIX.

Figs. 132, 132a, 1326,

132c, are designed to help
the student in determin-

ing the plans of sections

from elevations, and ele-

vations from plans.

Fig. 132 is the plan
and elevation of a cube,
with one face inclined 30°.

In the elevation, a line

A'B' represents a section

of the solid perpendicular
to the vertical plane. The

projectors are shown by
which the plan is deter-

mined, and abed is that

plan. The student is re-

commended to try by the

aid of a model of the cube

(easily cut out of soap) to

appreciate the section and
its prqjectiona

Fig. 132.

On the plan of the cube, the line 8 T
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i
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represents a vertical section. The only line which is to

be shown in the elevation is jo' i'; the whole elevation of

the section being p k' q r' t'.

Fig. 132a is the plan and elevation of a square pyra-
mid with one edge on the ground. The line 1, 3 in the

elevation shows a section, and the plan is determined by
the projectors as figured in the diagram.
The drawing is lettered, and the student should follow

a line from elevation to plan thus : point 2' is the eleva-

tion of a cut upon BV and D V; refer therefore by a pro-

jector to these lines in

plan and settle points

2, 2, and so on.

Mg, 132J is the plan
of a square prism pass-

ing through a square
block. The line /A' in

the elevation represents
a horizontal cut. This

is a more complicated

case, but the five pro-

jectors shown are suffi-

cient to determine the

plan.
Notice that in this

case the plan of the sec-

tion is really its true

shape as it is horizontal,
and thoroughly grasp
the fact that the projec-
tion of a section always

gives the true shape
when the plane of pro-

jection is parallel to

that of the cut.

Fig. 1326 gives plan
and elevation of a hoi- Figs. 132c

low square plinth, with a square pyramid above it. The
line S T is given to represent a plane of section, and a
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new XjYj being taken parallel to the cut, an elevation is

obtained of one part only of the solid (the part nearest

the assumed X Y). This is called a sectional elevation,
and the parts in section are shaded by diagonal lines.

The drawing speaks for itself as to the projectors re-

quired, and the student should carefully notice the lines

which should be dotted as being unseen edges.
Note.—It has been assumed in preparing these figures that the

student would not require a detailed description of how they
are projected, previous lessons being considered sufficient for

that purpose.

EXERCISES.
1. Draw plan and elevation of a square pyramid—base 1" side,

height 3", when one of its long edges is inclined 20° to the

paper.
2. A pyramid 3" high has a pentagon ABODE of 2" side for

its base. Show this solid by one elevation and two plans.
When the two edges B V, C V are horizontaU

When the edge E V is vertical.

3. A cylinder 4" long, its base being a circle of 1 '5" radius, to b«»

drawn in plan and elevation in one of the following positions :
—

a. Its axis inclined to the paper at 35°.

b. When a vertical plane touches the two ends in opposite

points of parallel diameters.

4. A hexagonal prism, base 1" edge, and 3" long, has its axis

horizontal, one of its faces being inclined 1 2° to the paper. Draw
plan and elevation, and a second elevation upon a vertical plane,

making an angle of 40° with the plan of the axis.

6. A cube, 2" edge, rests upon a circular slab, radius 3", 1*

thick. The centre of the cube is over the centre of the slab.

Draw plan and elevation of the whole, when a comer of the cube
and an edge of the slab rest upon the paper.

6. Draw plan and elevation of a tetrahedron, 2" edge.

(I.) When one of its faces is vertical

(2.) When one edge is vertical.

(3.) When that edge is horizontal
7. A pyramid having for its 6a.se a square 2*5" side, and its axis

S'25" long, rests with one/ace on the horizontal plane. Draw its

Elan,

and a sectional elevation on a vertical plane represented
y a Une bisecting the plan of the axis, and making an anejle of

60*' with it.

8. An hexagonal pyramid (side of base 1 '5", axis 4") has one
edge of its base horizontal, and the plane of that base inclined at
60 . Draw the plan, and show the real form of the section
made by a horizontal plane bisecting the axis when the soUd is

so inclined.
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CHAPTEK IV.

ON OBLIQUE PLANES.

If the surface of a solid is not parallel to either of the

co-ordinate planes, it is said to be inclined to those planes.

Thus, the lid of a mathematical instrument box, whea
it is slightly open, presents a
surface inclined to the horizon-

tal; whilst a shutter hung
upon hinges, when partly

open, is an instance of a sur-

face inclined to the vertical

plane of the window. If the
surface of the lid could be

produced until it met the

ground, it would make by
its intersection therewith a

line. In the same way,
the line upon which the

shutter revolves, would repre-
sent the intersection of its in- Fig- 133.

clined surface with the vertical plane of the window.
It is by means of the lines in which inclined planes

would intersect the co-ordinate planes that the positions
of such surfaces are indicated.

If a piece of cardboard be cut in the shape of a triangle
and it be fitted into one of the angles of the model men-
tioned in Chap. L, Solid Geometry^

as shown in
fig. 133,

its edges will mark two lines, v'/and/A, upon the vertical

and horizontal planes, meeting in a point / in X Y.
These lines would be called the traces of the oblique

plane. The trace v'/upon the v. p. would be called the

verticaltrace (v. t.),and/A, that upon the horizontal plane,
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the horizontal trace (h. t.).
When the co-ordinate

planes are made to coincide by the revolution of the

V. p. upon X Y, these traces will be represented as

making a larger angle with each other than they

actually do upon the oblique surface.

In all cases but owe, the traces of oblique planes meet

upon X Y.
In fig. 134, traces of planes in difierent positions are

shown.
The first plane (fig. 134 a) is inclined to the h.p., but is

perpendicular to the v. p.

The second (fig. 1 34 b) is the reverse of the above, as it

is inclined to the v. p., but perpendicular to the h, p.

/
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it is advisable in all cases to draw these lines a short

distance beyond the ground line.

The number of different positions in which the traces

may occur is infinite, as any two lines meeting in X Y
may represent an oblique plane.

Referring again to figure 134 a, the angle which the
line v'f makes with X Y is the inclination of that plane
to the horizontal.

Similarly, the angle which /A, in fig.
1346 makes

with X Y shows the inclination of that plane to the
vertical.

Neither of the lines v'f, fh,vn. fig. 134i will tell us
the inclination of that plane. To determine this a

special construction is necessary, which will be explained
hereafter.

All lines which lie entirely upon a plane are said to

be contained by it. If a pencil be laid upon an oblique
surface in such a manner as to be parallel to its h. t., it

will be seen that the pencil is horizontal. Again, if the

pencil be placed perpendicular to the h. t., and lying in

the plane, it will be inclined to the horizontal fully as

much as the plane itself. Therefore, in any other

position upon this plane, the pencil would be less inclined

than the oblique surface.

If two oblique planes be parallel to each other their

traces will be parallel.
An oblique plane is said to be " constructed

"
into

either of the co-ordinate planes when its whole surface,
with the points and figures upon it, is made to revolve

upon one of its traces until it coincides with that plane.
When the inclination of a plane is given it must be

understood to mean its inclination with the h. p., without
it be otherwise stated.

PaOBLEM XXX
Gwen, cm Oblique Plcme, by its traces, to determine its

incUnatioTis to each plane ofprojection.

The angle of inclination cf an oblique surface to the
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h. p. is measured by the base angle of any vertical cone
to which the plane is tangential. This is easily illustrated

by taking a model of a cone and placing a piece of paper
against its side. Then whatever the slope of the conical

surface may be, the inclination of the sheet of paper will

be the same. Let the paper be arranged so that one of

its edges is upon the ground, and let the cone be vertical;
then the former will represent the h. t. of a plane, and
the latter the tangential cone. Note that the paper
touches the cone in a line passing through the apex, and
which is perpendicular to the h. t.

To find the inclination to the h. p., proceed as follows :

With any point a in X Y, as centre, describe a semicircle,
c' b d\ to touch the h. t. Complete the elevation of a semi-

cone, whose plan is d h d\ and having its apex in the v. t.

Fig. 136.

B&cf a' cP. Then the angle at c?', marked 6j is the required
inclination to the h. p. Observe that this semi-cone fits

under the oblique plane, and its back coincides with the

y. p. Note also that tiie angle found is the bevel of the

plane along/, h
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2nd Method—Same figure. Draw the plan and elevation

of any horizontal line in the plane.
Horizontal lines in oblique planes have their plansparallel

to the horizontal trace.—The truth of this should be tried

by an improvised model. Draw any line p ^ parallel to/ A.

Consider it as the plan of a level line m the oblique

plane. Then q <l represents its height above the h. p., and

p' q' is therefore its elevation. Conceive a vertical section

to be made of the given oblique plane at right angles to

its h. t. Let D d' represent the trace of this section. This
section will cut our horizontal line at P. Make P Q equal
to the height of the horizontal line (5^ c[) and join D Q.
Then P D Q represents the section of the bevel of the plane
turned over or rebatted on D P into the h. p. Hence the

angle 6 is the inclination required.

On the same figure the problem is worked whereby the

inclination to the v. p. is discovered. It is simply a

reversal of the work just described, assuming, pro. tem.f

that the v. p. is the h. p., and vice versa. The thoughtful
student will find no difficulty in following it out. He
should note that the line O' K' plays the part of the hori-

zontal PQ in the last problem; also that its plan is omitted,
as O' gives the distance from the co-ordinate plane.

Case II.—In fig. 136, a second example is shown
where the traces are in

one straight line. It is
''^

not advisable in such a N. ,

case to adopt the method
^«i^ j^'

of the semi-cone. It is JN. ^'
better to use the second X cr^v V Y
solution, i.e.f to put a \^ ^^/^
horizontal line on the ^s/\V
plane, and to obtain the yv^x/\v
inclination by a vertical V \\ j;

perpendicular section. c ^
This is shown in fig. 136,
and the angle to the Fig' 136.

V. p. could be detected in a similar manner.
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Problem XXXI.

To determine the inclination to both planes of projection oj
am, Oblique PlanCy having its traces parallel to X Y.

A right-angled triangle can be conceived as standing
perpendicular to the v. p., and so fitting under the

oblique one, that the hypotenuse

ft
of the triangle maj be contained

by it. The acute angles of such
a triangle would then present
the required inclinations.

j-^
Take any point a' in «/ y*,

\ ^- ) *^^ draw a' b perpendicular to

\^ / X Y, intersecting that line and
V ^-^1

^^ —
/ h. t. in points a and b. With

a as centre, and a 6 as radius,

Fig. 137. describe the arc b B, and join
a' B. Then the angle 6 is the inclination to the h. p.,

and is that to the v. p.

Note.—This is really only a repetition of the construction in

the preceding problem, as a cone is generated by the revolution
of a right-angled triangle upon its perpendicular. But the writer
has found this case better understood by beginners as treated

above, than by adopting the idea of a tangent cone, as in Prob-
lem XXX. In this case the sum of ^ + ^ is a maximum, and is 90°.

Problem XXXII.

Given, either of the traces of an Oblique PUme amd its in-

clination to the h. p., to determine the remaining trace.

Referring to fig. 135, let /A be the given h. t., and
6 the given inclination.

Take any point a in X Y as centre, and describe an
arc b c' tangent U> f h^ meeting X Y in c*. At a
erect an indefinite perpendicular a' a, and at c make
c' a', making an angle with X Y equal to the given in-
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clination, and meeting the perpendicular in a'. Join

o'/, and «'y will be the given trace required.
if v' /' be given instead of / h, and it is required to

find the latter, assume a point c' in X Y, and make
d a' at an angle with it equal to the given inclination,

meeting the v. t. in a'. Draw a! a perpendicular to

X Y, and with a as centre, radius a c', describe the arc

a c' h. Draw/h tangent to this arc, and it will be the

h. t, required.

Problem XXXIU

To determine the traces of a Plane inclined 60° to the h. p.,

cmd 42' to the v. p.

This is considered an advcmced Problem. It is in-

serted here to make the series of questions upon traces

of oblique planes complete. The student may, without

any inconvenience, defer its study to a later part of the

course.

To solve the above, it is necessary to determine two

cones, whose generatrices* shall make the given angles
of inclination with the co-ordinate planes. These two
cones must have their axes in those planes, meeting in

one point upon X Y. They must also envelop a com-

mon sphere, having its centre in X Y, at the point
where the axes of the cones meet. Then the plane
which touches both these cones is that required in the

question.
Draw a line 1*2 perpendicular to X Y, and at any

point, c, make an angle of 60°. The line c a' meets the

perpendicular 1*2 in a'. Then a' c a will be the ele-

vation of half a vertical cone. Describe the arc c h

to represent part of the base of that cone in plan. Then,
with a as centre, describe a circle e g n^ which shall

• The hypotenuse of the right angled triangle which generates
% conical Burface is the generatrix of the sloping surface thereof.
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be tangent to the line a! c. This is the elevation of
the sphere enveloped by the cone.

Make the line a^ h tangent to the circle eg n, and

meeting X Y at an angle of 40°. Then the triangle
a^ k a wiU be the plan of the horizontal cone, also en-

veloping the sphere.
With a as centre, a ^ as radius, describe the arc

k 8 tj to represent the elevation of part of this cone.

Then v'/, drawn through the point a' and touching the

Fig. 138.

arc, hstyVn the point «, will be the required v. t., and

fh passing through/and a^, will be the required h. t.

Note.—The sum of the inclinations of an oblique plane must be

between 90° and 180°.

Problem XXXIV.

To determine the distcmce between two pa/ralld Planes

given by tJieir traces.
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Let t/ f h and V m n he the traces of the given
planes. Proceed as if to ^

find the inclination of the

plane I' m n. Produce
a a' beyond a' to meet
^ f in. O2, and with a
as centre, describe an arc

tangent to / A, meeting
X Y in 6. Join h a^t
and the perpendicular -^
distance between the
lines b a^ and c a' is

that between the two

given planes.
\^

Fig. 139.

Problem XXXV.
To determine by its traces a Plane parallel to a given plane,

and at a given distamcefrom it.

This is the converse of the preceding problem ; and,

referring to fig. 139, let the given plane be v'/A, and

p the distance. Proceed as if to find the inclination

of 1/ fh, and at a perpendicular distance, equal to p,
draw c a' parallel to b a^. Then a' is one point in

the vertical trace of the required plane; and as par-
allel planes have parallel traces, I' m and m w, drawn

parallel to v' fa^nd/h respectively, will be those of the

plane required in the question.

Problem XXXYI.

To determine the Angle which exists between the traces of an

oblique plane^ when the co-ordinate planes are w their

proper position.

If the inclined plane be " constructed "
into the h. p.,

the v. t. will, when drawn upon the paper in its new
1 E. L
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position, make the angle required with the h. t.

Imagine, once more, the

cone fitting under the plane,
and conceive the position of

the line of contact after the
" construction

"
into the h. p.

has taken place. It will be

perpendicular to the h. t.

Draw, therefore, any line,

a h
(fig. 140), perpendicular

to/ h. Determine a' c, as in

Problem XXX. Produce
a b beyond 6, making b A
equal to c a'. JoinyA, and

^y A is the angle between
the traces. The method of

proof of this construction

would be, to cut a piece of

Fig. 140.
paper so that it may have

one angle equal to h/A, and to try if it would fit the

traces given, when the horizontal and vertical planes are

mutually perpendicular.

Problem XXXVIL

Given, the plan a of a point, A, which is contained by the

oblique plane, v' fh, to determine its elevation.

Four examples of this problem are shown in fig. 141.

In the first case, as the plane is perpendicular to the

V. p., the elevation of the point will fall upon the v. t.,

and its position, a', is determined by a projector from a.

In the second case, a line, a b, must be drawn parallel
to the h. t. This line contains the plans of all the

points which lie upon the plane, v'fh, and are at the same

height above the h. p. as A. At the point b, raise the

perpendicular b b', and the length of this line is the height
of the point A above the paper. Through b' draw a' h'
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parallel to XY, and the point a', where this parallel inter-

sects a projector from a, is the elevation required. The
third case is only a modification of the second, and

Fig. 14L

reference to the figure will be sufficient to explain its

solution.

The fourth case requires a special construction. Draw
the line h' c perpendicular to X Y, and passing through
the point a. With h as centre, describe the arcs c C and

af. Join C 6', and at the point/, drawyy perpendicular
to X Y, meeting C 6' in /', Through/, draw/' a' par-
allel to X Y, and the point a', where this line intersects

6' c, is the elevation of A.
A little consideration, with the use of a model of the

plane in the given position, will show the principle of

the above construction.

6' C 6 is a right-angled triangle, which, in its original
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position, was perpendicular to the v. p., and contained the

point A upon its hypotenuse. It is here shown con-

structed into the v. p., and the perpendicular //' indi-

cates its height above the h. p.

Note.—If the elevation of the point be given, and the plan

reqtiired, the construction would be the converse of the above.

Pboblem XXXVIIL
To determine the traces of a Plane, parallel to a given one,

and passing through a given point.

Let v'/hhe the given plane, and a' a the projections
of a point, A. Through
a draw a b parallel to

f h, and raise b b' per-

pendicular to X Y. The

point b\ where a paral-
lel (a' b')to XY meets
this perpendicular, is in

the vertical trace of the

required plane. Its

traces being parallel to

those of v'f h, draw I' m
and m' n, as shown in

the diagram.
Fig. 142. A second plane, r' s t,

is shown in the figure passing through the given point
C. The construction is similar, and needs no detailed

explanation.

Problem XXXIX,

To determine a Line perpendicular to a given plane {whieh is

inclined to h. p., but at a right angle to the v. p.), to

pass through a given point, P.

The plan and elevation of a line which is perpen-
dicular to an oblique plane, are perpendicular to the

traces of that plane
—the plan to the h. t., and the

elevation to the v. t. This is easily proved by holding
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a pencil perpendicularly to any inclined surface, and view-

ing it in two directions, at a right angle with each other.

Through the given projections of the point, draw p' r'

and p r perpendicular to the traces of the plane. The

plan of the extremity, R, is determined by a projector

through r'.

The given plane being inclined only to the h. p., the

elevation of lines perpendicular to it will be fully as

long as those lines themselves.

Perpendiculars to planes, which are inclined to both

the horizontal and vertical planes, will be treated in a

future chapter.

Problem XL.

To determine by its traces the Plane containing three given

points.

Let a' h' c\ ah c be the projections of the given points,
it is required to determine a plane which shall contain

them.
If two points are contained by a plane, it is clear that

the line joining those two points must also be contained

by that plane. Also, if a line be contained by a plane,
the traces of that line are in the traces of the plane.
These two prin-

ciples are suffi-

cient to solvethis

problem; for the

plane required
must contain
each of the three

lines, A B, B C,
A C, the traces

of which will be

points in the

traces of the

plane.
Join a' 6', a 6, Fig. 143.

h' </, h c, and produce a' V beyond 6' to meet
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X Y in A;'. Then a perpendicular to X Y through
k, intersecting the plan of A B produced in k, gives one

point in the required h. t., and t which is the h. t.

of the line, B C is a second point in that trace. The
line / hj drawn through these points, is the h. t. of the

required plane. Find 8, the v. t. of the line A B, and
draw v' fi passing through «, to meet f h in f. Then
v'fh ia the plane containing the three given points.

EXERCISES.

1. Draw any two lines meeting in X Y. Consider them as the
traces of an oblique plane. Determine its inclination to the hori-

Bontal plaaie, and show the plan of a horizontal line lying in it

1" above the horizontal plane.
2. The horizontal and vertical traces of a certain oblique plane,

make angles of 30° and 60° respectively with X Y. Assume any

Eoint
above the ground line as the elevation of a point contained

y this plane, and determine its plan.
3. Draw a line parallel to X Y, at a distance of 1" from it. Con-

sider this as the horizontal trace of a certain plane inclined 40*

to the horizontal plane, and determine the vertical trace.

4. The horizontal trace of a plane makes an angle of 30° with
X Y ; the vertical trace one of 60°. Determine the inclination of

the plane and the true angle between the traces.

5. Draw two parallel planes, inclined 60° to the horizontal

plane and 1" apart; their horizontal traces to make angles of 40°

with X Y.
6. Assume any three points, A, B, C, by their projections, and

determine the oblique plane containing them.

7. Draw two parallel lines at angles of 40° with X Y, and above

it ; draw also two parallel lines from the points where the former

intersect the ground line at angles of 30° with it. Consider these

lines as the traces of two parallel planes, and determine the dis

tance between them.

8. A triangle 2" by I'd" by 1*8* is the plan of a figure, th«

heights of whose comers are 1", 15", and '7" above the paper.

Determine the plane containing the triangle.
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CHAPTER V.

ON THE PROJECTION OP OBLIQUE SURFACES.

When a figure rests upon or is parallel to either of the

co-ordinate planes, its projection upon that plane is the

same in shape as the figure itself. But if its surface

be inclined to those planes, its projections will difi'er from
it in shape.

This is well illustrated by cutting a square and a

circular hole in a piece of cardboard. When it lies upon
the paper, the plans of the holes are a square and a

circle; but if it be slightly rotated upon one of its edges
until the surface is inclined, the plans of the holes upon
the original h. p. will be altered in appearance.
The plan of the square may assume the shape of a

rectangle, and that of the circle will be an ellipse. In

both cases, the projections of the holes are narrower than

their originals, and the more the surface of the card-

board is inclined, the greater the loss of width, until,

when it stands vertical, the plans of both holes are

straight lines.

An alteration, precisely analogous to this, would take

place in elevation if the cardboard were inclined to

the V. p.

The holes may be considered as forming parts of an

oblique plane, when they are situated as above, the h. t.

of which would be the edge upon which the cardboard

rotated.

When the plane is inclined only to the h. p., the ele-

vations of all lines contained by it are represented by
straight lines coinciding with the v. t. The h. t. in such

a case is perpendicular to X Y. And it is most con-

venient to arrange the co-ordinate planes in this position
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in relation to cmy oblique surface, for, if other ele-

vations are required, they can be made afber one is

determined by proper alteration of the ground line.

Each corner of the square hole in the cardboard,
when it revolves upon the edge, describes the arc of a

circle in its journey, for it is at all times equi-distant
from that edge.
And when the v. p. is assumed perpendicular to the

oblique one, these arcs can be shown as parts of circles

in elevation.

After working a few of the following problems, the

student will appreciate the advantage gained by ar-

ranging the co-ordinate planes in the manner described

above.

Note.—It is necessary to remind the student of a principle
demonstrated in Chapter IV. If a line be contained by an oblique

plane, and is parallel to its horizontal trace, that line is still hori-

lontai

F&OBLEM XLL

To draw the plan of a Square when its surface is inclined

42
,
a/nd one of its sides is horizontal.

Ah the surface of the square is to be inclined 42*,

, commence by assuming the traces

of a plane inclined at that angle,
and rotate the figure from a hori-

zontal position into this plane.
The h. i.—fh is perpendicular
to X Y, and the v. t. makes an

angle of 42" with it.

The square A B C D must be
^ drawn with one of its sides par-

allel to fh. Then through the

corners C and D, projectors must
be determined meeting X Y in 1

and 2. With/ as centre, describe

the arcs 1 C and 2 d', intersecting
Fig. 144. V. t. in d' and c'.
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These arcs will represent the journey of the points
C and r> whilst being rotated into the plane v'fh. Then
c' dJ is the elevation of the whole square, because the

sides A D and B C of the square being horizontal and

perpendicular to the v. p., their elevations are points.
The intersections of projectors through d' and C, with

lines parallel to X Y throughABC and D, are the plans
of the four corners of the square.

Fboblem XUL

To drcm tJie plcm of a Squa/re when its plane is inclined

30°, the diagonal being horizontal.

This problem is only a modification of that preceding
it. The plane having been deter-

mined by its traces, the square
must be drawn upon the paper
with its diagonal parallel to the

h. t., as that line is to be hori-

zontal. Proceed then, as before,
to revolve each of the points,ABC and D into the oblique

plane, and thus determine the

elevation a' h' c' d'. It should be
noticed that C is the elevation

of both the points A and C, as

the former is directly behind the

latter. Proj ectors drawn through
these points, to meet parallels, to

X Y, through A B C D, will give the required plan,

abed. The second diagonal of the square, B D, will

be equally inclined with the plane, as it is perpen-
dicular to the h. t.

/
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Problem XLIIL

A circle has the plane of its swrface inclined 50** to the

paper; d/raw plan cmd elevation.

In projecting curved lines, it is necessary to assume a

number of points in those lines, and to determine, indi-

vidually, the plans and elevations of each of them.
When this has been done, a curve passing through the

projections determined will give those of the original

line, accurate so far as regards the assumed points.
The correctness, therefore, of the drawing is augmented,
if their number be increased. In the case before us it

is most convenient to divide

the circle into eight equal

parts, so arranged that the

diameter A E, which passes

through two ofthem, shall be

parallel to X Y. By this

means we shall, after that

line has been rotated into the
"y" oblique plane and its plan

determined, have the minor

(smaller) axis of the ellipse,
which is the plan of the circle.

Again, the points N B, G C,
and F D, will be respectively

opposite to each other, con-

sequently fewer projectors
Fig. 146. will be required. The re-

mainder of the construction is obvious.
The ellipse should be very carefully drawn in by hand.
The elevation ofthe circle is the straight line a' e' upon

the v. t.

Problem XLIV.
A Pentagonal Surface is inclined 40°, the line joining two

alternate comers of the figure is horizontal; draw
pla/n and elevation.

Commence by drawing the pentagon ABODE, and
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planejoin B D. Consider this line as the h. t. of

inclined 40°. Assume an XY
perpendicular to it, and a v. t.

making 40° with X Y. The

figure must then be revolved

upon BD into this oblique plane.
The points B and D will not
alter in position, and A and E
can be treated in the usual way.
But the point C, when the

figure is thus revolved, will

fall below the h. p., as when
the portion D E A B is raised,
D C B is depressed.
To determine the plan of C,

a projector must be drawn

through it, and the arc C &
by its intersection with the

V. t. will give the elevation
^^

of it. The plan is found as Fig. 147.

before, by a projector through C meeting a parallel to XT
through C.

Problem XLV.

Theplcme of a Hexagon of V side is inclhied 25", neither

of its sides being horizontal) droAJO plcm and elevation.

After the plane is determined by its traces, the

hexagon must be drawn upon the paper in such a position
that neither of its sides is parallel to the h. t. The

figure must then be rotated into the plane, and the

plan determined as before.

Problem XLYL

A Cube has one of iis sv/rfaces inclined 40", cmd neither oj
its edges horizontal; draw its plan and elevation,

_ The projections of the square surface inclined 40°,
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and no edge horizontal, must be first determined by the
construction explained in preceding problems. The cube
can then be buUt upon it

d D
Fig. 147a.

A B CD is the figure first drawn; all the sides making
angles with the h. t. Its plan is ahcdy and elevatioD

a'h'd'e'.

At the four comers of the square, perpendiculars to

its surface must be raised.

It was shown in Problem XXXIX., that if a line be

perpendicular to a plane, its projections are perpendi-
cular to the traces of that plane. The elevation of these
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perpendiculars, therefore, will be lines drawn through
a'h' c' d' at right angles to vf. The lengths of these

elevations will be equal to the edges of the cube, as

those edges are parallel to the v. p. Make a' e' and c'^
equal to A B and join e'^'. Then the elevation will be

complete (6'/' being a dotted line). To complete the

plan, draw hf^ eg, a e and(i h parallel to X Y, and deter-

mine the points, efgh by projectors through elfg'h'.
A glance at the position of the solid as represented by
the elevation will show the student that the point A
will be hidden in the plan. The edges ae,ahy and a dy

which radiate from this point, must therefore be dotted.

A horizontal section of the cube is shown in the elevar

tion by the line k' t'. The plans of the several points
of this section are determined by projectors through the

elevations of those points, intersecting the plans of the

edges upon which they occur. Notice that the point f
is the elevation of two points of section—one, upon the

edge C D, and the other upon B C. These will be shown

separately in plan in p and t.

As the section is a horizontal one, its plan is also its

true shape.

Problem XLVII

An Equilateral Tria/ngley ABC, is inclined 40*; the edge,

AB, of thefigure is horizontal amd -5" above the pa/per;

draw plcm and elevation.

Commence this problem by find-

ing a lineupon a plane inclined 40°,

*b" above the paper, and horizontal

The line k a', parallel to X Y at a

distance -5" from it and intersect-

ing the V. t., gives a', the elevation

of such a line.

Construct this point into the h.

p. by the arc a' A', and draw A B

parallel to fh. Upon it construct

the equilateral triangle, and pro-

ceed to find its plan when rotated

into the plane v f h, as befora
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Problem XLVin.
A Prism 2' long, its base being cm equilateral triangle of

'5" side, has one of its rectangular faces inclined 30°,

the edges of tf^at face being each inclined to h. p.;

droAJo plan amd elevation.

The rectangle, A B C D, must be drawn with neither

of its sides parallel to the h. t.

The projections a b c d, a' b' c' d', are

determined as before. To complete the

plan and elevation of the solid, we have to

project the points G and K, which are

the apices of the triangles forming its
" ^

bases. G is perpendicularly over the Fig. 149.

centre of C B, and K over A D. Bisect, therefore, b' d
and a! d' in e and f. Draw /' g' and e' k' perpen-
dicular to the v. t. The height of these points above

a A
Fig. 150.
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the base is tlie altitude of the equilateral triangles.
This must be deduced from a supplementary drawing
as shown in fig. 149. The length, F G, measured along
f g' and e' k', gi v^e.s g' and kf, the elevations of the points
G and K. join cnese to the proper points in the base^
and the elevation of the solid will be complete. The
plans g and k will be found upon lines perpendicular to

the h. t. drawn through / and e, at the points where

projectors through g' and V meet them.

Pboblkm XIIX
A Tetrahedron has one of its faces inclined 24° to the h. p.

amd a line bisecting that face is horizontal; droM

plam. and elevation.

Draw an equilateral triangle, ABC, and show upon
it a line B D bisecting it.

A-Ssume the h. t. of the

oblique plane to be

parallel to this line, and
X Y perpendicular to it.

The V. t. will therefore be
drawn through / at an

angle of 24° with the

ground line. Rotate the

figure into this plane and
obtain its plan. The
solid is then completed
by projecting its axis.

This is effected by finding
the centre of the triangle,

ABC, and the height of the tetrahedron, the construc-

tion for which is described in Chap. II. The point,

E, can then be rotated into the plane t//A, and the

elevation of the axis b' e' determined

The plan of the apex falls in a projector through f! at

the point where it is intersected by a parallel to X Y
through E.
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If two lines, making a certain angle with each other,
are contained by an oblique plane, the plans of those

lines will make a larger angle. This is easily illustrated

by rotating a 45° set square upon its longest edge.
The right angle will be projected in plan as a constantly

increasing angle during the rotation, until the set

square becomes vertical, when the plan is a straight
line. The relation between the magnitude of the real

angle and that of its projections is sufficient to deter-

mine the inclination of the plane which contains the

lines, and also that of the lines themselves.

If a figure rotate upon one of its edges, we have

already found that the plan of any point in that figure
will move in a line perpendicular to the axis of rotation.

We proceed, now, to discuss a few problems dependent
for their construction upon the above principle.

Problem L.

The 'plan ofa 3" linQ is 2" long. What is its inclination f

Draw a line 2" long, and at one extremity, b, erect

a perpendicular. With the other extremity, A, as

centre, radius 3", describe an arc, intersecting tlie

perpendicular in b'. Then, A B will represent the line,

and A b its plan. The angle between these two measures
is the required inclination.

Problem LI.

Two lineSf each of equal length, meet at an amgle of 60**, amd
a/re equally inclined. The plams of these lines contain

a right a/ngle. Determine the inclinMion of the plamA
containing th&m, amd that of the lines themselves.

Draw two lines, A B and B C, meeting at an anorle of

60°. As they are to be so placed as to be equally in-

clined, the axis of rotation must be equidistant upon
A B and B C from B. Join A C, and assume that the

triangle revolves upon it. Produce it in either direction

and consider it as the h. t. of the required oblique plane.
The ground line must then be taken perpendicular to A /"
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The point B, when the triangle revolves upon A C, wiU
travel in an arc, whose plan is a perpencficular to h f.

Draw B E, and determine

point b in it, such that the

angle ABC shall be a right

angle. This is effected by de-

scaibing a semicircle upon
AC. Join A 6, 6C. Then
the plan of the two lines,
when B is raised into the

required position, is shown.
The elevation, 6', of B will

be in a projector through 6',

where it is intersected by the

arcB'6'. Fig. 152.

Fuithermore, 6' is a point in the v. t. of the required

plane containing the two lines.

Join b'f, and the angle which it makes with X Y is

the inclination of that plane.
To determine the inclination of either of the lines, set

b Bj perpendicular to one of the plans, and mark off

from it a distance equal to the height of the point Bj
above the paper, as shown in the elevation. Then the

angle 6 c Bj is the inclination of the lines.

By this construction the line B C is brought into the

h.p.

^
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plan of C will be in 0, drawn perpendicular to this

diagonal, in such a position that the angle DOB, shall

contain 120°. To dia-

f/v' cover this point, a seg-
"^ ment of a circle con-

taining that angle, and

having B D for its

chord, must be deter-

mined. (The method
of construction isshown
in fig. 36, Flant Geo-

metry).
The elevation of C

gives one point in the

V. t., and the angle
V fy ia the inclination

of the plane of the rect-

angle.
If C bejoined to ^, c A;

will be the plan of half

the remaining diagonal
The inclination of

this line is shown by
the angle C k P—and
this is necessarily thatFig. 153.

of the whole diagonal.

EXERCISES.

1. A
sq^uare

has its surface inclined 40**, neither of its sides

being horizontal. Draw plan and elevation.

2. A rectangle, 2" long by 1" broad, is inclined 50° to the paper,
one of its diagonals being horizontaL Draw plan and elevation.

3. A circle of 3" diameter lies in a plane inclined at 55° to the

paper. Draw a plan and a second elevation of it, the ground
line making an angle of 60° with the horizontal of the plane.

I^Fote.—The second elevation is drawn upon a vertical plane
having its X Y making an angle of 60° with the horizontal trace

of the oblique plane.
4. A square prism, base 1 "5" by 4" long, has one of its rectangular

faces inclined 40°, the diagonal of that face being horizontal. Praw
plan and elevation.
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5. An isosceles triangle, whose vertical angle is 30' and base
1 '6", revolves upon that base so that the plans of its sides are at

right angles. Determine the inclination of the plane of the

triangle and of the sides.

6. A regular pentagon of 1'5" side lies in a plane inclined at 70",
one side being horizontal. Draw its plan and elevation, the ground
line being parallel to one of the sloping dia|onals.

7. A pyramid having a square of 3" side for its base, and its

height half the diagonal of the square, is to be shown by its

plan and elevation when one side of the bace is horizontal, and
the plane of that base is inclined 50° to the paper.

8. An equilateral triangle of 3" edge revolves upon one of its

sides until the plan of the opposite angle is 80". What is the

inclination of the figure and of the other two sides?

9. A cylinder, base 1" radius, 3" long, has its base inclined 50°.

Draw plan and elevation, and determine the true shape of a

vertical section of the solid passing through the middle of its

axis.

10. A hexagon is inclined 40°, neither of its diameters is

horizontal. Draw plan and elevation.

11. A pentagon revolves upon one of its diagonals until the

angle opposite is shown in plan as 120°. What is the inclination

of the figure and that of the other diagonals ?

12. The axis of a square pyramid, base 1" side, 2" long, is

inclined 60°, one edge of the base being horizontal. (Show true

shape of a horizontal section bisecting the axis.

13. An octahedron, 2" edge, has one edge horizontal and an
axis inclined 30°. Draw plan and elevation.
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CHAPTER VI.

ON THE INTERSECTION OP PLANES AND LINES.

If two planes meet one another, their intersection

is a straight line, but if a line intersects a plane it does

so in a point.
The angle between two planes which intersect is their

dihedral angle, and is measured by the angle between
the two lines, which would be made by a third plane

cutting them perpendicular to their intersection.

Problem LIU.

To determine the Plans and Elevations of the intersections of
the given planes. Cases 1, 2, and 3.

il/y^'

In the first case, the planes slope in opposite directions.

l-

Fig. 154. Pig. 166.

The points a' and 6, where the horizontal and vertical

traces meet are in the intersection.
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A is in the v. p. and B in the h. p.
The plan of A and the elevation of B are therefore

upon X Y. Through a' and h draw projectors a! a and
6 h'. Join a! h' and a h. These, then, are the projections
of the intersection of the given planes.
The incKnation of the intersection can be determined

by
"
constructing

"
it into the v. p. To do this, take a

as centre, radius a b, and describe the arc b B, meeting
X Y in B. Join a' B and the angle which it makes
with X Y is the inclination of the intersection.

In the second case, the plane, v'/h, having its traces

meeting in X Y, is intersected by another plane I' m,
m n having its traces parallel to X Y.
The construction is similar to that of the first case, and

needs no special explanation.
In the third case, the planes which intersect have

their horizontal traces parallel to each other. In such
a case the intersection is a horizontal line passing through
the point where the vertical traces meet, and parallel to

the horizontal traces.

Through a' draw a projector to determine a, its plan.

Then, the elevation of the intersection is a' b' drawn

through a' parallel to X Y, and the plan is a 6 drawn
through ay parallel to the horizontal traces.

In fig. 166 the method is shown for determining the

intersection of the planes v t\ v f, and I' w', m w, both of

them being parallel to X Y. This forms a fourth case,

requiring a special construction.

The student will see that, if the planes be themselves

parallel, there can be no intersection, but if not, the

intersection is a line parallel to both co-ordinate

planes.
Conceive a right-angled triangle perpendicular to the

V. p. to fit under each of the inclined planes ;
the bases

of these triangles to be in the h. p., the perpendiculars
in the v. p., and the hypotenuses in the oblique planes.

These latter will cross each other in a point which is in

the intersection of the planes.

Again, conceive these triangles to be constructed into
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r'
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When, as in the second case, the line is inclined

to both the co-ordinate planes, a different construction^

is necessary. A vertical plane must be assumed con-

Fig. 157.

taining the given line, and the intersection of this plane
with the given one must be determined. The point
where this intersection crosses the given line is the

intersection of the line with the plane. Or, the plan
of the given line may be assumed to be the plan also of

another line contained by the given plane. By this

assumption two elevations would result, whose intersec-

tion would determine the projection of the desired point
on the V. p.

Produce a 6 in both directions until it meets X Y and
fhbis and t. Assume < » to be the h. t. of a vertical

plane; s r' perpendicular to X Y is its v. t.

Determine the elevation ¥ t oi the intersection of
these two planes by the construction described in a pre-

ceding problem. The point p' where r' t' meets a' h' is

the elevation of the intersection of the line A B with
the plane x!fh; p is its plan.

Problem LV.

^Q determine a Line perpendicular to the plane f/fh.
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ma. 159.

passing through a given poirU

p' /), and to show its inter-

section miih the plane.

Lines perpendicular to a

plane have their projections
perpendicular to the traces of

that plane. Through the

points p' and p, draw p' h' and

pk perpendicular to v'f and
fh.

Determine the intersection

Q, of the line and plane as

in the preceding problem.
Then the line, P Q will be

perpendicular to the plane,
and have one of its extremi-
ties contained by it.

Problem LVL
The point /?, fig. 159, is the

plan ofaPoint contained by
the oblique plane vfh. It

is required at the point P,
to raise a perpendicular to

the given plane 1 '6" long.

Determine first the eleva-

tion of the point P, by the

construction described in

Prob. XXXYII. Through
p and p draw p' r' and ^ r at

right-angles to v'J and /A.
This line P E, must then be

constructed into the h. p.
Assume therefore any

second point, E., in it, and

construct the points P and
R into the h. p., as shown in

the diagram. From P in

P R mark off P Q- 1*5' long
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(the length required). Then if the point Q be projected
back on to the h. p. as q^ and the elevation

g''
be deter-

mined; the lines p q' and p q will be the projections of

a line PQ 1*5"long perpendicular to the plane v f hy

and passing through the point P.

Problem LVIL

To determine the Angle between the two given plcmes, Vfh
and V mn.

The plan and elevation a 6, and a' h' of their intersec-

tion must be first deter- r ,V
mined. A plane, per-

^^

pendicular to A B, must
then be assumed, and
the lines which this

plane will make by its

intersection with those ~jty
given, will meet at the

angle required.

Further, the inter-

section of the assumed

plane with the two

given ones and the h. p.
will form a triangle, and
if this figure be con- ^ig- ^60.

structed into the h. p., its vertical angle will measure

the dihedral angle.
Draw jo q^ perpendicular to a 6, and meeting the

horizontal traces of the given planes in 'p and ^, and

intersecting ah \n.o. This line, /? q^ is the base of the

triangle mentioned above. With a as centre, radii a o,

and a 6, describe the arcs 6 B and o 0, and join a' B.

By this means we construct the intersection of the

two planes into the v. p. The altitude of the triangle

is measured by a line, O T, passing through O, perpen-
dicular to a ±J From the point O, in a 6, mark off a
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distance, o k, equal to T, and join ^ p, ^ q. Then
the angle, p k q, will be that between the given planes.

There are certain conditions, according to the relative

position of the planes, under which this problem would

require a modification of the construction for its solu-

tion.

For instance, the line p q, perpendicular to the inter-

section, may be parallel to one of the horizontal traces.

In such a case, one point, as q, of the triangle would be

infinitely distant. Then the line, k q, must be drawn

parallel to a h, and the angle, p k q, would determine the
dihedral angle as before.

Problem LYIII

To determine a Plane perpendicular to the given line, A B,
and passing through the pointy C, in thai line.

The traces of the required plane will be perpendicu-
lar to the projections of the

given line, and as the plane
is to contain the point, C, it

will also contain the horizon-

tal, passing through C, which
is perpendicular to A B.

Through c draw c d, per-

pendicular to a h, meeting
X Y in d Determine d\
the elevation of d, by a pro-

jector through d meeting a

parallel to X Y, through <y.

Then c' d\ c d are the pro-

jections of a horizontal line

contained by the required

plane, and d' is a point in

Pig. 161. the V. t. Draw therefore r' /
through d perpendicular to a' 6', and fh through /^^eaP'

pendicular to a 6.
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Problem LIX,

To determine the angle contained hy two Straight LineSy

A B and B C, given by their projections.

If the horizontal traces of the lines be joined, a third

line will be formed, which, with those two given, will

complete a triangle, the vertical angle of which is that

required in the problem. If the triangle be constructed

into the h. p., its base being the axis of rotation, its true

shape will be determined, and consequently the required

angle between the lines, A B, B C.

Determine d and e, the horizontal traces of A B and
B C. Join d e. Then c? B e is the triangle mentioned

above. In constructing it into the h. p., d and e will be

stationary, and the point, B, will travel in a vertical

plane, perpendicular to d e.

Through b draw b /, perpendicular to d «, and

produce it beyond h.

The actual distance of

point B from / is the

length of the hypo-
thenuse of a right-

angled triangle, of
which 6 / is the base,
and h' the perpen-
dicular. Set off from

0, along X Y /',

equal to b f. Join b'

/, and make / B in

the plan equal to b'f
Join B d and B e,

and the angle, c? B «,

is that between the

two given lines. Fig. 161
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CHAPTER VII.

ON THE PROJECTIONS OP FIGURES, HAVING GIVEN THE
INCLINATIONS OP THEIR SURFACES, AND THAT OP A
LINE BELONGING TO THEM.

It will be advisable at this point to recapitulate a

few of the facts, mentioned in chapters IV. and V., upon
lines lying in oblique planes.

It was there shown that if a line be contained by an

oblique plane, it could only be horizontal when it was

parallel to the h. t. of that plane. If such a line be

perpendicular to the h. t., it will be inclined fully as

much as the plane itself, and should it occupy any
position upon the plane between these two,,it will be

inclined less than the plane. Thus we see, that the

inclination of a line cannot exceed that of the plane
which contains it. In this chapter, it will be our duty
to treat of the projection of figures which lie upon
oblique planes, their exact position upon them being
fixed by the inclination of some line belonging to them.

Thus, if a square has its surface inclined at 40°, and
one of its sides 20**, its position with regard to the co-

ordinate planes is defined.

Problem LX.

To determine the projections of a line inclined 20°, contcnned

by a plcme inclined 40°.

It is most convenient, in drawing the traces of the
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oblique plane, to assume the h. t. perpendicular to

X Y. Let v' f h be the traces of the plane inclined

40'.

Assume a point d in the

V. t., and set out oi B,

making an angle of 20"

with X Y. Draw d a per-

pendicular to X Y. With
a as centre, radius a B,
describe the arc B b, inter-

secting the h. t. in the X/
point b. Join a b. Then
a 6 is the plan of the re-

quired line.

The first line a' B is in

the V. p., and when the arc

B 6 is described, one ex-

tremity, B, is brought
round until it rests upon ^^S- ^^3-

the h.t. of the oblique plane, the other extremity, a*,

being fixed. We are sure, therefore, that a b is the

plan of a line contained by the plane vfh, and it is

inclined 20**, as its plan-length bears the same relation

to the line itself as a B to a B.

The elevation a' b' is shown upon the v. t.

A second line, A C, is indicated in the figure, which

has the plan, c, of one of its extremities on the other side

of the horizontal line, d o, and at the same distance

from it as 6 in a 6. This line has the same inclina-

tion as the former one, and passes through the same

point A.
We learn, therefore, that two lines can be contained

by an oblique plane, equally inclined to the h. p. and

passing through the same point.
If these two lines be produced towards d and «,

the portions A D and A E will be in the second

dihedral angle, the point d being equally distant with

h from /. The lines A D and A B slope in opposite

directions; in fact, the point d can be determined by
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continuing the arc B b until it meets the back por-
tion of the h. t.

Problem LXL

Given the plans of Lines, lying in an oblique plane, to

determine tlieir trtie lengths and inclinations.

Let ab, ac, be the plans of two lines, A B, A C, con-

tained by the oblique plane
v' f h. The elevation will

in both cases be a' f. In
Prob. YII. a method was

given of determining the
^^ true length and inclination

of a line when its projections
are known, and the con-

struction there adopted
will solve the above pro-

blem, but a second method,
this case, is shown in thein

Fig. 164.

which is preferable

diagram.
With a as centre, radii a c and a b, describe the arcs

c C and b B, intersecting X Y in B and C.

Determine a!, the elevation of A, and join a' C and
a' B. Then the angles which these lines make with

X Y are the respective inclinations of A B and

A C. The lines a' B and a' C also represent their true

lengths.

Problem LXIL

Vra/vo thepla/n a/nd elevation ofTwo Lines {any length) lying
in a plane inclined 50°, and meeting in a point. The
(me is inclined at 25", the other ai 35*; determine the
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tn-ue angle between them. The lines are to slope in opposite
directions.

Commence by drawing v'/h^ the traces of a plane
inclined 50°. Assume a' as the point where the two
lines meet, and set out a' B and a' C, making respectively
angles of 25" and 35° with X Y.
Determine a, the plan of a',

and as the two lines are to

slope in opposite directions,
with a as centre, radius a B,
describe the arc B h, meeting
the h. t. in 6, and with the
same centre, radius a C,x-
describe the arc c C meeting
the h. t. in c.

Join abac, and these lines

will be the plans of those
described in the question.
To determine the angle

between them, construct c A 6

into the h. p. upon the h. t.

The point A will travel in

the V. p., and will, there-

fore after rotation, be in X
radius / a', describe the arc

LQ A.
Join A 6, Ac, and b Ac will be the required angle

between the lines.

Fig. 165.

Y. With / as centrb,
a' A, intersecting X Y

Problem LXIIL

A Sqita/re, C D E F, has its sv>r/ace inclined 50*, the

side, C D, being inclined 24°; draw pla/n ami
elevation.

In tlie tot place, a line inclined 24°, and contained
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must be determined. This
has been described in

the preceding prob-
lems, a 6 is the plan
of such a line.

When this has been

done, the line must
be constructed into

the h. p., and the

square built upon it

so that one side shall

coincide with the con-

structed line. The

square will then be
in such a position that

when it is revolved

back into the oblique
^ig- 166.

plane, the side which
coincides with A B will be inclined 24°. With J
as centre, radius / a', describe the arc a! A. The

point 6 will remain stationary. Join A h. If the

problem be worked correctly, it will be found that the

lines d B and A h will be equal in length, and, upon
consideration, we shall see that it should be so, as the

former is the line, A B, constructed into the v. p., and
A 6, that same line, into the h. p.

Upon A A (at any part of it) construct the square,
C D E F

j
rotate it back into the oblique plane, and

determine its plan. This latter operation is fully de-

scribed in Chap. V., and will present no difficulty.
The plan, c c?, of the side, C D, should fall upon a 6,

proving that it is inclined as required by the problem.

Problem LXIV.

To draw the plan and elevation of a Hexagon whose surface
is inclined 50°, one of its diagonals being inclined 20°.

This problem is introduced to show that the line, the

inclination of which is given, need not be a side of a

I
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figure. It may be any line connected with it. Proceed
as before to determine the plan and elevation of a line

inclined 20", contained by a plane inclined 50°. ab is

the plan of such a line. Construct it into the h p., and
A b will represent its true length.

Arrange a hexagon about this line so that its diame-

ter may be upon A b. To do this, take any point, o, in A 6 as

U Fig. 167.

centre, and with a radius equal to the side of th«

required hexagon describe a circle. Then E and H,
where this circle intersects A b, will be two points in the

figure. Finish the hexagon and rotate it into the oblique
plane, determining its plan as before.

Problem LXV.

The plnne efa Pentagonal Figure q/ 1" side is inclined 50°
1 E, ^
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The plan of erne of its sides is '76" long; draw its plan and

elevation.

This problem presents a slight modification of those

preceding it. Instead

of telling the student

the inclination of a

line in the figure, the

relation between its

true length and its

projection upon the

h. p. is given. The
first thing, therefore,
to be done is to deter-

mine at what angle a

line 1" long must be

inclined, so that its

plan maybe '75" long.
This is shown in a

supplementary draw-
l's- ^^^'

ing in fig. 168.

Take any line, A C, '75" long, and at one extremity, as

0, erect an indefinite perpendicular, C B. With the
other extremity as centre, and 1" as radius, describe an
arc meeting A B in B. Then the angle which A B
makes with A C is the inclination of the line.

The problem now resolves itself into that of project-

ing a pentagon whose surface is inclined 50", and one of

its sides at an angle equal to tf. The construction of

this needs no further explanation.

Problem LXVI.

A Cube q/'l'S" edge is to be shown in pla/n and elevation

when the plane of one face is inclined 50°, and one

edge of that face is inclined 30°.

Commence by determining the plan of the face, the

position of which is given. This will present no
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difficulty. Upon the elevation ahow the edges of the

solid perpendicular to that face, and also the straight

Une which represents the opposite face. The plan is

Fig. 169.

finished by determining those of the four points of the

upper face and joining them to the proper points, which
are already obtained.

Problem LXVII.

Given a h, the plan of a Line, A B, contained hy a given

plane neither of whose traces is perpendicular to

X Y
; required the elevation.

When a line is contained by a plane, the traces of the

line are in the traces of the plane. If, then, the
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plan b bo produced beyond a until it meets fh
in d, that point will be the

h. t. of the line A B, and
if it be produced beyond
B until it meets X Y in

e, and a perpendicular

through e be drawn, inter-

secting the V. t. in e', that

point will be the v. t. of

the line A B.

The point d' is the

elevation of c?, and d'

joined to e' will give e' d'y

which is the elevation oiF

the line A B produced in

each direction.
" ^^^^

Projectors through a
Fig. 170. aj^(j J y^w determine a' h\

the part of d' e' which is the elevation of A B.

Problem LXVIII.

To determine the projections ofa Line inclined 20**^ contained

hy the plane v'fh.
The line cannot be inclined more than the plane which

contains it.

Assume a point a'

in the v. t. of the

given plane, and
draw a' B, meeting
X Y at an angle of

B_20°. This line is the
Y elevation of one in-

clined 20", contained

by the v. p. Deter-

mine a, the plan of a\
and with a as centre,
radius a B, describe

the arc B 6, inter-

secting the h. t. inFig. 171.
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the point b. Find 6', the elevation of h, and join a to &

and a' to h'. Thus the line A B will be 3hown by ita

projections a' h' and a b.

EXERCISES.

J. Draw the plan and elevation of a line inclined 40^, contained

by a plane inclined 60°.

2. Draw the plan of a square of 3" side when its plane is inclined

at 63" and one side at 25°; add an elevation, the ground line being

parallel to the shortest diagonal
in plan.

3. A hexagon, 1" side, has its surface inclined 40°, one sid«

being iQcHned 20°. Draw plan and elevation.

4. A pentagon has its surface inclined 50°, one diagonal being

Inclined 30°. Show plan and elevation, and state the inclination

•f each of the other sides.

5. A right-angled triangle, 1*25", 3", and 3 "25", lies in a plane
Inclined 40°. Its hypotenuse is inclined 20". Draw plan and

elevation, and state the inclination of the base and perpendicular.
6. A square pyramid, base 1" edge, 3* long, is to be drawn

when its base is inclined at 47°, and one edge of that base at 27°.

7. A square prism, base 1" side, 3" long, has its axis inclined

60°, one edge of the base is inclined at 20°. Draw plan and eleva-

tion, and show the true shape of a section made by a vertical

plane bisecting the axis at an angle of 40°.

8. A triangle. A BC, AB, 3", BC, 3-5", and AC, 4*, Hes in a

Elane
inclined 70 •, the line joining the middle point of A B to

i inclined 20°. Draw plan and elevation.

9. A tetrahedron, 2'' eage, has one face inclined 50°, whilst
the line bisecting this face is inclined 40°. Draw plan and
elevation.

10. An octahedron, 1 5" edge, is so situate that the plane con-

taining two of its diagonals is inclined 70", one of these being
inclined 45°. Draw plan and elevation of the solid.

11. A square, A BCD, 2" side, is inclined 40°, the line joinins
A to the middle point of C D is inclined 15^'. Draw plan and
elevation, and determine the inclinations of A B and B C.

12. A cube, 3" edge, has one of its faces inclined 60°, the plan
of one of the edges of that face is 2-5* long. Draw plan and
elevation,

13. An equilateral triangle of 1" side is the base of a prism 4"

long. One of its faces is inclined 45°, and an edge of the baa*

belonging to that face is inclined 21°. Draw plan and elevation
of the whole, and add a sectional elevation upon a vertical plane,

bisecting the plan of the axis at an angle of 70°.
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CHAPTER VIII.

ON THE PROJECTION OF OBLIQUE SURFACES, WHEN THE
INCLINATION AND THE ANGLE BETWEEN TWO LINES
IN THEM ARE GIVEN.

We have already seen that, if the inclinations of a

figure and a line belonging to that figure are given, the

position is fixed as regards the co-ordinate planes. This
is also the case if the inclination of two lines upon the

figure, meeting at a given angle, are known.

Thus, if an equilateral triangle has two of its sides

inclined, at angles of 20° and 30° respectively, its pro-

jections upon the co-ordinate planes will be the same
wherever that triangle may be placed.
But the oblique plane which contains them cannot be

assumed at once. It must be determined by con-

struction.

It is well that the student should anderstand this at

once, as in all problems upon inclined surfaces which
have previously claimed his attention, he has been
enabled to assume the oblique plane at the commence-
ment. We proceed, therefore, to explain the deter-

mination of a plane containing two lines, having given
their inclinations and the angle between them.

Problem LXIX.

Two Lines, A B, B C, indefinite in length, are mutually

perpendicular ; the former is inclined 40°, the latter

20°; required to determine by its traces a plane

containing them.

In the first place, the writer would recommend the

student to cut out a piece of card-board of exactly the
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same shape as that shown in fig. 172 ; that is, he must

prick through upon some paper the points A^D', B^D^C.
Let him then cut through the lines A D', T>' B, B D,
T> C, and C A. After he has done this, let him fold the
model upon the lines B A and B C^ until the points
T>' and T) coincide.

If he then lets the model rest upon the lines A D',
D C, and A C, he will have an inclined surface repre-
sented by the triangle, ABC; the ^^

edges, A B, B C, being also in-

clined to the h. p. The longer

edge, A B, will be less inclined,
whilst the shorter edge, B C, will

be more inclined. The line A C
will represent the h. t. of the oblique

plane, which contains ABC, and

consequently the lines A B, B C.

Now, if the v. p. be assumed per-

pendicular to A C, the elevation of

the triangle upon that plane will

be a straight line. This straight
line will be the v. t. upon the Fig. 172.

assumed v. p. of the inclined plane containing the

triangle ABC. Now, referring to the problem before

us, the following construction is necessary ;
the reason

for drawing every line being perfectly clear, if it be

investigated, by aid of the model described above:—
Draw any two lines, A B, B C

(fig. 173), perpendicular
to each other.* Assume a point, A in A B, and draw
A DJ making an angle of 20® (the angle at which A B is

to be inclined) with A B. At the point B, make B D'

perpendicular to A D'. Then the distance, B D\ is the

height to which the point B must be raised, in order that

A B may meet the h. p. in A, at the given angle of 20*.

Now, as the second line, B C, is to start from the same

*
They are directed to be drawn perpendicular, because ABand

B C are to be mutually at a right angle with each other. Should

they have been set as meeting at any other angle, they should
make that angle upon the drawing.
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point, B, it is clear that the line B t> must b© mad«

equal to B D'. But its direction is not yet known. To
ensure the foimer condition, describe an arc, D' D, with
B as centre, and B D' as radius. It follows then that,
whatever be the position of B D, it must be a radius

of the arc just drawn.

Furthermore, the line D C is to meet B C, at an angle
of 40'' (the angle at which B C is to be inclined).

Now, a line perpendicular to the radius of a circle is a

tangent to it, therefore, T> C must be drawn touching
the arc D' D and meeting B C in C at an angle of 40°.

The best method of doing this is to assume any line

as E F (at 40° with B C) and, by means of the set square,
to draw a parallel to E F tangent to the arc. It is un-

necessary to draw the line B D.
We shall now have found two points, A and C, in the

surface containing the two given lines

which we can assume as being upon
the h. p.
We will therefore join them, and con-

sider the line A C as the h. t. of the

oblique plane required. Our X Y must
be taken perpendicular to A C. To de-

termine the V. t., the triangle ABO
must be rotated upon the side A until

the point B reaches a height equal to

B D'. Then, the elevation of that point
will be in the v. t. required. Through
B draw a projector B B', and, with

Fig. 173.
^

/as centre, /B' as radius, describe the

arc B' b'. Draw a line « t parallel to X Y, at a dis-

tance above it equal to B D'. This line will intersect

the arc B' b' in h', which is the elevation of B when in a

position such that A B and B make the given angles
with the h. p.

If b' be joined to /, the line 6'/ will be the elevation

of the whole triangle ABO, and its direction is that of

the V. t. of the plane to be determined.

The plan of B will fall in a line perpendicular to the
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h. t., its exact position being found by a projector

through h'. Join 6 C, 6 A, and the lines thus formed
will be the plans of A B, B C, when inclined as described

in the problem.
Note..—The Btun of the incUnations of the lines, together with

the angle included between them, must not exceed 180**. When
it equ^s that angle, the plane containing them is perpendicular to

the h. p. The student will readily understand this when he
remembers that the three angles of a triangle together make 180°,
and that the lines will have their greatest inclination when the

plane containing them is vertical. The angle between them ia in

that case the vwtieal angle of the triangle.

Problem LXX
Two sides of cm equilateral triemgle are inclined of, amgles

of 34° and 40* respectively; determine the plan and
elevation of thefigure.

The plane must be determined containing two lines

meeting at an angle v^r'

of 60° (the angle of

an equilateral tri-

angle), and inclined

as directed in the

question by the con-

struction explained
in the preceding pro-
blem. Commence by
drawing the equi-
lateral triangle and

produce two of its

sides in opposite
directions away from
the point where they
meet, and treat them
in the same way as

A B and A C, shown
in Prob. LXIX. It

is most conveiiieni

to sissume the point
k in one of them, prodnoed at some distance from a, as

Fig. 174.
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by doing so the traces of the plane, when determined,
will be clear of the figure. At the point ^, make h d
at an angle of 34° with B k, and proceed as before.

When the traces, v'/smd/h of the oblique plane con-

taining the triangle have been found, fold the figure into

that plane, and thence determine the plan.

Problem LXXI.
Tux> LineSj A B and B C, contain an angle of 40*'; they

a/re each 2" in length; determine the plane contain-

ing them when they are so inclined, that the plan oj
A B w 1-4" long, and that ofBC 1-6".

This question is set in a similar manner to Prob.
LXV. That is, instead of giving the inclination of

two lines, the relation betwen their true length and
that of their plans is stated. Take the length of the

plan ofA B, and at one extremity raise a perpendicular,
with the other extremity as centre, radius 2" (the length
of A B), describe an arc intersecting the perpendicular.
The angle contained by the base and hypotenuse of the

triangle thus formed will be the inclination of the line

AB.
Similarly, find the inclination of B C.

The problem then resolves itself into drawing the

plan of two lines of given inclination, and containing a

given angle between them.

Problem LXXIL
A Prism 2" long, whose base is an equilateral triangle of I"

side, has two of the edges of that hose inxilined at angles

of 20" and 50* respectively ; draw its projections.

Draw an equilateral triangle, and proceed, as in Prob.

LXX,, to determine the plane containing that triangle
when two of its edges are inclined as described.

Determine the plan of the figure, and at the three

points in elevation, which fall upon the v. t. of the

plane, raise perpendiculars, each 2" long.
Finish the elevation, and obtain the rest of the plaD
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by projectors, through the points of the base which is

highest, meeting the plans of the perpendicular lines.

Notice that the plan of the upper triangle will be
firm lines, and any dotted edges which occur in the

plan can be reasoned out upon this assumption.

Problem LXXIIL

One diagonal of an Octahedron 1*5" edge, is inclined 25
;

a second diagonal is inclined 30°; draw a plan and
elevation of the solid.

We have already learned that an octahedron has

three diagonals or axes. Any two of these will also be

the diagonals of one of the square sections of the solid.

Draw, therefore, a square of 1-5" side, and show its

diagonals. Consider that these latter are to be inclined

as directed in the problem.
The plane containing the diagonals, and, consequently,

the square, can be determined as in previous problems.
The plan of the square, too, is readily deduced. There

are two other points in the solid at the extremities of

the third diagonal, which is perpendicular to the plane

containing the square A B C D.

The projections of this line

will be perpendicular to the

traces of the plane v'fh. Draw,
therefore, p^p' perpendicular to

v'f and p,p—to fh through the

projections of the centre of the

square.
The elevation p\ p' will be

equal in length to the diagonal
itself. Mark off therefore o p
and p\ equal to A. Join each

of the four points a' h' c' d' to p\
and p' , dotting the hidden lines

a p\, a p\ and the elevation will

be complete.
The plans of the points P and -

j^ q

F will be determined upon a Fig. 175.
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line through O, parallel to X Y, by projectors through
p; and p'.

The edges, which should be dotted in the plan, are

best determined by noticing from the elevation which
vertex of the solid is uppermost, and deciding accord-

ingly.

Problem LXXIV.

The three comers, A, B, and C, of an Equilateral ofV side

are '5", '76", and '3" above the paper respectively;

determine the plane containing thefigure and its plan.

This is a modification of the cases explained in the

previous part of this chapter. Instead of the inclina-

tion of two lines being given, we are told their lengths,
and the heights of three points in them above the h. p.

Such problems can be solved by one of two construo*

tions—the more preferable of which, because the simpler,
we proceed to explain.
Draw the equilateral triangle, ABC, and produce

A B and B C, beyond A and C*
With the points A B and C as centres, and with radii

•6", •76"', and -3", respectively, describe arcs as in the

figure. Then a line, p q, tangent to the arcs which have

A and B as their centres, will, when produced, meet the

line B n in n. Similarly, a tangent, r t, to the arcs which
have B and C for their centres, will meet B C produced
in k. Then the angles, p n B, and r ^ B, are the angles
of inclination of the lines A B and B C, when the points
A. B C are raised to the heights given in the problem.
The points n and k would be in the h. p., and the line,

n K, joining them, is the h. t. of the plane containing the

figure.
Take X Y, perpendicular to k n. To obtain the point

6' in the v. t, draw a projector through B to meet X Y
* The line should be produced in directions away from th«

hagbest point-
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in B'. Then with/as centre, radius /B', describe the
arc B' h'f and discover a point, 6', in that arc which is

•75" above X Y. Join h' f. Then v'J h is the plane
containing the figure when in the position required. Its

plan and elsTation can be determined in the usual
manner.
The proof of the construction is made by noticing

that the elevation of the ,

three points, A B and
"^^^l'

C, are at their given
heights above X Y.
Whenthegivenheighta

of any three points are

considerable, so making
the arcs, to be described

in the construction, im-

practicable, the diffi-

culty is remedied by
subtracting an equal

height from each of the

given ones, and solving
the problem with the

new data thus obtained.

Thus had A B C, in the

present question, been

3-5", 3-75% and 3-3" ^^ig- 176.

above the paper, the 3" could have been subtracted from

each, and the problem worked with the data -5", -75",
and -3". The plans and elevations would have been the
same as if the original numbers had been retained.

If the given height of the lowest point were subtracted
from each, that point would be brought upon the h. p.,

as shown by the elevation.

Problem LXXV.
A Square, A B C D, 2" sides, has its corners, A B amd C,

•8, X'l^and -3" ahcyve the paper respectively; draw its

projections when in this position.

This is a similar problem to the preceding, and oan be
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solved by the same construction. It is, however, our

intention here to describe the second method of solution,

previously mentioned.
The principle involved is that of finding some line

upon the figure which shall be horizontal, when the cor-

ners are in the positions assigned to them in the problem.

Upon this line, when determined, the figure is supposed
to rotate until the points attain their specified heights.
In fact, it is used as the h. t. of the plane of the inclined

square. Commence by drawing the square, A B C D.

The line B C will join the points of the figure which
are to be the highest
and lowest of those

whose heights aregiven.
It will be an inclined

line, and there will exist

upon it some point
whose height above the

paper will be -8" (that
of the remaining given

point). Seeing that the

difference in height of

the extremities of B C
is -9" (1-2" minus

-3")
and that A is -5" {'8"

minus "S") above C, we
can infer that a point |
of the distance from C to

B will be that unknown

Fig. 177. i'"- spot in B C whose

height will be S", and equal to that of A. Join A 5,

and consider it as the horizontal line upon which the

figure A B C D is to revolve, in fact, the h. t. of its

oblique surface when in the required position. Assume
X Y perpendicular to A 5, and through B draw the

projector B B', and with a' as centre, radius a'B', describe

the arc B' b'. The point b' will be upon this arc at the

height above X Y, which B is above A, that is, -i'

(X 2" minus •8''). Join b'a and consider it as the v. t. of
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the plane, into which the square A B C D is to be re-

volved. The remainder of the construction will be under-
stood by reference to the diagram.

Note.—By assuming A a' as the h. t., the point C falls below
X Y. This is immaterial, as the projections of the figure are the
same as if the whole of it were above the h. p.

EXERCISES.

1. Two lines meet at an angle of 90°,
—one is inclined 26°, the

other at 40°. Draw plan and elevation.

2. A square, A B C D, of 3" side is to be represented in plan and
elevation, when the lines joining A B and the middle points of C D,
A D are inchned at 30°.

3. A pentagon has two of its sides inclined 12 and 20° ; draw
plan and elevation. State the inclinations of the other sides and
the diagonals.

4. Draw the plan of a cube of 3" edge, when two edges are
inchned at 25° and 50° to the paper, and add an elevation on a

ground line parallel to that diagonal of the cube which has the
shortest plan.

5. Draw the plan and two elevations of an equilateral triangle
A B C of 3" side when the sides A B, B C are inchned at 35° and
55° to the paper (one elevation to be on a plane parallel to the line

AC).
6. Two lines, each 3" long, are at right angles ; draw the plan

of them when one is inclined to the paper at 25°, the other at

50° ; add an elevation on a plane (i.e. the ground line) parallel
to the line joining the extremities of the given lines.

7. A hexagon, 1" edge, has its diagonal inclined 40°, and one side

of the base, which meets this diagonal, 30°. Draw plan and eleva-

tion.

8. A tetrahedron, 2" edge, has two of its sides making angles of

40° and 25° with the paper. Draw plan and elevation.

9. The plans of two adjacent sides of a square of 3" edge are

2*5" and 3" in length ; draw a plan and elevation of the figure.
10. An equilateral triangle of 3" side has one edge inclined 40*,

the plan of an adjacent side being 2*5" long. Draw plan and eleva-

tion.

11. The three corners of an equilateral triangle of 3 '25" side are

raised above the paper 1", 1*75", and 3" ; draw its plan in this

position ; add an elevation on a ground line parallel to the shortest

side of the plan.
12. A triangular pyramid, its four faces being equal equilateral

triangles of 3 edge, is to be shown in plan and elevation wbeu
three of its comer are 1", 1*5", 2*5" above the paper.





APPENDIX,
ADDITIONAL PROBLEMS AND EXAMINATION

PAPERS.

N.B .
—A few special solutions are here added, to show the reader

that many roads may lead to the same end, and to induce

him to suggest for himself methods independent of his course of
instruction.

Problem LXXVI.
Griv&n both projections of three points, A, B, and C

; given
also one projection of another point, D, to discover the

other projection, assuming that the four points are

contained by one plane.

Let a' a, b' b, c' c, and d (fig. 178) be the given data;
to find d'.

This could be solved by
first obtaining the traces of

the plane ofA,B,and C (Prob.

XL.), and afterwards by
the aid of Prob. XXXVII.,
discovering the elevation d'

of the point on the plane
whose plan is d. But if

the four points are con-

tained by a plane, the lines

joining them taken two and Fig. 178.

two must be in the plane, and hence their intersection

also. Join, therefore, a to b and c to d Consider a b

and c c? as plans of two lines. Join a b' and project upon
it, the elevation e' of the intersection of a line A B with

a line joining C to D. Though c' and e' draw c' e' to

meet a projector from d m d'. This is the required
elevation.

1 E o
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Problem LXXYII.

To determine the angle between the traces of an ohliqu«

p^Aine when the co-ordinate planes are in their 'proper

positions.

This Problem is identical with Problem XXXVI.,
but it is solved here by a different method, and two

examples are given.

First, let v'f h (fig 179) be the given plane; If any
point in the v. t. (not on X Y) be joined to a point on the

h.t., a triangle will be formed consisting of this line and
the two intercepted portions of the traces. The angle of

this triangle which occurs at X Y is the one required.

Fig. 179.

Construction:—^Take a' and h on the given traces

(preferably, vertically opposite as in the fig.) Join a b.

With a as centre, describe an arc through a' to meet
X Y in A. Then 6 A is the full length of a line joining
a to b. Make the triangle A' b /, with sides equal to

a /, b A, and/ 6. The required angle a is shown at/.
In the second case, the plane ^' m n is chosen with

traces making an obtuse angle. Proceed as before to

select points a and b on the traces. Find the true length
of a line joining a to 6, and then construct the triangle
C md.
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Problem LXXVIII.
Given the traces of a plane upon two co-ordinate planes

to determine its trace upon a second vertical plane.

Let v'/h (fig. 180)
be the given traces to

a given X Y. Let also

X^ Yj be the given new

ground line. On the

original plane, draw a

horizontal line at any
height. Its plan is p q^

and p p determines its

height. At ^ in the

new Xj Yj erect q q

perpendicular to it and

equal to p p. Then
draw the new trace h k

through q.

Problem LXXIX.
Given the projections of a line A B, to determine the traces

of a plane inclined 6, to contain the given line.

Let a y, a h (fig.

181) be the given \ lya
line. Assume any JvP'
point in it as c' c\
for the apex of a

cone whose axis

shall be vertical,

and whose base

angle is equal to d.

Find the h. t. of the

given line
(t).

Then
the plane or planes

(as there are two
to satisfy the con-

ditions) will have

the h.t.'s passing
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through tf and tangential to the plan circle of the cone.

The planes v f h and V m n satisfy the conditions.

Note that the v, t.'s of the plane pass through p, the

V. t. of A B.

Problem LXXX.

To determine the plan of the intersection of two given

planes ; when the meeting points of their traces are

inaccessible.

Let it be assumed that

the points where the traces

of the planes v' f h and

I' m n (fig. 182) meet may
not be used. On each

plane draw two horizontal

or level lines, at any

heights, as A B and C D.

Note where their plans

cross, as at b and d. Then

the plan of the intersection

passes through these

points.

Fig. 182.

Problem LXXXL
To draw a plane pa/rallel to X Y, and f from iU It is to

be inclined 50° to h. p. Then to discover the point

in which a given line a 6', a b intersects the plane.

Having drawn X Y, take any point O upon it as

centre, and describe a circle of l" radius. Make A B' a

line tangent to this circle at 50® with X Y. Draw A
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B perpendicular to X Y through O. Consider the

triangle A o B' as a

profile view of the co-

ordinate planes and the

required oblique plane.
Then deduce the v. t.

as a line «'/' parallel
to X Y through A, and

by the aid of the arc

B'B, obtain the h. t. A/
Assume a h\ a h the

projections of a line in-

tersecting this plane,
and by means of arcs

and parallels, get the

elevation of it upon the Fig. 183 (i Scale).

profile view. Thus, a, in plan, is projected to m, and ra-

batted by the arc m, M, and the projector M M' to M'; N'

is obtained similarly. Then t, the crossing point of M' N'

and A B'gives the view (on the profile elevation) of the

required intersection point. Transfer t to p'y and hence

obtain p ; p' p ia the required intersection.
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FiKST Stage ok Elementary Examination.

Only eight questions are to be attempted.

Their relative values are shewn in brackets.

Those questions marked *
refer to diagrams on opposite page.

Plane Geometry.
1. Construct a triangle whose sides are 10' '6", 14' '(T, 16' 'S*.

Scale, i=l'-0". (6.)

2. Draw two lines intersecting at an angle of 52°, and between
them place a line of 2*25" long, making 58° with one of them. (8.)
*3. Describe a circle passing through the given points a, 6, and

touching the given Mne cd. (8.)

Solid Geometry.
4. Show by their traces :

—
a. A line inclined at 37° to the vertical plane, and 53° to

the horizontal plane.
6. A line Inclined at 33° to both planes of projection. (8.)

•5. Represent by its traces a plane inclined at 65° to the hori-

zontal plane, and containing the given point aa' (8.)

*6. ah is the plan of a line lying in the given plane. Determine
the inclination of this line to the horizontal plane. 10.

7. The plans of two parallel horizontal lines are 1 '75" apart.
The heights of the lines are 0*5" and 1'75" respectively above the

horizontal plane. Determine the inclination of "the plane con-

taining the two lines. (10.)

*8. Standing at a with your eye 5''0" above the'ground, you can

just see the top of a vertical post at c over the head of a man
6''0" high standing at h. Determine and write down the height
of the post. Scale, J"=l'-0". (9.)

*9. The given rectangle represents the elevation of a square.
Determine the inclination of the plane of this square to the ver-

tical plane. (10.)

*10. The figure represents the plans of two ordinary bricks

placed one on the top of the other, the lower brick resting on the

horizontal plane. The height of each brick is 2|". Make an
elevation of the bricks on the line ah. Scale, ^ fuU size. (12.)

*11. Draw the plan of one of the bricks (Question 10) when one

of its shortest edges is in the horizontal plane, and the plane of

its end is inclined at 52° to that plane. (14.)

*12. The plan and end elevation of a trestle are given. Draw
an elevation of the trestle on AB. (16.)

*13. Make a sectional elevation of the trestle (Question 12) on
CD. (18.)

Graphic Arithmetic.

*14. If ah represents 26, what does cd represent, and what ii

the unit? (8.)

*15. ah (Question 14) represents 9. Obtain by construction a

line which will represent the square root of ab. (10).
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First Stage or Elementary Examination.

Only eight questions are to be attempted.

Their relative values are shewn in brackets.

The diagrams on the next page give the necessary data.

Plane Geometry.
1. 13' '4" are represented by 1 inch. Draw the corresponding

scale, divided generally into ten feet lengths, with one such

length sub-divided to show single feet. (8.)

2. Draw an equilateral triangle of 2^" side, and in it draw
three equal circles, each touching 2 sides of the triangle and the

remaining circles. (8.)

*3. Construct a rectangle equal in area to the given triangle,
and one side of which is 1" long. (8.)

Solid Geometry.
4. Show by their projections :

—
a. A line parallel to the vertical plane, and inclined at an

angle of 48° to the horizontal plane.
h. A line inclined at 35° to the vertical plane, and the plan

of which makes an angle of 50° with the ground line. (8. )

*5. Z m is the horizontal trace of a plane inclined at 55° to the
horizontal. Draw its vertical trace, and from the point whose

projections
are p and p' draw a horizontal line meeting the plane

in a point 2 " from pp' . (10.)
*6. Draw a plane parallel to the ground line, 1" distant from

It, and making equal angles with the planes of projection ; and
find the projections of the point in which the given line AB
meets this plane. (10.)

*7. Draw a plane to contain the given line axi\ 66', and the

horizontal trace of which makes an angle of 45° with the ground
line. (10.)

*8. From the given point pp' draw a perpendicular to the

given plane, and determine the real length between pp' and the

point in which it intersects the plane. (10.)
*9. The isosceles triangle ABC is the plan of an equilateral

triangle. Determine the inclination of the plane of the triangle
to the horizontal plane. (12.)

*10. The elevation of a letter X is given. Supposing it cut out
of wood of thickness equal to the breadth of the bars, draw its

plan when standing 1^ inches in front of the vertical plane. (12).

*11. Draw an elevation of the letter (Question 10) on the ground
line x^y^, (14.)
*12. The front and side elevation of a hencoop are given. Draw

its plan and an elevation on the ground line x^^yi. (16.)
*13. Draw the section of the hencoop (Question 12) made by a

vertical plane passing through the centre of the plan and makmg
an angle of 55° with the sides. (16.)

Graphic Arithmetic.
*14. Determine the product of the lines ai, a„ the unit being

i'', and write down the number of units it contains. (10.)

*15. If a J (Question 14) represents yJIZ what is the unit? (10.)
•216
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First Stagb or Elementary Examination.

Only eight questions are to be attempted.
Their relative values are shewn in brackets.

Those questions marked «
refer to diagrams on the opposite page.

Plane Geometry.
*1. The line ai represents 3'.9". Construct a scale reading inches
and showing lO'.O". The scale to be correctly figured. (8.)

2. Construct a square 2^" side, and through an angle draw a line

cutting ofE one-third of its area. (8.)
*3. Describe a circle touching the given line ab in

(?,
and passing

through the given point p, (8.)

Solid Geometry.
4. Represent by their traces :

—
a. Two planes at right angles to each other and to the vertical

plane of projection, and one of them inclined at 40° to
the horizontal plane.

b. Two parallel planes not at right angles to either plane of

projection. (8.)
6. Draw the trace of a plane parallel to and 2|" above the horizon-

tal plane, and determine the projections of a point in this plane 3^"
from the ground line. (10.)
*6. Obtain the projections of two points P and Q on the given line

ab, a'b'\ such that P is 1-4" from the vertical plane, and Q 2" from
the horizontal plane. Determine and write down the real length of

the line PQ. (10.)

*7. ab is the plan of one side of an equilateral triangle lying in the

given plane. Complete the plan and draw the elevation of tliis

triangle. - (12.)
*8. The plan abcv of a triangular pyramid standing on the horizontal

plane is given. The vertex of the pyramid is in the given plane mon.
Draw the elevation of the pyramid and also a section on the line

x^y^, (12.)

9. Draw the plan of a hexagon of 1^" side in any position, such that

its plane is neither horizontal nor vertical. (12.)

10. The T square, supposed to have no thickness, rests with the

angles a and b on the horizontal plane and its own plane is vertical.

Draw an elevation on a plane making 35° with the plane of the T
square. (12.)

*11. ab, a'V are the projections of a given line
;
cd is the plan, and

S'

a point on the elevation of a second line intersecting the first,

etermine the traces of the plane containing the two lines. (12.)

*12. The plan and elevation of a simple solid are given. Draw an

elevation on a line parallel to x^\. (14).

13. Make a sectional elevation of the solid (Question 12) on the

line AB. (10.)

Graphic Arithmetic.

*14. The given line a represents the product of the given lines h

and e. Determine and write down the length of the unit. (10.)

16. Taking one-third of a (Question 14) as unit, determine a line

s/ c (10.)

representmg
—

j-.

ns
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SPECIMEN EXAMINATION PAPER, 1887.

First Stage or Elementary Examination.

Only eight questions are to be attempted.
The relative values are shewn in brackets.

The questions marked *
refer to diagrams on the opposite page.

Plane Geometry.
•1. Draw the given figure /w^^ size, adhering strictly to the figured

dimensions. (8.)
*2. Reduce the given figure to a square of equal area. (8.)
3. Construct a triangle whose sides ab, be, ca are Z\'\ 2|", and 2*'

respectively. On ac construct a second triangle, adc^ whose vertical

angle adc is equal to the angle abc and the side ad If". N.B. The
angles upon the same base and in the same segment of a circle are

equal. (8.)

Solid Geometry.
4. a. Show by their traces two vertical planes making 60° with each

other, and with the vertical plane of projection.
h. Show by their projections any two equal parallel lines not

parallel to either plane of projection;
*5. State precisely what is represented by each of the four given

figures (A), (B), (C), (D). (10.)
6. A is a point in the vertical plane \\" above the horizontal plane ;

B is a point in the horizontal plane If" from the vertical plane. The
real distance from A to B is 3". Draw the plan and elevation of the
line joining A and B. (12.)
*7. a' is the elevation of a point in the given plane lorn ; b the plan

of a point in the given plane no\p. Determine the real length of the
line joining these points. (12.)
*8. A vertical plane, of which ht is the horizontal trace, cuts the two

given planes. Draw the elevations of the intersections, and determine
the real angle they contain. (14.)
*9. ab^ a line in the horizontal plane, is the base of a triangle, the

real lengths of the other sides of which are 2^" and If". The height
of the vertex is 1^" above the horizontal plane. Complete the plan
and draw the elevation of the triangle. (14.)

10. Draw the plans of two spheres, 1" and 2^" in diameter, touching
each other, and both planes of projection. (14.)

11. Draw the plan of a cube of 2|" side with one axis vertical (14.)
12. Four equal bricks are arranged as shewn, their side faces being

all in one plane. The dimensions of each brick are 9" x 4^" x 3"
Draw the plan of the pile, and an elevation on a plane inclined at 35"

to the long edges of the three lower bricks. Scale \ full size. N.B.
The figure is not to be merely reproduced. (14.)
13. Make a sectional elevation of the pile (Q. 12) by a vertical plane

containing the diagonals of the horizontal faces of brick A. (14.)

Graphic Arithmetic.

*14. Determine by construction a line representing the sum of the

given lines A, B, divided by C. Tlnit 1|". (10.)
' ' 22

16. Supposing that the area of a circle
is-^r',

where r is the radius
;

obtain by construction and write down the length of a line represent-

ing the area of a circle 3" in diameter. Unit \", (14.)
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SPECIMEN EXAMINATION PAPER, 1888.

First Stage oa Elkmentaky Examination.

Only eight questions are to be attempted.
Their relative values are shown in brackets.

Those questions marked *
refer to diagrams on the opposite page.

Plane Geometry.
*1. Given a scale of yards. Deduce from it a scale of feet to read

to I'-O", and show 70'-0". (8.)
*2. aa, bb, are given parallel lines

; p is a given point. Throughp
draw a line cutting the given lines in points 1|" apart. (8.)

*3. The given figure represents a Maltese cross. Two dimensions
and an angle are given. Draw the cross to a scale of ^"= l'"0". (10.)

Solid Geometry.
4. A point 1-5" from both planes of projection is distant 3*25" from

another point 2'25" from both planes of projection. Obtain the pro-
jections of the two points. (10.)
*5. The given isosceles triangle, abc^ is the plan of an equilateral

triangle, whose base ab is in the horizontal plane. Determine the

height of the vertex C above the horizontal plane. (10.)
*6. vf>, hh, are the traces of a plane parallel to the ground line

;
a

is a point on the ground line. Determine the length of a perpen-
dicular drawn from a to the given plane, (10.)

7. Draw the projections of a horizontal line lying in the given
plane and 1'25" above the horizontal plane of projection. (10.)
*8. Oa is the horizontal trace of a plane inclined at 65° to the hori-

zontal plane. Ot is the plan of the intersection of this plane with a
second plane whose horizontal trace is Ob. Determine and write
down the inclination of the second plane to the horizontal plane. (12.)
9. abed is a four-sided figure ;

draw its plan when bd is horizontal,
and ac inclined at 62° to the horizontal plane, (12.)

10. A hexagonal right pyramid, side of base 1^", height 3|", stands
on the horizontal plane. Draw the plan and make a section by a
vertical plane, the horizontal trace of which is a line through one

angle of the base passing f
" from the plan of the vertex. (14.)

11*. abc represents the plan of a wedge-shaped slice cut out of a

cylindrical cheese, whose height is equal to hali the radius ab. Draw
a plan of the slice resting with one of its rectangular faces on the
horizontal plane, and construct an elevation on a line making 25°

with the short sides of that face. (14.)
12. The letter A as given is cut out of material f" thick, and
stands on the horizontal plane. Draw the plan and make an eleva-

tion on a plane parallel to a diagonal of the rectangle at the top.

(14.)
*13. Make a sectional elevation of the letter A (Question 12) on a

line passing through the plan of the point b\ and making 35° with
the plan of the line b'c'. (14.)

Graphic Arithmetic.
14. The given line x represents the sum of the two lines a and b

divided by c yiii other words x= /. Determine and write down

the length of the unit. (10.)

16. Draw a curve which will give the squares of all quantities
from to 6, taking \" as the unit, (12.)
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SPECIMEN EXAMINATION PAPER, 1889.

SECTION I. OR GEOMETRICAL DRAWING
AND

First Stage or Elementary Examination.

Only eight questions are to be attempted.

The relative valties are shown in brackets.

Those qtiestions marked
*
refer to diagrams on the opposite page.

Candidates for examination in Geometrical Drawing only^ may
confine themselves to Section I.

Candidates for examination in the Elementary Stage of Practical,
Plane, and Solid Oeometry, must not attempt more than
two questions in Plane Oeometry.

section i.—geometrical drawing.

Plane Geometry.

*1. Convert the given scale into a diagonal scale reading
inches. State the representative fraction of this scale. (8. )

2. Construct a scale of chords on a radius of 4'25" to read to
6*. By means of this scale, plot an angle of 75°. (8.)

*3. Prick off the figure as given in Q. 7, and construct a
similar figure, whose sides are to those of the given figure as 7 : 3.

(8.)

*4. a 6 c is a given triangle. Construct an isosceles triangle
of equal area standing on ti e as base. (10.)

*5. Describe a circle of 1 25" diameter touching each pair of

adjacent lines o a, o b, o c, o d, produced if necessary. Describe
two circles touching the three circles. (10.)

*6. The given figure is made up of circular arcs, all of f"
radius. Draw it full size. (10.)

*7. Construct a six-sided polygon abcdef such that e f=
——=^ . a f;de= ad and a 6 =

-5- . 6 c. The rest of the

data are given on the figure
Scale i^=10'-0". (10.)

8. Construct a rhombus, side 2^", diagonal 4^". In this
rhombus inscribe an ellipse.

Solid Geometry.

9. A pentagonal right prism, side of base 1 "5", height 1", rests
on a horizontal plane. On it is placed a right cone, whose base
circle touches the sides of the top of the prism. The height of
the cone is 2". Draw the plan and an elevation on a plane,
making 40* with one side of the base of the prism, (14.)
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N.B.—The questions marked *
refer to the diagrams on the

preceding page.

SECTION II.

10. A point is 2" from the vertical and 1*75" from the hori-
zontal plane. Determine a point on the ground line 3"25" from
this point. (10.

*11. A is a point in the vertical plane; B a point in the
horizontal plane. Draw the plan and elevation of the line
AB. (10.)

*12. c' is the elevation of a point on the given line a'h', ab; d
is the plan of another point on the same line. Determine the
real length of the line CD. (12.)

13. Construct an equilateral triangle of 2^" side. Consider
the triangle to be the plan of a triangle ABC, such that the
heights of the angles A, B, C, above the horizontal plane, are |",

If", and U" respectively. Draw the plan of a horizontal line

lying in the plane of the triangle and passing through C. (12.)

14. Draw the traces of two planes not at right angles to either

plane of projection, and determine the angle which the intersec-
tion of these two planes makes with the vertical plane of pro-
jection. (12.)

15. The horizontal trace of a vertical plane makes 42° with
the ground line. Determine the elevation of a line lying in this

plane, inclined at 30°, and passing through the point where the

given plane cuts the ground line. (12.)

*16. The given figure represents a picture frame. The plane
of the picture is inclined at 55° and the long edges of the
frame are horizontal. Draw the plan, neglecting the thick-

ness. (14.)

17. A hexagonal right pyramid, side of base U", height 3i",
stands on the horizontal plane. It is truncated by a plane
parallel to and If" from its base. Suppose this truncated

pyramid to be tipped about an edge of the base till the plane
of one of the six side faces is horizontal. Draw the plan. (16.)

*18. The given figure represents the end view and part of the

plan of an open box made of wood A" thick. Complete the plan
and make a sectional elevation on the line AB. (18.)

Graphic Arithmetic.

19. A line 2-6" long represents 4^ units. Obtain lines repre-

senting 13 ; V, and 2 ^6- (10.)

*20. If the given line A represents the unit, what numbers do

the lines B, C, and D severally represent ? Determine also a line

representing ^ . (12.)



SPECIMEN EXAMINATION PAPER, 1890.

SECTION I. OR GEOMETRICAL DRAWING

AND

First Stage or Elementary Examination.

Only eight questions are to be attempted.

Their relative values are shown in hi'achets.

Those questions marked *
refer to diagrams on the following

page (228).

section l—geometrical drawing.

Plane Geometry.

*1. The given lineA B represents a length of 45 feet. Constrnct
and figure correctly the scale to which A B is drawn. (10.)

2. Construct a square of 1§" side. Through each angle draw a
line parallel to a diagonal of the square, thus obtaining a second
larger square. Repeat the process with the second square.
obtaining a third square. (8.)

*3. Draw a triangle whose sides are respectively twice the length
of those of the given triangle ah c. Inscribe a circle in this

triangle, and circumscribe a circle about it. (12.)

4. Three lines A,B,C,are parallel ; A is |" from B, and 2" from
C, B lying between A and C. Draw a line D cutting A, B, and C
at an angle of 50°. Describe a circle touching D, B, and C. (12.)

5. Construct a regular pentagon a he de, on o. side of 1-5'.

Join the centre fjoints of the sides ah, d e, and circumscribe the
four-sided figure thus obtained by a circle. What is this figure
called ? (12.)

6. Construct a right-angled triangle a & c, in which a c, the
hypothenuse, is 3 "25", and a 6 is 175". (12.)

7. Triangles standing on the same base and having the same
altitude are equal-

On a line A B, 2" long, as base, construct a triangle A B
whose altitude is 2^" and angle ABC 105°. On A B as base
describe a second triangle ADB equal to the triangle AC B, and
having the side BD parallel to A C. (10.)

8. In a circle of 2|" diameter, place seven equi-distant radii.
From the outer extremity of any radius, draw a Ime to the outer
extremity of the next radius but one, and continue the process
round the circle, always missing out a radius. (12.)

Solid Geometry.
*9. The given figure represents the plan of a cube resting on

a right cylinder 175" high. Make a section of the solids on the
line A B. (14.)

*10. The figure represents a portion of a wall made up of three
whole and three half bricks. Draw the plan, and also an
elevation on a line making 60° with the line of the wall.

N.B.—The thickness of the wall is half a brick. (16^
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K.B.—The questions marhed *
refer to diagrams on the opposite

page (228).

First Stage or Elementary Examination.
Plane Geometry.

,
ll. Draw a triangle the sides of which are respectively twice

the length of those of the^given triangle ahc (fig. to Question 3),

and produce the sides indefinitely. Draw four circles each

touching the three lines. (10.)
12. Construct a regular pentagon ahcdeono. side of 1*6". Join

the centre points of the sides a h and d e, and circumscribe the
four-sided figure thus obtained by a circle. What is this figure
called?

^ , _
(8.)

13. In a circle of 2|" diameter place seven equi-distant radii.

From the outer extremity of any radius, draw a line to the outer

extremity of the next radius but one, and continue the process,
always missing out a radius. (8.)

Solid Geometry.
14. A point P is |" in front of the vertical and 1" above the

horizontal plane of projection. Show it by its plan and elevation,
and through it draw a plane inclined at 50^" to the horizontal pUne
and perpendicular to the vertical plane. (10.)
*15. The traces of a plane are given. Determine the plan and

elevation of a point which is in the given plane ^" in front of the
vertical plane, and the plan of which is 1^' from the horizontal
trace of the given plane. (10.)

16. The horizontal and vertical traces of a plane make respec-
tively angles of 55° and 30" with the ground line. Determine the
plane which bisects the obtuse dihedral angle between the hori-
zontal plane and the given plane. (10.)
*17. The traces of a plane are given and the vertical trace of a

second plane. This second plane is inclined at 65° to the horizontal
plane. Determine the inclination of the first plane to the
horizontal plane, and the plan and elevation of the Ime in which
the planes intersect. (12.)

*18. The letter L» as given, rests on a plane inclined at 35°, with
the points a and b on the horizontal trace of the plane. Draw its

plan. (10.)
19. An equilateral triangle a' h' c' of IJ" side is the end elevation

of a prism 2" long. Draw its plan when the long edge through A
is in the horizontal plane, and the face containing the edge A B is

inclined at an angle of 40' to the horizontal plane. (12.)
*20. The plan and elevation of a solid, made up of two square

prisms, are given. Draw its plan when, instead of standing
vertically as in the figure, the edges through the points marked
A and B are both in the horizontal plane. (16.)
*21. The plan and side elevation of a wooden coal box are given.
Draw the elevation on the given ground line xy. (14.)
*22. Draw the section of the coal box made by the vertical plane,

the horizontal trace of which is the line A B. (14.)

Graphic Arithmetic.
23. Taking i" as unit, obtain lines representing—

15, Vl5, and
-^.

(10.)

*24. Taking the given line A as unit of length, determine and
Write down the number of units of area in the rectangle contained

by the given lines B and C. (12.)



SPECIMEN EXAMLNATION PAPER, 1891.

SECTION I. OR GEOMETRICAL DRAWING
AND

First Stage or Elementary Examination.

Only eight questions are to be attempted.
The relative values are shown in brackets.

'P}\e questions marked *
refer to diagrams on the opposite page.

SECTION I.—GEOMETRICAL DRAWINO.

Plane Geometry.

1. Draw a scale, the representative fraction of which is -^hf

reading yards. (10.)

*2. Draw the figure from the given dimensions. (10.)
N.B.—It is not to be merely copied as given.

3. Draw two parallel lines AB and CD 1|" apart ; draw a line
AD making the angle BAD = 35° = the angle CDA, and through
D and A draw two parallel lines DB and AC, so that the figure
ABDC is a rhombus. (12.)

*4 Construct a similar figure to the given one abed, in which
AB shall correspond to ab. - (12.)

5. What is meant by the mean proportional between two lines ?

Find the mean proportional between two lines respectively IJ"
and 2" long. (10.)

6. Construct a triangle ABC, AB = 2i", BC = If", CA = 2J".
Take a point D on the side AB If" from A, and through D draw a
line dividing the triangle into two equal parts. (14.)

7. Describe a circle 2" in diameter, and in it describe three

equal circles each touching the other two. (10.)

8. Draw an ellipse, the distance between the foci being ^,

and the major axis 3" long. (1:

Solid Geometry.

*9. Three bricks each 9" x 4h" x 3" are arranged as shown by the
front and end elevations. Draw the plan and construct the
section by a vertical plane containing a diagonal of the top brick.

Scale i. (16.)

10. A cube of 2" side stands on the horizontal plane, and a right
cone (radius of base f", height If") stands on the top of the cube,
so that two of its edges are tangents to the base of the cone.

Draw the plan and an elevation of the cube and cone. (14.)
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N.B.—^/ie questions marked *
refer to diagrams on the preceding

page (231).

First Stage or Elementary Examination.

Plane Geometry.

11. Construct a scale of feet for a drawing on which 7 feet 6
inches is represented by 1"5 inches. The scale is to be correctly
divided and figured. (8.)

*12. Reduce the figure abed to a triangle with AB as base, and
vertex on be. (10.)

13. In a circle 2§" in diameter inscribe a triangle having angles
of 62" and 44°. (8.)

Solid Geometry.

*14. a', h', d are the elevations of three points in the given
plane. Determine the ^rwe /orm of the triangle ABC. (14.)

*15. A horizontal line 1*25" above the horizontal plane is termin-
ated by the two given lines ab, a!b' ; cd, dd'. Determine the real

length of this line. (10.)

*16. Determine the intersection with the given plane of a
vertical line passing through the given point A. (10.)

17. The horizontal trace of a vertical plane makes 35° with
xy^.

Obtain the elevation of a line lying in this plane, inclined at 45°.

and passing through xy. (10.)

*18. A line 2|" long, inclined at 40", lies in the given plane and
is terminated by the traces of this plane. Determine the projec-
tions of the line. (14.)

19. A regular hexagon of 1'25" side has one side in the hori-

zontal plane. The plane of the hexagon is vertical and inclined

at 43° to the vertical plane of projection. Draw the elevation of

the hexagon. (10.)

20. Draw the plan of a square of 2|" side in such a position
that two adjacent sides are inclined at 50"^ and 35° respectively.

(12.)

*21. The given figure represents a Maltese cross cut out of

material
^"

thick. Draw the plan and an elevation on a plane
making 65 with xy. (14.)

*22. The two concentric, similarly-situated hexagons ABCDEF.
abcdef, represent respectively the base and top of a truncated

right hexagonal pyramid standing on the horizontal plane. The
height of the truncated portion is r5". Determine the true form
of the section of the solid by a plane containing CD and af. (14.)

Graphic Arithmetic.

*23. If A represents the product of B and C, what length of line

will represent the product of A and C? (10.)

24. If the area of an equilateral triangle of 2^" side is repre-

eented by 3i", what is the unit ? (12.)
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SPECIMEN EXAMINATION PAPER, 1891

SECTION I. OR GEOMETEICAL DRAWING
AND

First Stage or Elementary Examination.

Only eight questions are to be attempted.

Their relative values are shoivn in brackets.

Those qiiestions marked *
refer to diagrams on the following

page (234).

SECTION I.—geometrical DRAWING.

Plane Geometry.

*1. The given line AB represents a length of 35 feet. Construct
and figure correctly the scale to which AB is drawn. (10.)

2. Draw a line AB 2|" long. Through A draw AC perpen-
dicular to AB and 1" long. On CB describe a triangle CJBD,
having a right angle at D, and equal sides, CD, BD ; D and A to
be taken on opposite sides of CB.
Desciibe a circle passing through A, B, and C. (10.)

3. Describe an equilateral triangle of IJ" side. Through each
vertex draw lines parallel to the opposite sides, thus forming a
second triangle.
In the larger triangle inscribe three equal circles, each touching

two sides and each other. (12.)

4. Construct a regular octagon of ] J" side, and reduce it to a

triangle of equal area. (12.)

5. Construct a triangle with base AB 2|" long, angle BAG
=50^ and side BC 24" long.
How many triangles fulfilling these conditions can be drawn ?

(12.)

*6. Draw the figure from the given dimensions.
N.B.—No marks will be awarded for a reproduction of the

figure as given. (12.)

7. The sides of a triangle are respectively 3", 3J", and 2i" long.
Construct a triangle of equal area, and the base of which is 4f"

long. (14.)

8. The axes of an ellipse are 4" and 3" long respectively. Draw
the curve, and determine the foci. (10.)

Solid Geometry.

9. A spherfe of 1^" radius is divided by a plane |" distant from
centre of sphere. Draw the plan and elevation of the larger

portion of the sphere when the cut surface rests on the horizontal

plane. (14.)

*10. The plan of two bricks, one on the horizontal plane, and
the other resting on the first, is given.
The thicluiess of each brick is ^rd of its length.
Draw the elevation on the ground line, xy. (14.)
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N.B.—27ic questions marked thus *
refer to diagrams on the

opposite page (234).

First Stage or Elementary Examination.

Plane Geometry.

11. Construct a triangle, with sides 2^", 1|", 1|". Supposing
that you have four such triangles, how many diflferent parallelo-

grams can you make up of them, using all four? Draw these

parallelograms. (10.)

12. Describe a circle A, of IJ" diameter, touching internally a
circle B, of 3^" diameter. Describe a circle of 2" diameter

touching both circles A and B, the latter internally. (10.)

*13. The figure shows a double riband, the curves being all

circular arcs of two radii. The method of construction is in-

dicated. Draw the riband in strict accordance with the figured
dimensions.
N.B.—No marks will he given for a reproduction of the figure.

(12.)

Solid Geometry.

*14. The heights of the points D and E are respectively If" and
IJ" above the horizontal plane. Obtain the elevations of sdl five

points, A to E, on the line z z.
(12.)

*15. V and h are the vertical and horizontal traces of a line ; hx
is the horizontal trace of a second line, which bisects the first.

Draw the projections of the second line. (12.)

*16. The traces of a plane both make 40° with x y. Draw the

Erojections
of two lines lying in this plane, one parallel to the

orizontal, and the other parallel to the vertical plane of

projection. (12.)

*17. Determine a plane parallel to the given plane v oh, and
passing through the given point a a'. Determine the traces of a
second plane parallel to and U" from the given plane v oh. (12.)

*18. Determine the intersection of the three given planes. _

A''.jB.—Obtain first the intersection of the given oblique

planes and then the point in which this intersection cuts the given
vertical plane. (12.)

*19. a 6 c is the plan of a triangle lying
in the given plane v oh.

Determine the elevation of this triangle. (12.)

*20. The triangle ABC lying
in the horizontal plane is rotated

about the side AB till its plane is inclined at 50% Draw the plan
of the triangle. (12.)

*21. Draw the plan of an octagon of 1|" side lying in the given

plane, and having one side in each plane of projection. (12.)

*22. Two elevations of a dog-kennel are given. Draw the plan
and an elevation on a line parallel to a diagonal of the base, and
showing the doorway. (16.)

Graphic Arithmetic.

*23. The line A represents the square root of the line B.

Determine and write down the length of the unit. (12.)

*24. If 1J" is the unit, determine and write down the length of

the line which will represent the product of A and B. (12.)
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SECTION I. OR GEOMETRICAL DRAWING
AND

First Stage or Elementary Examination.

Only eight questions are to be attempted.
Tlie relative values are shown in brackets.

The questions marked *
refer to diagrams on the opposite page.

SECTION I.—geometrical DRAWING.

Plane Geometry.
1. Construct and figure correctly a scale of 0" 8" to ICyO" capable

of giving dimensions up to 90' 0". (10.)
*2. Draw a regular trefoil as shown in the given sketch, adher-

ing strictly to the figured dimensions. (12.)

3. Construct a triangle with sides 3", 2i", and 1^". Construct
a similar triangle with a perimeter of 8|". (12.)

N.B.—ln similar triangles the sides are respectively propor-
tional.

4. Draw two parallel lines |" apart, and cut at an angle of 75°

by two other parallel lines also |" apart. Describe all the circles
of I" radius which touch any two of these lines and cut none. (12.)

N.B.—The lines are supposed to be produced indefinitely.
*5. Draw two parallel lines U" apart, and describe a circle

cutting these lines in chords respectively 1" and 1|" long. {See
sketch.)

"

(8.)

6. From a point o equal lines oa, oh (2^" long) are drawn,
including an angle of 50". Describe the circle to which these
lines are tangent at the points a and h. On oa produced deter-
mine a point such that tangents drawn to the same circle shall
include an angle of 70"". (12.)
*7 Two equal figures of X are given, the equal lines forming

which cross at an angle of 60". Draw these figures in such a
position that the points a, c, a', c', and the intersections of the
lines cd, dd! ^

and ay, a'6', produced fall at the angles of a regular
hexagon. (12.)

8. Construct a square equal to the difference of the areas of two  

equilateral triangles whose sides are 3" and If" respectively. (12.)

Solid Geometry.

*9. A cross composed of material |" thick lies on the horizontal

plane as shown. Make an elevation of the cross on the line xy.

"(14.).

10. Draw two concentric circles of 2^" and
1|"

diameter. The
larger circle represents the plan of a right cylinder (height S")

resting on the horizontal plane. The smaller circle represents tne

plan of a sphere resting on the cylinder. Make a section of these
solids by a vertical plane passing i" from the centre of the
sphere. (14.) •
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First Stage or Elementatit Examination.

N.B.—The questions marked *
refer to diagrams on the

preceding page {23>'7).

Plane Geometry.
 11. Draw a circle of 1" radius, tangent to the line AB at Q,

and draw another circle touching the first circle, and tangent to
AB at P. (10.)

12. Construct a triangle ABC having AB= 2", AC= 1 '75"t

angle CAB= 40° ; and draw a square equal in area to the triangle
ABC. (10.

*13. Draw the figure, not of the same size as the diagram, but
taking the length of the sides of the square ABCD at 2". (12.)

Solid Geometry.

*14. q, (f are the projections of a point on a line whose eleva-
tion is p' (f. Find the plan {yq), the line being inclined at 30° to
the horizontal plane of projection. (10.)

*15. a'6' is the elevation of one line, cd the plan of another
line, both in the given plane (6'e, ed). Find the other projections
of the two lines, and the projections of their point of intersection.

(12.)

*16. p' is the elevation of a point in the given plane (6'e, ed).
Find the plan jp of the point ; and through the point pp draw the

projections of a line, in the given plane, and inclined at 30°. (12.)

*17. Find the intersections of the line e/, df with the given
plane {^da, ah). (12.)

*18. Determine the angles which the given plane (c'a,a&) makes
with the vertical and horizontal planes of projection. (14.)

19. Draw the plan of an equilateral triangle of 1"5" side, its

plane inclined at 60°, one side inclined at 50°, and one vertex in
the horizontal plane. (12.)

20. A circle of 3" diameter is tilted up so that its plan is an
ellipse whose minor axis is 2". Draw the ellipse, and give the

angle of inclination of the plane of the circle when in that

position. (12.)

*21. Draw the elevation of the pyramid, and of the block

{gi, g'h') through which it passes, on a ground line (such as Xi,x
|

parallel to the sides ah, de of the base. (14.)

*22. Find the plan and the true form of the section of the

pyramid by a plane perpendicular to the vertical plane of pro-
jection, and represented in elevation by SS, its vertical trace. (12.)

Graphic Arithmetic.

23. Find the line which represents the cube of a line 1J inches

long to a unit of 1 inch. (12.)

24. Find the line which represents the fraction ^o a unit of

i inch. (10.)



SPECIMEN EXAMINATION PAPER, 1894.

SECTION I. OR GEOMETRICAL DRAWING
AND

First Stage or Elementary Examination,

Only eight questions are to be attempted.

The relative values are shown in brackets.

Questions marked *
refer to diagrams on the following
page (240).

section I.—geometrical drawing.

Plane Geometry.

1. Construct a scale of 3 "5" to 30', to show feet, and correctly
figured. Draw to the scale a triangle, its sides, respectively, 20',

15', and 12' long. (10.)

*2. Divide the line AB into three consecutive parts, to each
other in the proportion of 1 : | : |. (8.)

*3. The figure represents a continuous outline composed of

portions of three circles and of their common tangents. Draw the

figure to the indicated dimensions. (10.)
4. Draw a quadrilateral figure ABCD, with the following

dimensions :

AB = 2", BC = 1-5", AD = 1-5". The diagonal BD = 2",
the diagonal AC = 2*5".

Find the length of the side of a square equal in area to
the quadrilateral. (12.)

5. Draw a circle of 1" radius ; and (a) draw a triangle circum-

scribing the circle, its angles being, respectively, 75", 70\ and 35° ;

(6) join the points where these lines are tangent to the circle, and
write down the values of the angles of the triangle thus
formed. (12.)

[Note.
—The angle subtended by a chord at the centre of a

circle is double of that subtended by the same chord at
the circumference.]

*6. Draw the figure from the indicated dimensions. (14.)
7. Inscribe a pentagon in a circle of 1'5" radius. Draw the

diagonals, and the circle circumscribing the pentagon formed by
their intersection. (12.)

8. The minor axis of an ellipse is 2j" long, and the distance
between the foci is 2". Find the major axis and draw the
curve. (10.)

Solid Geometry.
*9. The figure represents the i)lan (ABCD) and elevation

(A'A'aD'sD') of a truncated prism with a rectangular base. Draw
an elevation of the solid in a direction perpendicular to the line
ab. (14.)
*10. The figure represents the plan (AEFD) and elevation
(A'B'C'D') of a vertical block with a square hole (in elevation
i'K'G'H') through it. Draw the section of the block made by a
vertical plane represented in plan by the line ab, and shade the
portions of the block cut by the plane. (16.)^
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N. B.—Questions marhed
*
refer to diagrams on the opposite page (240) .

First Stage or Elementary Examination.

Plane Geometry.
11. In a circle of 1^" diameter, place a chord 1|" long. At each

extremity of this chord draw a tangent to the circle. Describe a
second larger circle, touching the hrst and also the tangents. (10. )

12. Construct a square ahcd of 2|" side. Bisect this square by a
line drawn from a point on the side a6 distant 1" from a.

Reduce this square to a parallelogram of which the bisecting line

is a diagonal. (10.)

*13. The figure rejiresents the section of an oval sewer, the out-

line of which is made up of circular arcs. The construction is

indicated. Draw the section in strict accordance with the figured
dimensions. Scale |" = 1 foot. (12.)

Solid Geometry.
14. Show in plan and elevation :—

a. A point 2" from the ground line and 1^" from the
vertical plane of projection.

b. A line parallel to and l^" from the vertical plane of

projection, and inclined at 40° to the horizontal

plane. (10.)

*15. A line of which a'b' is the elevation passes through the given
point bb', and intersects the given line cd, c'd'. Draw the plan of

tliis line and determine its inclination to the horizontal plane. (12. )

*16. Determine the distanceapart ofthegivxn parallel planes. (10.)

17. An isosceles triangle (base 2", sides 2|") rests with its base on
the horizontal plane, and is rotated about the base till the height
of the vertex is |" above the horizontal plane. It is then further
rotated till the height of the vertex is 2". Determine the angle con-

tained by the planes of the triangle in these two iiositions. (12.)

*18. The plan a of a point lying in the plane mon is given.
From this point draw, in plan and elevation, a line lying in the

plane and mclined at 35° to the horizontal plane. From the
same point draw a second line also in the given plane and
making 45° with the first line. (12.)

*19. a, b and c arc points on the respective traces of a given plane
as shown. Determine the true form of the triangle ABC. (12.)

20. A pentagon abcde (side 1^") is the plan of a right prism
(height 21") standing on the horizontal i)lane. This prism is cut by
an oblique plane which jjasses through the lower edge cd and the

upper point a. Draw an elevation of the truncated prism on a line

parallel to ab. (14.)

21. Draw the plan of a right hexagonal pyramid (side of base,

li", height 2|") lying with one triangular face on the horizontal

plane. Draw also an elevation on a plane parallel to any side of

the base which is not horizontal. (12.)
*22. The elevation of a semi-circular headed window is given,
and also a plan at AB. Draw an elevation of the window on a

ground line parallel to cc^. (16.)

Graphic Arithmetic.

23, Determine a line whose length shall represent \/^, taking
I" as the unit. (12.)

*24. If the given line ab represents the fraction |, determine
the unit. (12.)
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SPECIMEN EXAMINATION PAPER, 1895.

SECTION I. OR GEOMETRICAL DRAWING
AND

First Stage or Elementary Examination.

Only eight questions are to be attempted.

The relative values are shown in brackets.

Questions marked *
refer to diagrams on tlie opposite page (243.)

section I.—geometrical drawing.

Plane Geometry.
*1. The given line AB represents a length of 15 yards. Construct

a scale of yards by which single yards may be measured up to 40
yards. The scale must be correctly figured. (10.)

2. Draw an isosceles right-angled triangle having its equal sides

2^" long. Within the triangle inscribe two equal circles, each
touching the other and two sides of the triangle. (10.)

*3. Draw the pattern shown (including the dotted lines). The
arcs are all to be of 4" radius. (10.)

4. Construct a regular heptagon of If" side, and within it

inscribe a circle. (12.)
5. The diagonals of a parallelogram are 2J" and 2" long respect-

ively and are perpendicular to one another. Construct the figure,
and a similar parallelogram of 2" side, having its sides parallel to
and equi-distant from those of the first. (10.)

6. is a point within a quadrilateral figure ABCD. Construct
the figure from the following dimensions :

—
Angles—AOB = 115°, BOC = 65^ AOD = 85°

Lengths—OA = U", OB = If", BC = If", BD = 3"
Reduce the quadrilateral to an isosceles triangle of equal

area, having AB for base. (14.)

*7. Draw the figure from the given radii. (12.)
8. Draw a line AB 3" long, and describe two circles, each

of f" radius, touching AB at A and B respectively. Then describe
a third circle, of 1" radius, touching both the other circles. (10.)

9. Find, and mark clearly, the third proportionals, greater and
less, to two lines 1^" and 2^" long. (8.)

10. Construct a triangle having its sides in the ratio 5 : 4 :
2^

the longest side being 2|" long. (8. )

Solid Geometry.
*11. ABCD is the plan of a box without a lid, 1J" high, made

of material of uniform thickness. Draw an elevation on the
line xy, showing the section of the box made by the vertical plane
represented in plan by the line

ef. (16.)
*12. The figure is the elevation of a solid composed of two
truncated cones. Draw its plan, and show upon the given eleva-

tion the section made by a vertical plane passmg through the axis
AB of the solid, and inclined at 45° to the vertical plane of

projection. (12.)

13. A right prism has for base a regular hexagon of 1^" side, and
its axis is 1" long. Draw an elevation of the prism standing with
one rectangular face on the ground, the planes of the bases making
angles of 4o° with the vertical plane of projection. (14.)

242
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First Stage or Elementary Examination.

'N.B.—Questions marked *
refer to diagrams on the preceding

page (243).

Plane Geometry.

14. On a chord 2" long describe the segment of a circle con-

taining an angle of 57". Then describe a circle of '75" radius

touching the arc of the segment internally and also touching the
chord. (10.)

15. Construct a rectangle, one side 2" long, having its area half
that of an equilateral triangle of 2^" side. (10.)

*16. Draw the figure from the given dimensions. (12.)

Solid Geometry.

*17. a'h' and h'c' are the elevations of two lines, each 2" long.
Find the plans of the lines, the plan of point h' being at h. (10.)

*18. ah IS the plan of a horizontal line 1^" above the horizontal

plane. Find its elevation, and determine the plan and elevation
of an isosceles triangle having the given line for base, and its

vertex in ccy. (10.)

*19. oh is the horizontal trace of a plane, and ah is the plan of a

line in that plane inclined at 25° to the horizontal plane. Deter-
mine the vertical trace of the plane, and the plan of a line in the

plane, passing through a and at right angles to the line of which
a& is the plan. (12.)

*20. Determine the traces of a plane containing the given line

PQy P'Q.'i and inclined at 45° to the horizontal plane of projec-
tion.

,
(12.)

21. A rectangle, sides 1^" and 2^", rests with a short side in the
horizontal i)lane, and is rotated about that side until its plan is a

square of li" side. Determine its inclination to the horizontal

plane, and draw an elevation on a vertical plane parallel to the
horizontal sides of the rectangle. (12.)

*22. Determine the perpendicular distance of the point pp' from
the given plane wiow. (12.)

23. A. right equilateral triangular prism, axis 2", edge of base
1 75", lies with one rectangular face in the horizontal plane, and
one triangular base in the vertical plane of projection. Draw its

plan, and also the plan of a sphere of 1" radius which touches the
horizontal plane, the vertical plane, and the prism. (12.)

24. A hemisphere of 1 "25" radius is placed with its plane surface

vertical, and inclined at 48° to the vertical plane of projection.
Draw its elevation. (12.)

*25. Plan and elevation are given of the upper part of a chimney.
Draw a sectional elevation on the line st. The part in section

may be lightly shaded. (16.

Graphic Arithmetic.

*26. Two lines A and B are given. Find the line representing

the value of vjd, the unit being IJ". (12.)

*27. The line B represents \/6 Determine the unit. (12.)
244



SPECIMEN EXAMINATION PAPER, 1896.

section i. or geometrical drawing and
First Stage or Elementary Examination.

Only eight questions are to be attempted.
The relative values are sJiown in brackets.

Questions marked *
refer to diagrams on following page (246.)

section I.—geometrical drawing.
Plane Geometry.

1. A line 4|" long represents a distance of 4'. Construct a scale

by which feet and inches may be measured up to 4 feet. The
scale must be neatly finished and correctly figured. (12.)

2. Within a circle of 1?" radius inscribe a regular pentagon.
About the same circle describe another regular pentagon, having
its sides parallel to those of the inscribed pentagon. (10.)

*3. Draw figure shown, making sides of square 2^" long. (10.)
4. Construct a rectangle having one of its sides If", and its

diagonals 2" long. Make a similar rectangle having its shorter
sides 1^" long. (8. )

5. Draw two lines AB, AC, making an angle of 25" at A.
Describe a circle of |" radius touching AB and having its centre
on A(J. From A draw a second tangent to the circle, marking
clearly the point of contact. (8.)

6. The foci of an ellipse are 2^" apart and its major axis is

3^" long. Describe half the curve. (10.)

*7. Draw the pattern according to the given dimensions. (12.)
*8. Draw the "cyma recta" moulding shown, adhering to the

given dimensions. The curve is composed of two quarter-circles
of equal radii, tangential to one another and to the lines AB and
CD respectively. (10)

9. Construct an irregular pentagon, ABODE, from the follow-

ing data :
—

Sides—AB = 2", BC = |",AE = |".

Angles—ABC and BAE each = 135°. BCD and AED each = 95".

Reduce the figure to a triangle of equal area, having AB
(produced if necessary) for base and D for vertex. (12.)
*10. Draw the curve every point of which is at equal distances
from the line PQ and the point F. The curve, which is a parabola,
need not be shown below the line ST. (12.)

Solid Geometry.
*11. The plan is given of a cuJ)e, having a cylindrical hole pierced
through its centre. A vertical plane, represented by the line Im,
cuts off a i)ortion of the solid. Draw an elevation on the line xy,
supposing the part of the solid in front of Im removed. The part
in section should be clearly indicated by lightly shading it. (14.)
*12. Plan and elevation are given of a solid composed of a half-

cylinder placed upon a prism. Draw a new elevation, when the
horizontal edges of the prism make angles of 45" with the vertical

plane of proj ection. ( 16. )

13. Draw the plan of a right pyramid 2^" high, base an equi-
lateral triangle of 2" side. The pyramid stands on its base, and
the upper part is cut off by a horizontal plane 1" above the tsase.

Indicate the section clearly by light shading. (12.)
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FiBST Stage or Elementary Examination.

N.B.—Questions marked *
refer to diagrams on the preceding

page (246).

Plane Geometry.

14. ABC is an equilateral triangle of 2^" side. Describe a circle

of f" radius round C, and draw another circle which will touch
the former one, and will touch the line AB at A. (10.)

*15. Divide a circle of \\" radius, similarly to the given diagram,
the radii of the smaller circles (7-1, r^, andrg) being §", |", and 1^"

respectively. (10.)

16. ABCD is a rectangle, AB = 1^", BC = 2\". Find two points
(P and Q) on the line BC, such that the angles, APD, AQD, shall

be each 70°. (10.)

Solid Geometry.

17. A line, 2" long, is the plan of a square of 1|" side. Show the

position in plan of the angles of the square. (10.)

18. The vertical trace of a plane makes an angle of 48^ with the

xy line. The plane is inclined at 60° to the horizontal plane. Draw
the horizontal trace. (12.)

*1.9. oh is the horizontal trace of a plane, and ah the plan of a line

lying in the plane. The real length of AB being 2", draw the
vertical trace of the plane, and the elevation of the line. (12.)

20. ahc is an equilateral triangle of 2i" side, and is the plan of a

triangle of which the angles A, B, ana C are respectively 1", 2",
and 3" above the horizontal plane of projection. Determine the
real angle AB(^ (12.)

*21. Through p, a point in the horizontal plane, draw the plan
of a line inclined at 40° to the horizontal plane, in the given
plane MLN. (12.)

22. Draw the plan of a regular pentagon of 1|" side, when two
adjacent sides are inclined at 25° to the horizontal plane. (12.)

23. Draw the projections of two spheres (of 1" and |" radius

respectively), touching one another and the horizontal plane. (10. )

24. The base of a right pyramid is an equilateral triangle of 2"
side. The height 9f the pyramid is 2V'. Draw the plan of the

pyramid when it lies with one triangular face (not the base) on
the ground. (12.)

*25. The ])lan and end elevation are given of a hexagonal right

prism lying with one long edge on the ground. Draw a section
and elevation on the line LM. The parts in section may be lightly
shaded. (16.)

Graphic Arithmetic.

B X C
*26. If A represents the unit, determine a line = —

^
—

• (^2.)

/o~

27. If a line 2^" long represent \/2, draw a line = -^ . (10.)
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